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SUMMARY
Within the guidelines proposed by 0AST, the Power Working Group (PWG)
established the objectives of identifying the technology requirements for
three basic areas _f space technology: Shuttle Payloads, Mission Driven
Technology, and Opportunity Driven Technology. Each of these three areas
was further subdivided and considered according to the following outline: i
(I) Energy Sources and Conversion (A. Solar Photovoltaics, B. Solar and
Nuclear Thermal Electric, C. Chemical Conversion, D. Ambient Field Trapping),
(II) Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission, and :
(222) Storage. Various technology areas have been suggested for OAST
consideration. These are compilation of inputs from various sources and
have been discussed in detail in the report. The main conclusions reached
by the PWG are as follows: (1) power system technology currently available
is adequate to accomplish all missions in the 1973 Mission Model, (2) Im-
proved Power Systems technology can provide significant benefits in opera-
2
tional capabilities and costs, even for the 1973 Mission Model (sixteen
such areas have been identified), (3) major advancements in Power Systems _
technology must be made if the Outlook for Space and other advanced user
plans are to be accomplished.
/
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INTRODUCTION i
• This is the final report of the Power Working Group assembled under
the auspices of the OAST Space Technology Summer Workshop. The Power l
• _ Working Group (PWG) met at M_dlson College, Earrlsonburg, Virginia, August _'
_ 4-15,1975.
The objective of the Workshop as understood by the _WG was to identify, i
_ for the conslderatIGn of OAST management, three specific areas of space
technology for possible pursu._.t. The technology areas are listed below,
I with especial emphasis to be placed on Item l:
_ i. Shuttle Payloads--technology experiments which might make I
_ use of the capabilities of the Space Transport System.
2. Mission Driven Technology--technology needed to accomplishthe missions in the '73Mission M del, or technology wh c
if suitably developed would offer significant improvements
over the level of technology currently in use.
3. Opportunity Driven Technology--technology needed to support
potential space opportunities of the future as Iden+_fled
by users.
The technologies llsted are compilations of inputs from various sources;
they are not a recommended listing nor is any priority to be inferred.
Further, they are probably not a comprehensive list. The three technolog_
areas listed above are treated separately in Books I, II, and III.
The approach taken by the FWG took the following chronology:
Assemblage of input materials and data.
Subdivision of power systems into subsystems and assign-
ments of members to each subsystem.
Generation of technology areas by subsystems.
Review of technology areas by entire _WG.
Drawing of conclusions.
Preparation of presentation to management and final report.
Inputs were obtained from a number of sources. Most of them are listed in
Appendix A.
, j
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IARFAS OF CONSID_qATION
Each of the three main areas, i.e., Shuttle Payloads, Mission Driven
Technology, and Opportunity Driven Technology were further subdivided and
i,
considered according to the detailed outline of Appendix B and abbreviated
below for reader convenience:
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Solar Photovoltaics
B. Solar and Nuclear _nermal Electric
C. Chemical Conversion
D. Ambient Field Trapping
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
III. Storage
See Fig_ire 1 for a pictorial of this subdivision.
Please note that this outline is a "first cut best Judgement." Con-
sequently, a detailed review of Appendix B might reveal other technology
areas quite worthy of OAST pursuit. Because they were outside of this
outline, however, they were not considered by the PWG.
Titles of the technology areas submitted for OAST consideration are
listed in the next section with detailed summaries and submittals contained
/
in Books I, If, and III.
\
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TECHNOLOGY AREA TITLES
Shuttle Payloads (Book I)
I. Energy Sources _ Conversion
:. A. Solar Photovaltaic
i
1. Deployment, Retraction and Dynamics of Lightweight
; Structures for Solar Cell Arrays
2. Demonstration of High Voltage Solar Cell Array and
! High Voltage Power Management for SEPS
3. SSPS Technology Testing and Demonstration Experiments
4. Measurement of Solar Radiation Intensity and Spectral
Distribution
• 5. Environmental Tests of Advanced Solar Cells
6. Environmental Tests of Materials for Advanced Solar
Arrays
7. Liquid Metal Sllp Ring Experiment
8. Extended Environmental Testing ofSolar Array Mechanisms
and M_terlals
9. In Space Assembly of High Power Transfer Devices
10. Environmental Tests of Advanced Solar Cell Modules and
Subarrays
B. Solar & Nuclear Thermo Electric
1. Demonstrate Emergency Cooling System in Zero-Gravlty
for B_ayton Isotope Power System
2. Demonstration of Brayton Isotope Power in Pointing
, Experiment for Large Concentrators
3 i
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Shuttle Payloads (Book I) Continued 't
3. Scalable, Free Flying Facility for Testing of High
Power Density Components
4. Demonstration of a 500 KWe Solar Brayton Space Power i:
System for Transmitting Electric Power to Earth a
5. Demonstration of a 100 KWe Nuclear Space Power System
Z
(Brayton-Thermionlc) £or Electric Power or Propulsion
C. Energy Conversion - Chemical
1. Radio Frequency Mass Quantity Gauging i
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion & Transmission
1. Unattended Utility Power Station
2. Sphinx B
3. Sphinx C
4. Flight Demonstration of Power System Components Cooled
by Integral Heat Pipes
5. SEPS Prime Propulsion Demonstration
[II. Storage
1. Silver-Zinc Cell Experiment
2. High Energy Density Battery F_perlment
i
mm m mi ......... - ....
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_ Mission Driven Technolo_ Requirements (Book II)
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
• A. Solar Photovolteic |
i. Solar Cell Array for Electri= Propulsion
2. High Efficiency, Low Cost, Radiation Resistant, ' '
! Light-Weight, Silicon Solar Cells
i 3. Power Transfer Across Rotating Joints
4. High Temperature, High Efficiency, Radiation
Resistant III-V Compound Solar Cells
B. Solar and Thermo Electric
None
; C. Chemical Conversion
i"
i. Hydrogen/Oxygen Fuel Cell Module for Tug
2. Radio Frequency Mass Quantity Gauging
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion, & Transmission
; _ i. Spacecraft Charging and High Voltage Interactions with
Plasmas
i 2. Unattended Utility Power Station
• _ 3. Automated Power Systems Management
- 4. Solar Array Power Generation and Management, HVSA
f 5. Advanced Power Processing/Monitoring System
• _ 6. Multi EN, High Voltage Power Processor and Distribution
System for Special Applications
• 7. Self-Aligning Multipin, Low/High Voltage Electrical
i"Connector AssemblyI
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Mission Driven Technology Requirements /
(Book II) Continued
IiI. Storage
1. Ni-Cd Secondary Battery System for IZT
2. Ni-H_ Energy Storage System for Low Earth Orbit, J
?
Long Life Payloads, LST
3. High Energy Density Batteries
6
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Opportul%ity _h_ivers (Book IiI)
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Solar Photovoltalc
I
1. Soxar cell array for SSPS
2. High Efficiency, Radiation Resistant, High
Temperature Lightweight Solar Cells
3. MultiJunction, Edge-Illuminated Silicon Solar Cell
4. High Efficiency, Low Cost, Radiation Resistant
Electromagnetic Wave Energy Generator (EWEG)
B. Solar and Nuclear Thermo Electric
1. Solar Concentrators for High Temperature Energy
Conversion to Electric Power
2. _;uclear Electric Power for Propulsion or Large
Power Uses
3. Extr_-Terrestrial Brayton Energy Conversion ISolar
and Nuclear Heat Sources)
4. Extra-Terrestrial Stlrling Energy Conversion (Solar
and Nuclear Heat Source)
5. High Performance Thermlonic Conversion
6. Solar Dielectric Power Conversion
7. Nuclear Thermoelectric Power System
C. Chemical Conversion
e
i. Dielectric Film Stack Cryogenic Tank [nsu_ .ion
2. Advanced Fuel Cell Technology
e
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iOpportunity Drivers (Book III) Continued
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion & Transmission
i. Power Processing and Distribution Systems for !
3
- Gigawatt Class Power Systems .!
8
_ 2. High Bus Voltage Power Processor and Distribution
_;. System Technology
:, 3. Laser Energy Photovoltaic Converter
4. Ultra High Power Energy Conversion and Transmission
System Technology
IIl. Storage
i. Large Ni-Cd Batteries for Space Station Application
2. Use of Flywheels for Mechanical Storage of Energy .
_EPRODUCIBILITYOF T_t_
'_ o_Al, PAGEIBPOOR
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BOOK I: SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Shuttle Experiments Related to Solar Photovoltaic Components and Systems "_
Two new requirements for improved photovoltaic systems are driving
i
technology in this field. One firm requirement for solar space power systems
which provide power for new Solar Electric Propulsion Systems (SEPS), is an
" 85% weight reduction of photovoltaic systems. The second requirement which
is potential in nature, is for low cost, high efficiency, and high temperature
sc_ar electric convertors for the Space Satellite Power System (SSPS).
Two experiments directly related to the SEPS are proposed. In one, the
dynamics of deployment and retraction of lightweight structures will be studied
in a zero-gravity environment to validate designs now being developed for solar I
cell arrays. The second experiment specifically related to SEPS is to demon-
strate, in the space environment, the operation of a lightweight, high voltage
solar cell array using switching devices integral with the array for powe_
management.
Four experiments directly related to the SSPS are proposed. One experi-
ment is directed at demonstration of space assembly techniques _or ultra-
lightweight structures supporting solar cell arrays, and determination of
their dynamic characteristics. The other three experiments will demonstrate
the space-worthiness of the mechanical integrity of the SSPS array design,
the microwave generators, and a full capability but scaled-down SSPS.
Seven additional experiments are proposed related to solar cell cali-
bration and to space synergistic testing of materials, components, and sub-I
_ystem arrays required in both SEPS as well as all other payloads using
L
photovoltalc arrays. All of these experiments are proposed for both low
I0
]977006970-0]6
earth orbit and for geosynchronous orbit under both i AU and concentrated • "_
sunlight. One experiment is aimed at measuring the intensity and spectral
distribution of solar radiation between 0.2 mrn to 1.5 _. The other six
experiments test the long term space worthiness of advanced solar cells,
materials (covers, encapsulants, flexible substrates, interconnects, anti-
|
reflection coatings, new liquid metal power transfer sllp rings, lubricants,
conductors, and lnsolators, and advanced solar cell arrays.
)
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. i
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 |
1. REF. NO. 17 PREP DATE 8/i/75 REV DATE LTR
; CATEGORY Electric. Pgwer ,-
2. TITLE Deployment, Retraction and Dy_mics of LiKhtweiKht Structures.for Solar !
Cell Arrays
,i I3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Determine dynamics of candidate ll_ht- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED '!
wei_J_ _tructures to verify analytical
mnd_l and DrOV_de reanlrements for attitude control and orientation.
- l
VerlfY deployment and retraction of candidate structures.
|ii
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Li_htwei_t st;uctures for solar arrays are needed for
SEPS. A zero-g t_ is needed to validate the designs now being developed.
Besults will also be used to improve the anal2tlcal methods used for _redicting
array dvr_amics.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
,.. .,.,, ,.
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
i
t 7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i
FT (TD_-I) 7/75
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TITLE NO. |
PAGE 2 i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS _
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Lightweight solar array str_ctu_¢s
?
. togeth.er with llF_ztweiF_zt array b_z_et. .Ca_ be exl;icle now bei_ developed
in SEP program.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/min) / .. kin, INCL. deg,TIME hr
|'
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg, SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA ,,
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION [
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING" YES_-_ N0_-_
TEST CONFIDENCE _'
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: _ i
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
4
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: !
EXISTING: YES _ NO r_ i
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE _, ',
, , %
10. ,SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST 151 COST 151 !
1. ANALYSIS 1 '_:
!' 2. DESIGN
" 3. MFG& C/O i
' 4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
, GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL I
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ -- ) _ :
" 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
_ COST MISK $ .
• 4
z [1 (1DR;)) 7,75(
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• FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. i
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 i1. REF. NO.__.17 PREP DATE REV DATE LTR _ ,
CATEGORY Electri_ Pgwer i
2. TITLE D_monst_atlon _f W1_h Vnl+_e £olA_ _ii A_ra y ann Fd_h Vole.Age I
_wer Management fo_ NEPS,
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART "i !
Demonstrate in the space environment the CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED 1operation of a lightweight h gh voltage
solar cell array usinK swltchln_ devices inteKral with the array for power
l i"
management.
t ;
i,, ,l
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME ,YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS _The high voltaKe array and integral power manaKement offers "i ,
improved reliability and lower weight for the power slrstems for SEPS. The
validity of this approach must be verified b_ a test in the total space environ-
ment to reduce the risk for later SEI_ applications.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS S :
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO.?
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTICN TEST ARTICLE: High voltage polar cell &r_&y wlth
lntegral switches and power mana6ement subsystems.
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) / kin,INCL. dog,TIME__ hr
1
L
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
: EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION / :'
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YES['-] NOO
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: f.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: !
EXISTING:YES _ NO [_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: :_
_..
TESTCONFIDENCE
1", _HEDULE _ICOST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTI_ i_
TASK E " COST(,) COST(S)I -
1..%NALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
fCH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ - )
" 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSt FIlSK $
] ('IDR .')7,75 i
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY /
m
2. TITLE SSPS Technology Testin_ and Demonstration Exoeriments
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,
CURRENT' UNPERTURBED REQUIRED \(a) Demonstrate space assembl_ and deter-
_ mine dynamics of ultra-liKht weight
structures for solar cell arrays.
(b) Demonstrate space worthiness of the solar cell array design developed for
SSPS.
(c) Demonstrate space worthiness of microwave generators developed for SSPS.
The t_t oenerat_rs probably will he reduced in size bu_ will _enerat_ e_ulva-
? lent power densities as those re%ulred for SS.PS.
- (d) Demonstrate space worthiness of a scaled down version of the SSPS. S_stem
._ operation could be demonstrated in low earth orbit_ and system durability _ested :
later in a _eos_nchronous earth orbit.
m, _.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS° TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE , "
'_ 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
b
TECHNICAL BENEFITS These tests are needed to identi_y _Qchnolo_i_al _ o:
deficiencies tQ be corrected and to eventually make a rational decision on
building a full scale SSPS.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
i
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT -;
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS .
FT (TDR-I) 7/_/5 ........ REPRODUCIBILITYOF "l'Hh
OR/G_AL PAGE m POOR16
9YY0089Y0-022
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
J
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
. TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(maxlmin) /. kin,INCL. deg,TIME_ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
e_
|. EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
P01NTING STABILITY DATA
_ ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
f SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YESO N0 O
i TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
i
_- TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
I SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
i EX,ST,NG:YESIZl NoI--I
I GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
, ! TESTC0NFIOENCE
r 10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
I E COST,., cos.,.,
1. ANALYSIS
I 2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
,i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTSS )
j, . m,|,
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COSTRISK $
f 1 (1 DR,_) 7t7,5 _
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
_, TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. 17 PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Electric Power
|,.
-2. TITLE Measurement of S_la_ _adlatlon Intensity and Spectral Distribution
!
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART •
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
Measurement of spectral intensity of
solar radiation over range of _ensitivity
of solar cells (0.2 um to 1.5 tun). Some doubt has been cast on presently
used _,oectralintensity of sunshine by limited flight tests of advanced solar
cells.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS D¢_initlv_ _a_urement of soectral intensity a_ to_al
intensity of solar radiation needed to guide future development of hl_h
efficiency solar cells.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/'/5
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TITLE NO. I
_ PAGE 2
-_ COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS i
, 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
Y f _
• i !
! TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) _ / kin, INCL. dig, TIME _. hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
: ! EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg, SIZE X X m.POWER kW
P01NTING STABILITY _ DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION
! SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES"
ExI_ING_ESl--]NoD
i TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YESD NOQ
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE 81COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
/
TASK iCY COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE •
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $. )
m
' 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COS'I' RISK $
r I (1DR-?) 7t75
19
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
,,,, .i iin i ., ii • _
1. REF. NO. !_ PREPDATE 8/7/75 REV DATE LTR _, ;
CATEGORY Electric P,.... r
2. TITLE _TJ_.ental rests of Advanced Solar Cells
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED I L_VZ_LOF STATE OF iRT
Verification of s_.e.ce worthiness of cURR "NT ,_!NFERTURBED REQUIRED !
improved solar ce_,._. Initial output in
space and degradation due to particulate and ui_q[ _ J::! radiation cannct be , _
convincingly determlned i:L_:L_ test_ _OL__.r,_.._:_:. of cells• Exposure to
need': ).the real s_ace envlror_ment f:_ a _ar is c_ , :alidate _rounds test
measurements and to improve the accuracy, of _,_:,;.,,,..d measurements.l
iii
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRS_AD_I'_._I_LIGHT DATE ASAP
aBvELOPMENT LEADTIMELU, L__YEA.S.TEC.NOLOGYNeedDATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Present technolo;_¢ programs aim to reduce the CO_ of solar
cell arrays for conventional missions by 70% and reduce the weight for SEPS
gzLssion by 85_. _mproved cells for these programs are in development. Space
tests are needed to validate the approaches pursued_ identify deficiencies _
early and promote user acceptance. Cells returned from these experiments would
_TU_ or standards to set the Illumination unaer solar slmu±a_ors. Sxmliar
EN AL COST BENEFITS n_da wl 11 h_ mn_e critical for development of the SSI_
array.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TFCHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE Dt_UMENTS/COMMENTS .
i
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
i =
COMPARISON OF SPACE & ,GROUND TEST OPTIONS
i
; 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION: A_.T.(mex/min) / kin.INCL. dell,TIME hr
: BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: t
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT k|, SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STAOILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION_ /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YESr"] N0 O
TESTCONFIDENCE__
. =m
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
, TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO O
• GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
' TESTCONFIDENCE
i i]1 IN,I lil ".
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GPOUND TEST OPTICh_I
E 1, TASK COST (tll COST 151:
; 1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GR_q_IDTOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i HI|| i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ , (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS& )
- .m , | i
• 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM CO;T IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $ ......
in
1 (1DR2) 1,15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. 17 PREPDATE 8/7/75 REV DATE LTR -- ._
CATEGORY Electric Power
i
2. TITLE Fmvlrnnmental Test._of Materials for Advanced Solar Cell Array_
m
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ' I
Verification of space worthiness of CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
materials used in construction of ad- . •
yanced solar cell arrays. _terials include flexible substrate materials 2 new
cover and encapsulant materials, and adhesives and cements. The space environ-
ment cannot be simulated in total in the laboratory and s_ner_estic and rate
effects of temperature, oxygen, UV, and particulate radiation are known to be
Importa.ntto many if not all the candidute materials.
experiment
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAIi'_LUi_I_FLIGHT DATE ASAP
initial 2 years e_x__
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 2dK_2_Q/__YEARS. T:_ NEED DATE _currln_
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS 6
TECHNICALBENEFITS Present technology program aim to reduce the cost of solar cell
arrays for conventional missions by 70% and reduce the weight for SEPS MJsslons
by 85_. New materials must be used and their optical and mechanical properties
must be validated in space. The need will become even more critical for the
development of tne ultra light weight, 30-year-life array for SSPS.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGtECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS o
[ FT (TOR-1) 7/75
t
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1977006970-028
! TITLE NO.
1 ' PAGE 2
"" t COMPARISON OF SPAC E & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
t 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: _:i •
• )
: TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(minx/mini /. kin,INCL. dig,TIME hr
J
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
• EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
• ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: :
EXISTING: YES['-] NO[_]
TESTCONFIDENCE
)
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXIST,NG:YESI--'!Nor-I
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
lo.sc,-,Eou.E,cost _A:,_,'._o_,o,, _,o°,,o--_o,.T,o,,
_As,: IcY ) cost,,) co_,,, ;
1, ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG8, CIO
4. TEST& EVAL
TE_C.H NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRANDTOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY :
)
COST HISK $
1 (lt')R 2) 7;7.r-,
23 _
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
J
I. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE Liau_d Metal Slid Rin_ _Derlment
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART :
Demonstrate in s_ce the technology of CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
transferring power across rotating joints
, .
by liquid metal slip rin_s. Ground demonstrations have _rogressed to the point , :
that a demonstration in space can be conducted, i
A separate step of this effort would be to perform a similar space experiment
but with the Kilovolt and Kilowatt levels that are needed for SEPS and beyond.
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1_80
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS W_th ever increasing_ amounts of pQwer use bein_ projected: _.
each loss in the power train becomes more and more sigr _icant. Conventional
_ransferrin__ of Dower across a rotating Joint, such as from a sun seeking solar
arra2 to the spacecr&ft bus_ typicall_ poses limitations such as noise, life,
high power loss, stlction and friction. Liquid Metal Slip Rings can signifi-
_n_!x alleviate these problems.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS As a result of ongoing technology efforts there Is little
technical risk in advancing this to the flisht test level.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Liquid Metal Sllp Ring Experiment,
:. LeRC__oposal submitted for LDEF.
FT (TD_'-I) 7/75}
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
,.. ,. H., ill
_ 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: IJ)EF type article consisting of s_il solar
0 array, electronics L Liquid Metal Slip Rln_ motor.
: TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /. km,INCL. dq, TIME hr
LDEF parameters are acceptable'. _ _
BENEFITOF SPACETEST: Low Kravit_ and environment typical of orblttin_ spacecraft.
self
i : EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 88 kg,SlZE 18 X 24 X 5 m,P0WERcontained kW
POINTING not critical STABILITY not critical DATA
, ORIENTATION sun side CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION _ :
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: exist at I_BC
EXI,NG:YESO"0D
TESTCONFIOENCE
9, GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Various _ound tests have been and are
being conducted, the next logical step is to accomplish a space flight.
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
• ! EX,STING:YESr"l N0O
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
i TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION _
TASK iCOST151 COST($1 , i
i 1. ANALYSIS ! i :
2. DESIGN : :
! 3. MFG & C/O
_ 4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE I I _ "ii GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $t (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ - )
ii
' 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
-I iCOSTRISK $
t 25
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
,, TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREr_ENT PAGE 1 i
i , i i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR _ i
:. CATEGORY _ -
i i
2. TITLE Extended and Environmental Testin_ of So_r Arra_vMechan_s_= and
Materials
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT LINPERTURBED REQUIRED
A variety of solar array mechanisms
(primarily drives) and materials (e.g.
structures, lubrlcants, conductors, insulators) have been flown and are in
I
various levels of _round testin_ and development. With the anticipated move
towards longer life it appears desirable to: select a standard drive configura-
tion to eliminate failuz-es due to configuration differences, and to test that
configuration for extended periods t and; evaluate materials' perfo_'mance in a
space environment and as a system rather than a component.
,, m ,,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS, TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Life time extensions and increased confidence of solar array
mechanisms} evaluation df solar array materials in a realistic environment as a
system.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES _terials, structures.
,,,, , ,,,, ,,, •
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
t
• FT(TDR.1)7/75 '"
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Present and new design solar array drive
mechanisms for comparison under load and extended testln_; candida_te materials
for arrays and mechanisms in a representative configuration and environment.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / kin, INCL. deg,TIME __ hr
Not critical ._
i
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST;. Evaluation in low gravity and typical space environment for
long term effects.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
L
, POINTING STABILITY DATA ,
ORIENTATIqN CREW: NO. __ OPERATIONS/DURATION / !
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING: YES[_] NOD ! .,
TEST CONFIDENCE 1
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: In worA at various locations but often as
discrete tests only or not on a comparison basis.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: '_-
EXISTING: YES D NO E_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION :
cE ]TASK COST ($1 COST 15): *"
1. ANAL_r31S
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE ,;
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL '=
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTSS )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $ ............ :
r 1 (1DR-;') 7/75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _ -*!_
,mlmmummmlm
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE In S_ce Assembly of Hi mh Power: Power Transfer Devlees
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
: High power transfer across rotating
Joints such as solar arrays may in the
near future depend upon transfer devices such as the Li_uld Metal Slip Ring. , 7'
The IMSR design is driven structurally more by the demands to survive launch !_•
loads than b_ on-orblt loads. Assembly in space could simplify, lighten and _
make more reliable I/V_R's. _I
i i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEFD DATE ":
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS _
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Simollfv and lighten the desi_u of LMSR'_ by making them '' *
e.asil[ assembled In space by machine_ by man or some combination. With the
advent of large arra_[s to be assembled in space (SSPS) thls could result in 8,
substantial welght and reliability savings, ,,
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS _
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Devise automated or sim_le man operated assembl_, techniques,
Must follow space demonstrations of Basic I/_3Rtechnology.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES "Liquid Metal Slip Ring Experiment j" LeRC
proposal for LDEF.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
i ,H ,,
' FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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,j
TITLE NO. _.
PAGE 2 ,_
'
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS ,_
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: WE £0r hi#h Dower tranRfe_, al]t.om_t.P__
assembler3 human observor/participator.
: TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) / kin,INCL. deg,TIME_ hr
i BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Demonstrate technique, benefits by low _rav_ty a_d s_ce
environment.
;. EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
,; _ POINTING STABILITY DATA -_
i ORIENTATION CREW: NO.--_ 0PERATIONS/DURATION _
_ SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EX,ING:YES[--]NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: i
EXISTING:YES D NO D _"i
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE _
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION ,
c['gv-TASK COST ($) COST 15) ;
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
, TECH NEEDDATE '
GRAND IOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
V
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY _
......... _ _
, COST RISK $
1 (1 DR '.') 1'75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
_ 1. REF. NO. 17 PREPDATE 8/7 5 REV DATE LTR
; CATEGORY Electric Power
2. TITLE Erlvir(-+nmP_ni-.P..lT_i- _r,fAAvAnn_:] _IA.'r'CPll k_rhl]p,,_.mY'_ _'1'thm'_"P,,m+t,,,'m
%
+
+
+ 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART .
Verification of space worthiness of im- CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
proved solar cell arrays, including more
efficient and radiation resistant solar cells_ new cover and encapsulant __ i
materials, flexible substrate materials, and modules or subarrays made from the
improved components and using new manufacturing techniques to reduce cost and
weight and improve life and reliability. The space environment cannot be simu-
lated in total in the laboratory and synergistic and rate effects of temp.t
.* oxygen, UV_ and particulat e radiation are known to be important to many of the
materials to be used.
,ml
experiment
4. SCHEQULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST--LIGHT DATE ASAP
experlment i__rs
IIIkI/41e+k4PDEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _u.L-L_uo_ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE Recurring
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
< TECHNICAL BENEFITS Present technolo_/ programs aim to reduce the cost of solar "_,
cell arrays for conventional missions by 70% and reduce the weight for SEPS by
_5_. These programs require space tests to validate the space worthiness of the
approaches, identify deficiencies early_ andpromote user acce_ce. Similar
needs will be more critical for development of the very light weight $SPS array.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
+
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
+,
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT IrDRll J/L5
3O
-" _' I I.____
1977006970-036
! i -r
TITLE NO. '
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS ::
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: ' _
2
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /. km,INCL. deg,TIME _ hr
i
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW :
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
,o
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES[--'] Nor"]
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:YES D NO [_ _"
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIOENCE
10. SCHEDULE 8=COST SPACE;'ESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST 151 COST151 -;
I. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& ClO
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY i
, COSTRISK $ i
1 (1DR 21 ?,'7b
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I. Energy £ rces& Conversion (Contd.)
B. Solar & Nuclear Thermo Electric
The following experiments have resulted from the heat source and energy i
conversion technologies. ! _i
1. Demonstration of Emergency Cooling System in Zero Gravity for '
!,
the Rcayton Isotope Power System _ :
2. Demonstration of Brayton Isotope Power System in Pointing !
Experiment for Large Concentrators _ i
3. Scalable, Free Flying Facility for Testing of High Power
Density Components
4. Demonstration of a 500 KRe Solar (Brayton*) Space Power
System for Transmitting Electric Power to Earth
5. Demonstration of a lO0 KWe Nuclear Space Power System
(Brayton, Thermionic) for Electric Power or Propulsion
*Competing Technologies include photovoltaic, Brayton, Rankine and Thermionlc
energy conversion systems•
The proposed experimeL_ts are stepping stones to user acceptability of
advanced power systems and are therefore demonstration type experiments. In
one case, the demonstration experiment is combined with another technology to
increase cost effectiveness of space testing. The experiments recommended cover
the entire range of power anticipated, namely from 1-2 KW, range of Brayton
Isotope Power Systems to the lO0 KWe nuclear system and scaled model of the Mge
class system. Since it is not clear which of the competing technologies will
surface with the greatest advantages and widest applications, the energy con-
version systems selected are tenatlve.
All experiments are considered opportunity driven.
IBILITYOFTHe.
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
|
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Electric Power
I w,i ,.
2. TITLE Demonstrate Emergency Coolin__ System in _rQ _avity for Bravton
IsotoDe Power Sy_m
_. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT RE_ LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
A w e n sce wh ch demonstrate_
ca billt of emer enc coolin s stem of .
Brayton Isotope Power System (BIPS) is req_red as a first ste9 toward demon-
strating BIPS. A heat so_u'cecapable of providing approximstely 2400 watts at
temperatures up to 35OOVf is required. Thls-ls a transient test taXlng up toJ
lO0 hours to complete. High temperature measurements are required. The purpose
! of this test is to determine the transient temperature of the isotope heat source
during activation of the emergency cooling system.
i am
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1_80
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _ 1. _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1981
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS (a) Will demonstrate passive s_stem which prevents unsafe
temperature excursion of Isotope fuel (safety related)
(b) Will _ermit use on pa_loads for future missions presently
planned for RTG power sources.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS T_vA]nnm_nt nf B_ayton [soto_De Power System could result
in a savln_s of $6_000 per We for each RTG power source replaced by Brayton.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Difflc_llt ex_erlment re_tLiring high temperature heat source
and high temperature measurements.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES High temperature sensing, rranslent measure-
ments.
m,,
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT ITDR.1) ?/75
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.................................. I
TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
i,m i llll •
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS .:
,,,, ,,| i ill
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Meltdown test exDerimen_ of multifoll in-
sulation system 9f Brayton Isotope Power S_st,em ........ :
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini 500 /. 200 kin, INCL. dig,TIME 200 hr
I
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 100# kg,SlZE 20' d_[a 20" _ re, POWER 2._ Kwe kW
POINTING none unles: solar STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION heat source CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION _f
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
ExIi.o:YEsE]NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: same as
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: conduct m,e,lt dow_ t_$t in y_cuum E_cllity and one g.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Vacuum test chamber
EXISTING: YES D NO 0
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Meltdown _/l _arth _ravlt_v which may affect tran-_ient
te_,,peratures
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE 81 COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST (S) COST IS)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN i
3. MFG & C/O _,
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL SL_OK GRAND TOTAL
J
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$. )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY '
COST 141SK$
11DR 2_ I 75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR _ '
CATEGORY
i ,9
2. TITLE ___onstr&tion of Brayton Isotope Power in Pointing gxper_ment for _
.LargeConcentrators
3. TECH,_OLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
The _rayto_ _SO_ope Pgwe_ Svstem _B£PS) CURRENT UNPERTURBED REOUIHED
wlll be m_ro,,ndemonstrated in the 1977-78
_J_he_. Space d_onstratlon is reeuired for _ser accepSabilltv, it i_
possible to combine BIPS with an experiment which develops technology for
pointing of large arrays (concer,trators I. The BIPS will provide basic power
for station keeping and pointing. AL_ optical collimator with _ light sensor can
evaluate pointing capability. The experiment can be run for an extended time
period (several years) to prove out capability and life,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE i_80
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGYNEED DATE 1982
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBFROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS a) Demonstrate soace caoability of BIPS
,, b) Develop technology Eor pointin_ of large arrays (will
benefit payloads presently planned for RTGs).
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Could result in a savings or' _o,000 We t'oreach RTG
power source replaced by Brayton.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS tVl_Lni_l. S_stem to be -_round tested in 1977-78 time
_erlod.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Guidance and Control
7. REFERENCE DOCUML=NTS/COMMENTSJ
FT (TOll I) I "/5
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TITLE NO. -
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST. OPTIONS _ i
4
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: __
pointing experiment.
several
.ST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /. kin,INCL. dqi,TIME_ hr
.Geos_nchro,,sousorbit ..
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:_ Demonstration & user acceotabili%y
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 4-00_ BII:_ kg,SIZE ? X X m,POWER .L.2 kW :
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ 0PERATIONS/DURATION / :
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING:YESr--INOr--I
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: ',
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO I_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
TASK ICY COST($) COST($) _.
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4, TEST& EVAL
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL ,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ ) _
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
............ !
COSTRISK $
1 (1DR?) l"Tr_
;, 36 l_F#B.oDUt;i_lL,_it' uF i_.
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. ;
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Electric Power and Thermal Control
2. TITLE Free-Flying Facility for Testin_ of High-Power Density Com_oonen_s ..... i
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEl. OF STATE OF ART
cURRENT UNPERTURBED I_EQUIRED
The required technology advancement is a
scalable shuttle-launched, free-flying _
faciiit_ for experimentation and demonstration related to high-power-density de- _ ,
vices and phenomena• The facilit[ includes a hi_h-power-density source_ normall_r
a radloisotopez 'cooled by a metallic-fluld heat pipes which heats the emitter of a
thermlonic converter having a collector cooled b_ a heat-pi_e radiator. Some
evaluations may require several thermlonic-converter_ heat-_i_e modules which
feed their electric OUtDUtS to a Dower Processing syste_ _a$ energizes instru-
mentation, control, data-handling, and transmission equipment needed for the
experimentation or demonstration. Replacing a standard component of this facilit)
during fabrication with an experimental element allows testin_ or (Continued)
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE .19_0 ST
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME _ to 4 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE now
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS This facility will allow high-power-density testln_ and
verification in space of some essential thermal-control and electric-power
cpmponents.
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS The facility enables such testing and verification with-
out larse-space-station power.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $ dependent on
number of missions .
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS a] Radioistooe handling (perhaps manifold heat-pipe cooling)
b) Use of heat _.ipes and converters not verified in s_x_ce as
standard facility components (but verification of these in such a facility is
deg_rable )
c) Scaling to various power levels (solved by varying the
number of thermionic-converter, heat-pipe modules)
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
Thermionic co.nversion
• Metallic-fluid heat pipes
Y_terial selection and evaluation
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS RTOP's 506-24-26 and 506-16-31; NASA, ERDA
: Thermionic-Conversion Program_ Reviews; Outlook for Outer Space_ Future Payload
T_ Requirements Study
i
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2 i
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Described in
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / km, INCL. deg,TIME _ hr
Described in 3
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Described in 5
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /r
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES[-'] NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Ground evaluation leadin_ to oerformance-life and
verification-testin_ in space is desirable.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YESI--INO
GROUND TESTLIMITATIONS: C_o_nd tests cannot _uh._ttt.ut._ for goaP_e-fli_ht
verification
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK C_ COST (S) ] COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY "
i
COST HISK $
' 1 (l[')q ;') 7'7r_
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I ' 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ;
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fre_-Flving Facility PAGE OF i._
• for Testin_ of Hi,h-PowerDensity Components
i
: 3. (Continued)
demonstration of thermal-energyacquisition, transmission, conversion, or
.. rejection or electrical processing, each at high-power densities. °
FG; example, such replacements would enable tests of solar-concentrator i ?
models, new heat pipes, improved thermionic converters, radiator modules, or _
the latest processingdevelopments for low-voltage, high-current power.
?
_,
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOG_ NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
ii ii
1. REF. NO. PREPDAlE REV DATE LTR _ •
CATEGORY Electric Power
2. TITLE Demonstration of a _00 Kwe Solar Brayton Space Power System (SPS) for
Transmitting Electric Power to Earth
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
The dynamic conversion systems are strong
candidates for the space power system
which will convert solar energy to electric power and microwave energy for " _ :
beaming to Earth. A model of such a system should demonstrate in space the
capabilities of a full sized power sxstem. A scaled model of this system should
demonstrate performance, life, reliability, size and weight characteristics in
space.
lib
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1985
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS a) Reduced weight of system. Directly benefits large space
power system.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS S_bstantial reduction in cost of SPS and reduced number
of launches to place in orbit.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS a I Pointin_ requirement of large concentrator
b) Thirty year life of Turbo machinery
c) Single point failure mode (loss of working fluid)
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Large structure pointing and control
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
?
)
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: A model of the BraSsiere for
beamin_ converted solar e_o Earth.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini / , km, INCL. deg,TIME _ hr
C_osvnehr_nons orh_ t
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Demonstration i
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg, SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING 0.0_ de_. STABILITY 0.0_ de_. DATA
ORIENTATION Sun CREW: NO. __ OPERATIONS/DURATION //
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES[] NOD
TEST CONFIOENCE
..
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Bravton Power system without concentrator
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Ground test _emonstration of Bra,Tton power system
without solar concentrator .and radiator. Turbomachinery and reciperat.or wll 1
.be tested in vacuum with heat. added and re._ected, by simplified means.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Large vacuum facilit_
EXISTING: YES _ NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: ___a_not test complete system which receives and concen- '
trates solar energy, converts to high voltage D.C. power,, converts to microwave
ener&rv for transmittal., re¢_elpt and conversion to TEST CONFIOENCE
' " L i i L I , _ I I
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST 151 COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEE'D DATE
• j
GRANO TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
_ 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
, COST HISK $
( r (1DR.,) ?_75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR :
CATEGORY Electric Po_r ;
"2. TITLE Demonstration of a lO0 Kwe Nuclear Space Power System (Brayton Thermionic !
for Electric Power or Propulsion.
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
There are certain soace missions s_ch as
near sun orbit, exploration of distant
planets or disposal of'hazardous nuclear mater_al which require high specific
imoul_¢ thrusters. This _xperiment w%ll demonstrate the capability of the
selected nuclear heat source and conversion system resulting from the competing
technology efforts. The system will have ready _rowth to 500 Kwe level and even
be adaptable to higher Dower levels. This experiment should demonstrate perfor-
mance a life; reliabilit[; size and weight characteristics in space by orbiting in
near sun orbit.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE. 198_
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1990
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Provide mission caoabilitY not available from any other
source.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75 i
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[
TITLE NO.
• PAGE 2
]
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
\
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
;. TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) /. km, INCL. deg,TIME _ hr
J
., BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:
: EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES:
EXISTING: YESr_ N0 O
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Nuclear heat source and power conversion
system.
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:..Willrequire testing facility in v_cuum.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: Large vacuum test facility
, EXISTING: YES I_ NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: none
TEST CONFIDENCE
i [. ,, .i,
10. SCHEDULE & COST / SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
C_ 1TASK COST 15) COST 15)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3, MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH' iEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i i ,, ,i
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
m m
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
., ,,,
_, _ (1DR ;') /t75
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! I
I. Energy Sources and Conversion (Contd.)
; C. Energy Conversion - Chemical !
A significant cost/weight penalty is presently paid on shuttle due
to measurement inaccuracies in reactant tanking residuals. The need for more
accurate techniques at gauging two phase cryogens is recognized. A test pro- ,:
t
gram is formulated using RF resonant cavity mode analysis which should achieve
better the + l_ accuracy.
1977006970-050
I ' L
3
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. i <|TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 i
I. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR _
CATEGORY El_ctrlc Power Ii2. TITLE Radio _eQuencv Mass Quantity Gaugln_
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED _ LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 1
Achieve better than + l_ accuracy with RF CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
resonant cavity mode analysis techniaue X
" of gaugln_ two phase cryogens in low _ravity fields, i
Te_tin__ in a low __ravitv environment _s absolutely necessary for the _
perfection of this technique.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE i *
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS ' '
TECHNICAL BENEFITS _ _ly accurate and simple quantity gauglng in "o" g has :
not yet been successful_y demonstrated. The obvious advantage of such a system
wo_ld be a reduction in _anking residuals due to gaugin6 inaccuracies.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS On the shuttle, for instance_ a l_ increase in accuracy
•i would save 17.5 lbs. of fuel ce31 reactants. At $50/lb. this would save $875K
1
! per flight.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $ :
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Optimization of the best averaging techniques for more than
nn_ resonant mode. Develooment of a signal conditioner and electronics to
detect: track and orocess the frequency info into analog/digital output.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES _
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75 _.p._KuDUCI.B|I,rfY OF fH.L• D
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TITLE NO.
• PAGE 2
,, , • , • ".
COMPARISON OF SPACE BeGROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: An instrumented cryogenic tank to be flown
in low earth orbit to verify system operation. ,
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / km, INCL. deg, TIME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: _ Normal (one ,,r,)_2ayitv does not verify system accuracy or
operation.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT TBD kg, SiZE X X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABI LITY DATA .
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: None
EXISTING:YES[-"] NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE t_-_gh
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Fli_ht Article
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: _ ,Cal_ _at_ on o_] y
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: None
EXISTING: YES D NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Used to calibrate onlv.
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE BeCOST S_ACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
TASK _ COST ($) COST ($)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN .
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
I ""
TECH NEED DATE
i
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL :_
m,
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST NISK $
% ......
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1977006970-052
|II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmissions
In the power processing, distribution, conversion and transmissicn area of
power system perfor_nce, fo_ specific mission directed ex_riment areas have
been delineated. These experiments will substantially improve the ability of
i •
'f
'" power systems to meet the projected flight mission requirement.
Significant increases in shuttle sortie experiment _yl_d ca_billty and
mission duration can be obtained by not req_rlng the shuttle to carry sufficient
power capability for the total mission time on each flight. Instead a self-
contained, unattended utility power station experiment, to be stored in space and
used when needed, is proposed. Existing solar array technolo_ and developing
shuttle fuel cell ca_bilities are a_ilable to support its design and implemen-
tation. As proposed, the power station experiment would be used many times,
" thereby allowing the experiment cost to be _id for by the reduced number of
shuttle sortie fli_ts and the additional _yl_d capability on each flight.
Interactions between the s_ce plasmas and high voltage surfaces (e.g.
hi_ voltage solar arrays required for SS_ and solar electric propulsion) must
be understood before necessary high voltage technology advances can be realized.
In addition, recently identified spacecraft charging phenomena must be understo_
in order to prelude fut_e s_cecra't fail_es. An ex_riment to obtain the
necessary flight engineering data required is proposed to more £ully understand
the observed phenome_. A companion experiment would investigate the interaction
between thruster generated plasma and high voltage s_rfaces.
Major advancements are envisioned in the methodology oi'cooling power
system components by including heat pipes as an integral _rt of the components.
Conventional thermal control techniques for cooling electrical components yield
excessive tem_rature drop_ between the component and the thermal diss_tlon area.
}
47
i
1977006970-053
The addition of heat pipes as an integral part of the components could signifi-
cantly reduce these drops. An experiment is proposed to demonstrate the suit-
ability of integral heat pipe technology in power system componetry designs;
extended zero-g lifetime exposure is required to confirm the adequacy of the
selected design approach.
In orbit demonstration of the solar electric propulsion system's operational
capabilities is outlined. In flight experience will greatly increase user con-
fidence in this advanced propulsion technique, as well as provide additional
information or plasma interactlons, high voltage system design applications and
long term lightweight array performance.
1977006970-054
! I 1 _'
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. Technology Re_'t "C"PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY Electr_c Power
mm
2. TITLE Unattended U_ilitv Pc:er S_tlo_
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,i
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REOUI_ED
Demonstration of technolo_ now in
existence (solar arr_',1 and under _ i 4 5 7
i
development (fuel cell) to provide unattended power producing station capability.
No advances beyond present state of the art are "equired. Long life I >10 years)
• operation of the system is required a_with periodic shuttle visits to refurbish
necessary fuel cell _Qmponentry.
m ,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE , i_81
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME _ YEARS• TECHNOLOC f NEED DATE 1979
ill
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS > 50
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Increased shuttle experiment payload capability for extended
mission duration as it would not be necessary to carry sufficient energy to
._ower the shuttle for the entire mission duration.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Fewer shuttle launches
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS (a) [nteractlon or"i0-20 KWe solar array with re_eneratlve
fuel ceL system
(b) _el _¢ii reagtant storage
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES ia) Shuttle fuel cell development
(b) Self ali_An_ multlpln electrical connector a_sembl2 (DTR No. A)
(c) ReKeneratlve fuel cell technology based on shuttle fuel cell development.
i ,i i
". REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS __ NASA Paxl.¢ad l¢_de_
)
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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1977006970-055
ITITLE NO.
PAGE 2
ii, u
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Unattended _ower station_ consisting of
a 10-20 Kk_ solar array/regenerative fuel cell system.
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) _00 / 200 km,INCL. arJy deo,TIME lO_000 hr
Demonstrate feaslbili%Y of lon__ life. nnattended Dower _enerat.in£ statinns t n
orbital o_eratien.
i
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST:. Long term in orbit demonstration o_ffull size power statio_
operation in flight environment.
EQUIPMENT: WEICHT 4OO kg,SIZE i0 X i0 X 25 re,POWER 10_20 kw
POINTING 1.O de_ree STABILITY 0._ degree DATA .......
0RIENIATION sun pointing CREW: NO. i OPERATIONS/DURATION5 /ea 1 day
SPECIALGROUNDFAC|LITIES: [_r_e vsennm test ehRmhe_s
EXI,NG:,ES NOD
TESTCONFIDENCE0._
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE" Feasibilit_ small test modnle of
unattended utility/ power s_ation.
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Fabricate and test scale model power station
system.
SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: large vacuum test chambers
EXISTING:YES _ NO
GROUNDTESTLIt,;ITATIONS'. Inabilit_ to test full scale _ower station under orbital
environmental conditions.
TESTCONFIDENCE O.5
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION
TASK COST($1 COST 15)
1. ANALYSIS
2, DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECn _EED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ _ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
I
[ COSl RISK $ .
'_ _l (1DR .') t'75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
, "2. TITLE Sphinx B
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED RE(_UIRED
Obtain the en_ineerin_ data that is
necessary to design electrical systems
that can be exposed to the space environment over a wide range of plasma
densities and operating voltages and to obtain flight data that will serve as
a reference set for future ground testing.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1_80
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 4 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1975
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS 1
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Interactions between plasmas of space and high voltage
surfaces must be understood before the necessary high voltage technology
advances can be realized. Also; recently identified spacecraft charging
Dh_nnm_n_ m11_t be l]n_erstood to prevent_ by design_ future spacecraft failure_,
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS gee LeRC letter "SPHINX B/C Benefits Study," D.J. Shramo
to J. Lazar; 5/19/75.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$
6, RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The technology to accomplish this experiment exists.
REt_UIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES _._i_ C is a companion exue_iment
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS LeRC Preliminary plan for S_aCe Plasma High
__Vg__a_ Interaction Experiment Satellites (SPHINX B/C)_ February 28_ 1975.
i FT (TOR-1) 7/75
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1977006970-057
TITLE S ph_nx B NO.
PAGE 2
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
the Sphinx A s.pacecraft lost on the Proof flight Titan/Centaur launch.
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/min)35_000 /.lO00 km, INCL. 18 deg,TIME _ hr _
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Resolve orders of magnitude differences of _round test
facilities; obtain data for which _round test facilities are inadequate.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 102 kg, SIZE SELF _ONTAINEE X m, POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: Required ground facilities exist at LeRC
EXISI"ING: YES[_ NO E :
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Ground tests usin_ all available reasonable
facilities have been and are beln_ used. However, orders of magnitude differ-
ences result between these facilities which can be resolved only with a test inTESTDESCRIPTION/R EQUI REMENTS: =nn r,,= _
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES _ NO O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GR,)UND TEST OPTION •
C_'" -,,TASK T6 TT 78 79 L_O COST(S) ICOST(S)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/C ;.
4. TEST & EVAL /_ -4
TECH NEED DATE *
GRAND TOTAL 6564K GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ see reference (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
•includes both Sphinx B and C
12, DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COS1" IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
J
l (1DR .') 1,15
J
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR --
CATEGORY
i
"2. TITLE Sphlnx C
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
: Demonstrate in a space environment the
technology readiness of the eight
centimeter ion thruster system for its station kee_in_ mission.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE lO_0
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGYNEED DATE 1_80
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Small ion thruster systems for attitude control and
satell_tes. A space demonstration is necessary to achieve user confidence
so that these co_t savings can be realized.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS See leRC letter "SPHINX B/C Benefits Studyt"
D.J. Shramo to J. Lazar, 5/19/75.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The technology exists.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES SPHINX B is a companion experiment.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS LeRC Preliminary Plan for Space Plasma
', _/Ligh_V_oltageInteraction Experiment Satellites (SPHINX B/C), February 28j 1975.
FT (TDR-1) 7t75
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
|,
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS "
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: , SPHINX C SPACECP_,FT
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain)352000 /_lO00 kin,INCL. 18 deg,TIME.__ hr
BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Demonstrate ion thruster system (including power processor ,
advances) operation in a space environment; investigate interactions of thruster
generated plasma and high voltage surfaces.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 216 kg,x31zE SELF _0__ X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Required _round facilities exist at LeRC
nEXISTING:YES [] NO
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Ground tests on components and systems
have been and are being conducted full scale.
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: However. facility limitations are si=n_ficantlv
severe that plasma interactions cannot be accura1,ely investigated.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YEsO NO
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
ETASK 76 77 78 79 8o COST($) COST($)
I.._NALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL _
TECH NEED DATE *
GRAND TOTAL 656_K GRANDTOTAL :
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ See reference (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ ) _.
•includes both SPHINX B and C
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
i COSTRISK $
1 (1 DR ;') 1_75(
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1 II
FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE _monstratlon of Power System Components cooled by Inte_gralHeat
Pipes
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Demonstrate a major advancement in CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
cooling power system components by in-
cluding heat pipes as an integral part of the components. Some of the
components to be considered are transistors, thrustors, magnetics, fuel cells,
batteries.
i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS Conventional thermal control techniques in use today for
cooling components yield temperature drops from cirtical area (e.$./ semi-
conductor junction temp._ transformer hot spot temp) to mounting area of
perhaps 50 to 75 degrees. Consequently these major heat producing components
are limiting factors in thermal desisn. The addition of heat pipes as integral
__E_#_ parts of the components could reduce these dro_s to _er-
haps 5 to lO degrees. Consequently the thermal design time can be greatly re-
duced; component lifetime limitations and test would be simplified. _Signiflcant
improvementscost savings and reliability " ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
woul_ accrue.
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS _earn how to integrate the heat pipes with the components
so as to minimize thermal drops; learn how to effectivel_ electrically isolate
where needed.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Heat pipes.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO. _
PAGE 2 ;_
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
, ,m, i, ,i
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: _ suitabl desi ned ower s stem with
heat pipes as a part of the ma or ower dissi tin com onents and with
sulta_ instrumentation. __
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/min) / km, INCL. deg,TIME hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Primarily to use the zero K aspects of space, b_t also to
demonstrate this approach to potential users and deslgners.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EX, ,NG:YES[3N0D
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: !
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Some _round tests can be performed but heat pipe
operation in a 1 _ field imposes certain limitations that can be alleviated
onl2 in space.
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG:YES[3 N0[3
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: 1 g f_eld
TESTCONFIDENCE .!
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION '_
ETASK COST 15) COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAI
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL GRANDTOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ _ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
I COST RISK $
f "I (1 DR ;') 7;75
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" FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
: TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 ;;
1. REF. NO. PREP DATE REV DATE LTR
r-
CATEGORY 'i
.
2. TITLE _W,_x_Prime Propulsion Demonstratio_ _
-
: 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED ; ,
Demonstrate for potential users the
primar_ propulsion thrust subsystem -,_
under deve_ooment.
! •
i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE Early 80's
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YFARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS A primary propulsion thrust subsystem is currently under
development• The risks of flying this subsystem on an o_erational mission may _,
be too large for many potential project managers to assume. These risks can
be significantlyreduced by conductin_ a demonstration flight. Further bene-
fits would accrue for related technologies such as solar array voltage outputs
•_2__ UD to 400 V. plasma interactions with 30 cm thrusters, _
3 Kw/unit power processing, light weight arrays, ion thruster operations.
ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Technology to accomplish the thrust subsystem experiment
should be in hand b:"1979.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Many.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS LeRC -ProgramPlan for _-imary Propulsion
': Thrust Subsystem.
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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! 1 T
TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
m
COMPARISONOF SPACE& GROUNDTESTOPTIONS
, = ,,m • :
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Thcust subsvstem wlth necessary
ancilla_'y equipment.
i
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) / km, INCL. deg,TIME __ hr _
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Demonstrate capabilities and reliability for potential users
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER 20 kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA -
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. _ OPERATIONS/DURATION several/ years
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: _
EXISTING: YES D NOD
TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUNDTESTOPTION TEST ARTICLE: Ground facilities.,, can be used for ex-
tensive tests but are inadequate for final confidence demonstrations.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES D NO [_] ,
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFi_ ._NCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
ETASK COST 15) COST 1$)
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O ;,
4. TEST & EVAL
" ':rECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECHPROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
[ ....
1 (1 DR :') /,'7B
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1 I _[
III. Storage
The Power Working Group has identified two technology testing and
development requirements for space testing. Both o1'taese requirements are
in the electrochemical technology area. qhey are primarily concerned with
, electrolyte distribution, electrode material stability and retention, and
gas bubble coverage of electrodes in the zero "g" environment.
i 59
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_ FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
.! TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT. PAGE 1
i 1. REF. NO. GE-17.2 PREPDATE _/6/75 REV DATE LTR _ :
CATEGORY Electric P_we_
2. TITLE .. S_lver Zinc Cell _riment fr
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Data must be obtained for the design of CURRENT ' UNPERTURBED ' REQUIRED
reliable (zero "g") =hlgh-rate, _-_ 4 _ 7
cells for probe applications_ synchronous orbits and 24 hr. orbits. Improved
i
llfe at lower temoeratures (0° C-15°C) is certain. The reliability of the
cells under zero "6" and quantitative peyformance data are needed to achieve
the lowest possible design weight. Problems are: Zinc electrode deterioration
and dendritic _rowth. silver migration, internal gassing and a limited
temp. rature range.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1979
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE l_0
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Lightweight reliable A_-Zn batteries for _robe applica-
tions and as an aiternate to metal/gas batteries for orbital applications.
.Weight savings 1/2 to 1/3 of Ni compared to Cd batteries.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Weight savings, increased reliability
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ ._0-100k/s_ce-
cra£_ .
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Deterioration of the zinc electrode.
Limited temperature range.
REOUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES
"Gravltatlo_al Effects on Electrochemical
Batteries, Meredith, Robert E.. Juvlnall,
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Gordon L.. a_ Uchiyama_ A.A,; JPL Technical
Report 32-1570. "Reduced Gravity Batter_ Test Program t''Final Report, Contract
952121, The General Electric Company. "The Effect of Weightlessness on the
Perfo man:el2thAnnual _tt_ette iSDa_do__ nf_elnC:ll_'.S E_b_Mo_s Froceedln_s195_.of _he
__ Jn _ m • •
FT (TOR-1) 7/75
REPRODUCIBILITYOF '£t-tt
t 6o OltlaI_AL PAGE18 POOR
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TITLE Silver Zinc Cell Experiment NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS i
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Silver-z_nc, 16 amp-hour sealed cell with
reference electrode and pressure transducers and thermistors.
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT. (m,x/min) 200 / b,0o kin. INCL. :_A dig,TIME _ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Exposure to zero g.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT _ ko,SIZE 0.5 X 0..5 X 0._ m,POWER 0.i kW
POINTING 1_ STABILITY .05g DATA
ORIENTATION _ CREW: NO.__ 0PERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Test ec//t.
EXISTING:YES[_ NO[_]TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: I_
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING:Y;-S D N0 O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIOENCE
_0. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION ' GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK E 76 77 78 79 ! COST ($) COST($)
1, ANALYSIS 20
2. DESIGN 20 403. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL )4.0
TECH NEEDDATE
GRAND TOTAL 120K GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ,_OOK (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
_ DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
__Dat_rl_r_tlQ___f_Zlnc Electro_e 200K _.5
_* COSTSISK $ lOOK
1 (IDR2I 1,15
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
ii
1 REF NO. GE 17.5 PREPDATE June '7_ REV DATE 8/8/75 LTR
CATEGORY Electric Power
2. TITLE _l_a Ener_ Density Battery Experlment
3 TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Battery weight improvements in the order CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
of _O_ are required for automated space- 4 5 7
craft missions of several years duration. The metal/gas batteries will meet A
these reauirements but must be qualified in space If they are to be used. It
must be demonstrated that the cells will reliably discharge and accept charges
efficiently after lon_ periods of weightlessness. The electrolyte must be
managed so as to prevent flooding the negative electrode during discharge and
to prevent bubble coverage of the negative electrode during charge.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1979
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5 BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 120
(8 per yr. 1978-1991)
TECHNICAL BENEFITS 1. Hi_her energy densit2
2. Simpler charge control
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS Sim_le charge control system __
Higher energy density
ESTIMATED CJST SAVINGS$ 2OOk per s_ace-
craft.
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS.Bubble coverage or'ne_atlve electrode could prevent efflclent
charKe of nlckel-hydrogen cell.
Silver migration, water" formation could mean shorter llfe
for silver-h_d_rro__e__ncells.
REOUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES _ mana@eme_% in zero "g"
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
Future Payload Tech Reg. CASO-NAS-75-OO4 June, 1975.
- ( Contfnue-d7
2
FT ITDI_ I) 1'15
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TITLE High Energy Densit_ Batter_ Experiment NO.
PAGE 2
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
e SPACETEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Reduced gravity Battery Test System
TEST DESCRIPTION : A_T (max/rain) _00 / 200 kin, INCL. _ dq, TIME .-- hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Exposure to zero "_" ex_erlL:_nt
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 59 ko,SIZE O. 5 X O.7 X O.9 m, POWER O. 5 kW
POINTING STABILITY 6.0_ DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION 3 yrs. /
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES: None
EXISTING: YES[--'] NO D
TEST CONFIDENCE 0._
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YE,_ D NO E_
GROUND TESt" LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
"TASK COST 151 COST 151
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3 MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEKD DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ ISUM OF PROGRAM COSTS $ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COST IMPACT PROBABILITY
COST HISK $
] I]DR .'I I 7%
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hi_lhEnergy Density PAGE 3 OF 1
Battery F_periment
7. REFERENCE DOCUME_S/COM_Z._S (Continued )
"Gravitational Effects on Electrochemical Batteries," Meredith, Robert
E., Juvinall, Gordon L.: and Uchiyama, A.A. ; JPL Technical Report 32-1570.
"Reduced Gravity Battery Test Program," Fiz,al Report, Contract 952121,
The General Electric Company.
"The Effect of Weightlessness on the Performance of Batteries and Fuel
Cells," Eisenberg, Morris Proceedings of the 12th Annual Battery R & D
Conference; U.S. Army Signal Lab, 1958.
"The Sealed Nickel-Hydrogen Secondary Cells," Giver, Jose, and Dunlop,
James D., J. Electrochemical Society ]22 No. l, p. 4, 1975.
"A Nickel-Hydrogen Secondary Cell for Synchronous Orblt Application,"
Storkel, J. F., Van Omunering, Swette, L., and Gaines, L. 8th IECEC
Conference, 1973 Proceedings, p. 87.
"Nickel Hydrogen Battery System," Klein, M., and Baker, B. S., 9th IECEC
Conference, 1974 Proceedings, p. ll8.
"Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Development for Synchronous Satellites," Gandel,
M. G., Chang, R., and }'arsch, W. C., ibid. p. ]23.
IoDU¢IBILtTY OF
nRtINAU pAGZ IBt)01t
!
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BOOK II: MISSION DRIVEN TECHNOLOGY
i. Energy Sourccs and Conversion
A. Advanced Technology Requirements for Photovoltaics
1
The Solar Elec_ric Propulsion System (SEPS) planned for use on the Enke
Rendezvous Payload (PL-24, 1973 Mission Model) requires an 85% weight reduction
of the solar cell arrays. This can be accomplished by developing advanced
silicon solar cells and light weight array support struetares. Advancements of
silicon solar cell technology include increased initial and end-of-life
efficiencies (i.e., increased radiation hardness) and decreased cell weight.
Proposed work on silicon cells includes reduction of photon reflection, use of
thin cells and thin radiation covers, and increased open circuit voltage.
Advancements of solar array support structures include improvement of array
fabrication methods, development of light weight, deployable structures, and
improvement of power transfer across rotating joints. Naturally, these improve-
ments in specific mass (mass/power) are also applicable to the Space Satellite
Power Station discussed in the Report of the Outlook for Space Study, July,
f
1975.
Various Inner Planet missions presently planned (PL _0,iI,12,13,14) require
solar ¢_lls capable of operating reliably at elevated temperatures. Therefore,
III-V Compound Semiconductor cells can be developed to meet this requirement.
These devices will also provide high efficiency cells for lower temperature
operation and for higher temperature <peration in conjunction with solar con-
centrators. Therefore, these cells will make prime candidates for use in the :
Space Satellite Power S__tion.
65
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I i Ir _I
DEFINITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
l TECIIN¢)I.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI,E): Solar Cell Arra_' PAGE 10F_
for Solar Electric Propulsion
'_. TECIIN()I,()(;Y CATEG()I{Y: Electric Power
:}. ()I]JECTIVI,:/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED: Solar cell array blanket and support
structure of high power / mass ratio and lar6e area.
1 ('URI{ENT STATE ()F ART: State of the art arrays are too heav_. Present
arrays are designed for low voltage.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DI,:S('I{I_'TI(_N (H'" TI':CHN()I,OGY
Deployable (and perhaps retractable) solar cell arrays and supporting structures
must be developed for electric propulsion applications. Required power level is
20 - 50 KW and power mass ratio 200 w/Kg. Array flown has been 44 w/Kg and
another array with a ratio cf 66 w/Kg has been developed. Design studies show
feasibility of ll0w/Kg. This advancement requires further improvement in
efficiency of thin cells, reduction of cover thickness, improvement of array
fabrication methods, and development of light weight, deployable structures.
p/L REQUII{EM_:NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,E] A,_] B,[--] C/D
m
¢; ]{AI'I_\AI.I< AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. The design gap of i]0 w/Kg was selected as an optimistic upper limit based
on conceptual study of large array systems. The retractable option allow
optimal use of the solar array for primary power in a low Earth orbit to
geosynchronous orbit transportation systems.
b. The very large class of high power geosynchronous satellites, electric pro-
pulsion transportation stages and interplanetary spacecraft would strongly i
benefit from this technology.
c. The decrease in specific mass of solar array system would result in payload
increases in _×cess of the reduction of solar array mass via the capability
of use of increased specific impulse propulsion systems.
d. This technology should be carried to a space test on the shuttle or an
automated spacecraft.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl, .7__
f
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ' ?:
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Cell krray for PAGE 2 OF __ , _
Solar Electric Propulsion _ ;
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: ,_
The use of unconditioned solar array power for the large source levels would
strongly benefit systems. For solar electric propulsion of a significant weight
saving ( 20 percent ) would be achieved for the thrust subsystem.
i
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
Getting high efficiency from thin cells
Fabricative handling and assembly of thin cells
Thin cover or encapsulant for solar cells
Light weight structural materials
Rigidity and dynamics of light weight structure
9. POTENTIAl, AI,TERNATIVES:
Chamical propulsion with reduced payload for same missions. Some missions re-
quire electric propulsion and would have to await nuclear electric propulsion.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANC, NT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Guidance, Navigation and Control of large, flexible space=raft
Structural dynamics of large flexible spacecraft
Adwanced power management technology.
{
t
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I)EFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECIINf)I.()(;Y REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Cell Array for PAGE 3 OF --
Solar Electric Propulsion
.,,,,,
12. TECIIN()I,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDUI, E:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCItEDU1,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84185186 87 88 89 90 91
TE CtlNOLOGY
1.
I
,)
3,
4.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
I:}. USAGE SCIIE1)UI,E:
I
TOTAL
TE(" 11N()I.(IGY N I.:ED DATI,, i
l
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES Ii
,,|
I.t. I/EFI':I/ENCES:
1. Report on the status and prospects of the NASA Space Power and Propulsion
Research Technology Program. Volume Two. Program status and prospects,
3o yay 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONENTORIIREADBOARD'[LSTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE I.,AI_,ORATOP, Y.
1. lt,%SW PlIE',OMI. NA OP, F,I: RVI D AND '{FI"f)IITED. 6. MODEL TES2ED IN AIRCRAFT LNVII_ONMF NT.
2. TIIEORY Fq')IIMI'I.AII:;I) 10 I)[.M'I_HI[-, Pill _OMENA. ?. MODEL TESTI.[_ IN SPAf'F ENVIRONMENT,
3. I'HI-'¢IIC_ "1I. SI'I:D IIY Pll'_ M('AL I,:';PL.RIMF.NT $. NEW CAPAIIILITY DLNIVI-iD }'IIO\l A MUCII I.E_ER
OR MATIIFM,_,TICAI, Mol)I I,. OPERA'rIOb, AI. MODLL.
4. PL1_'1151 NI I L'N('TI_)N OR ('IIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELLABILITY UPGRAI)INCOE _t_ OPI'RArh)'qAL MODEL.
) E.G., MATI.IIlAi., ('(,_'po,,I..%'I', Fq¢'. lO. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF ANOI'LI,LATION\;.MOI)I'L.i
f
- q
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Efficiency: Low PAGE 1 OF
Cost, Radiation Resistant, Light-Weight, Si Solar Cells
2. TECttN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increase initial and end-of-llfe
power conversion efficiencies (nl andn EOL, respectively) of solar cells co q I=
18% andrlEOL= 16%.
i. CURI{ENT STATE OF ART: rl%= 15% AM0 and rIEQL= 11.5% for present laborator
silicon cells. _ %= 14.7% for GaAs Heteroface cells.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRII,TI()N ()F TECltNOI_OGY
The required new technology is to increase nI to 18%AMO and qECL to 16%AM0
by one or more of the following approaches:
1. Texturized, non-reflective (Black) cell.
2. Solution of open circuit voltage problem.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,_] C/D
_;. I{ATI_NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. Improved _I and n EOL will significantly decrease the number of cells
needed to achieve specified power requirements, and therefore will increase
power to weight ratios for future solar cell arrays.
b. Missions requiring solar electric power, and particularly missions requirin
solar electric propulsion, e.g. The Comet Encke Rendezvous (PL-24, 1973
Mission Model).
c. Advancement will decrease weight and maintain power output of future solar
cell arrays. Also, reliability of future arrays will be increased,
particularly in space radiation environments.
d. Simple processes and techniques amendable to high volume production need to
be developed for processing and handling very thin cells. (Level 9-10)
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
I
#
{
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,, ,,, ,,,,, ,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
m,,
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _.PAGE 2 OF
i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Power systems utilizing cells of reduced nI and O EOL will require more cells
co supply required power. Also, reduction of nEO L will reduce system
reliability in a space radiation environment.
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Obtaining uniform processing of cells.
b. Reduction of cell breakage during handling.
c. Increasing Open Circuit Voltage of cell.
,, , , •
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
| , m,
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
,n, , m
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHN(_I,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): power Transfer Across PAGE 1 OF
Rotating Joints
2. TECtlN()I,()GY CATEGORY: _. Pgwer
;_. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improve the technolo_ of trans-
?erring power across solar array to spacecraft rotation Joints.
i. ('UR[{ENT STATE OF ART: Sliding contact, mechanical slip rin_s are
conventionally used in space.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE_'IHI'TI()N ()1." TECIIN()I,OGY
Liquid metal slip rings offer a potential significant advancement in reducing
noise, power loss, friction and in extending life. The technology is in work
and has shown clearly the potentials _ndlcated by theory.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: ["] PRE-A,["] A,[-] B,F] C/D
(;. IIATI(_NAI,I._ AND ANAI,YSIS:
A) Sliding contact, mechanical slip rings have been developed to the point
of extensive use in space. However their weaknesses in noise, power loss,
friction and life warrant efforts to develop alternate approaches.
B) SEPF, high power microwave TWT's and SSPS can potentially benefit.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
(
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Power Transfer Across PAGE 2 OF ._.
Rotating Joints
i im
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Variou_ mechanical configurations of slip rings have been proposed.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Contamination due to handling of galliwn
Designing for 1 g and launch loads
m • ,,
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Continue with mechanical slip rlng contacts.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Thls effort In work at LeRC. A flight experiment has been proposed for LDEF.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
(
t
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
l. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Power Transfer Across PAGE 3 OF.
Rotating Joints
1'2. TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDU1,E ITEM .. 75176 77 78 79 80 81 82183 84 85 86 87!88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOG_
Ground Tests &
I. Development
I '2. Flight Exp. Preps
3.
4.
I
5. i
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
• I
TOTA LTECIINOI,OGY NEED DATE
k. ..... I
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES
1,t. REFERENCES:
LeRC proposal for LDEF experiment "Liquid Metal Slip Ring Experiment."
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COmPONFNTOIII READBOARD+ESTLDINRELEVA,_;T
ENV1RONMFNT IN THE LAI_ORAI_.q{Y.
1. BASIC PHENOMLNA OIk_EI{VtDAND,IFPORTED. 8. MODEL TES!ED IN AIRCRA_.T LNVIRONMFNT.
', 2, TIIEORY FOIIMI'LAI"ED TO I)E._t IIIIIE Pill NOMENA. "/. MODEL TES'I'I.D IN SPAt'}: E,NVIRiiNMEN'f.
; 3. T}lF'tilt', TF _IEI) BY PII_tM(*AL F?(PLRIMENT 0. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRI_,q.D FthiM A MUCII LESSER
OR MATIIFMatTICAI. MOI)I I,. OPERA1 INNAI, MODEL.
4. PERTI.M N Y" } L'NCTAt)N O1{ ('|IAI{At'TERISTIC DF:MONSTI_ATED, D. RI.:LIAfllI,ITY UPI;RAI)I%C t)F ._F OPERA Fb,'_AI MODLL.
E.f;.. MATF. IIL',,I., t't_5'PO%F NT. F'q t'. le. LIFIETIblE EXTENSION OF AN O1'1 RATION _:, MODF I..
73
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT FORM 'i
i. High Temperature, Kigh Efficiency, Radiation Resistant III-V Compound
Solar Cells. i
2. Electrical Power
3. Develop High Temperature (300°C)
Solar cell capability to yield a space efficiency at 300°C (_ 300) of 8%.
4. The best laboratory AiGaAs-GaAs Heteroface cell efficiency at 2_0°C is 8%.
Silicon cells have no output at this temperature.
5. The required new technology is to increase n300 to 8%. by one or.more of
the following efforts persued using AiGaAs-Ga_s systems:
a. Heteroface cells.
b. Single Graded Band-Gap Cells.
6. a. The capability of operating solar cells efficiently at 300° will
facilitate use of solar cell power systems on near-sun/high radia-
tion mission. High temperature solar cells will reduce or elimi-
nate the need for special constraints (such as satellite orientation
for cooling cells) on the satellite designer.
b. Missions requiring solar electric power, particularly near-sun/
high particle radiation mission; e.g. Inner Planet missions (PL-IO,
ll,12,13,14 in 1973 Mission Model).
c. Advancement will provide a new capability of efficient solar cell
operation up to 300°C. Also, advancement will decrease weight,
increase reliability in space particle radiation environments while
maintaining power output of future solar cell arrays.
d. This technology will be carried through level 7.
7. Reduction of cell efficiency at 300°C may require return to schemes for
pointing satellite solar power systems away from the sun. This will require
adaitional array area to maintain the required power level.
8. a. Growing thin layers of [II-V material o£ both uniform and graded
composition material.
b. Passivation of exposed surface
c. Maintaining simplicity of processing techniques.
REPRODUCIBILITYOF 'I'H_3
OKN_NAL PA_E I8 POOL_
l 74
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! I ...... I_ _q
!
9. Radioisotope thermal generator and (possibly) silicon solar cells.
lO. RTOPs 506-18-21
506-16-13
ll. None
]2• jH.iA_" Efficiency Graded Band-Gap AlxGal.xAs-GaAs Solar Cell," byHutchby, Applied Physics Letters, 2o, 457 (1975). 1
;H.iA_" Efficiency Graded Band-Gap AlxGal xAs-GaAs Solar Cell," by• Hutchby, llth _ Photovoltalc g_cialists Conference (1975).
1973 Mission Model
"Gal_xAlxAs-GaAs P-P-n HeteroJunction Solar Cells," by..H.J. Hovel i
and J. M. Woodall, J. Electrochem. Soc. lPO, 1.24G (1973)
%
( 75 _
1977006970-081
I. Energy Source and Conversion
B. Solar and Nuclear Thermal Electric
No technology areas were identified.
I
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1977006970-082
!I. Energy Sources and Conversion
C. Chemical Power Systems
A hydrogen, oxygen fuel cell selected to provide TUG primary electric
power at approximately lO lb/kw will use propulsion-grade reactants. Because
these propellant3 should not be fed directly to the alkaline fuel cell, i
ancillary processing must be developed, possibly by modifying a Shuttle
scrubber. After effectlng design changes indicated by engineerlng-model
evaluations, powerplants will be fabricated for performance, llfe-, and con-
fldence-testing.
A second requirement is low-gravlty radio-frequency mass gm_Img of
stratified-supercrltlcal or two-phase cryogens, which are not measurable by
capacitance methods. This new technique offers potentials for + 1% accuracies
and significant weight savings on the TUG. Although early engineering models
were tested up to 30 seconds in NASA low-gravity aircraft flights, orbital
verification is required.
77
1977006970-083
1 I 1 "
DEI'INITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
l TE('IINt)I.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hydrogen/Oxygen Fuel Ce2AGE 1 OF
Cell Module for _"JG
2. TECIIN()I,()(,YCATEGORY: Electric Power
,;. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:___velop light weight fuel cell
module.
I. ('[]{RENT STATE t)F ART: Latest state-of-the-art is the Shuttle fuel cell
which is approximately 29 pounds per steady state kilowatt.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. [)ESCI{II'TI()N ()1" TI.:('IIN()I.OGY
Fuel cells have provided reliable power for the Gemini and Apollo missions_
including Skylab and ASTP. These early concepts were heavy, low power devices
which were short-lived and cumbersome. An asbestos matrix alkaline cell is
being developed for the Shuttle with a power rating of 2 to 12 kw. The
reactants must be h_gh purity H2&02 and have an extremely low content of carbon
bearing compounds. A fuel.c,_ll with a lower power rating and a lighter specific
weight is required for TUG. The advanced electrode technolQgy has been
devcloped to a point where a module should be fabricated and tested.
P/LEQUIREMI..NTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,['_ A,[-] B,r7 C/D
6 I_A'I'I()\AI.K AND ANAI, _IS: ¢
i. Use of propulsion grade reactants in the TUG fuel cell will eliminate the
need for separate, ,edicated fuel cell tankage, resulting in lower system
weights. Technology in this area should be directed toward devices which
/ill provide an uninterrupted flow of reactants in a "0" gravity environ- _'
men_.
2. P_ther weight reductions are required in ancillary component such as
regulators, pumps and valves to be compatible with an advanced electrode
fuel cell.
K_KoDUCIBILi'_Y OF TIlm
OP_IC_'qALPAGE IS [K)OI_
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
r
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,|
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ii i i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Hydrogen/0xy_en Fuel PAGE 2 OF __
Cell for TUG
ii •
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The technology options available are:
1. Advanced electrode from NAS3-15339
2. Modified Shuttle fuel cell module
3. Ion exchange membrane concept.
m , , , , |,, •
_' TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. To date only single cells and small stacks have been tested. Stacking
and performance problems must be defined in an engineering model test.
,| i,,n
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
i. Use an unmodified shuttle fuel cell.
, ill
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY aDVANCEMENT:
i. NAS3-15339 is a technology effort with Power System Div. of UTC to develop
the advanced electrode (strip cell).
2. A related development program underway is the Shuttle Mainstream fuel c.ll
managed by RocKwell Int.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
i. A related technology effort is in the area of catalysts development.
A more stable long llfe catalyst will compliment the TUG fuel cell
technology.
i i , i i
w
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DE FINITION OF TEC HNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECIIN()IA)GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Hydrogen/Oxygen Fuel PAGE 3 OF
Cell Module foz TUG
,, ,
12. TECI|N()I.()GY REQUII{EMENTS SCllEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCtlI':DUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79! 80 81 82 83 84 85 [86 87 88 89 90 91
TE C ttNOLOGY
1. Dev. Program T5':k
l
,) Life Confidence
-" Testing & Design 1._im
3. Flight Qual.
4.
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
i I L
1:_. USAGE S('ItEI)UI,E:
I
TOTAL
'FECIIN(_)I.OGY NEED DATE •
I
NUMBER OF I,AUNCttES ]
14 REFERENCES:
FUNDING
FY76 $55OK_
FY 77 70OK< Dev.mog.
FY 78 750K9
H 79 1.2M_ Life Test
FY 80 1.5M3
FY 81 2.5M_ Flt. Qual.
FY 82 I.oMJ
REYRODUCIBIL[tYOF 'rite
OR_t_g_AkPAe_ _ POOR
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPON}'NTORflREADBOARflTE5TLDINRELEVANT
Z_WXOS_t_,_I.NTaEUAI_IVI:_.
I. I_%SIC PHF:,OMLNA OP,'_FRV} D ANI) qFI_')RTFD. 6. MODEL TESTFD IN AIRCRAI'T LN_qRONM_NT.
2. TIIEORY I-'¢)IL'qUI,ATFI) 10 DES('!II_E I'lll NOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED iNSPACE ENXRRONMENT,
S. THF(H{% 11-SI'ED BY PIIh_ICAI, LXPERIMENT B. NEW CAPABII,IT¥ DI.RI\TD FRO.M A ,M'_CII LEF6ER
OR ?.14,1 IlFM_TICAL MODt I,. OPERA] IONAI. MODEL.
J 4. PEWrI:,I N r l-I'N("rA¢)N (lB. CIIAI{A( TERISTI¢ DEMONSTRATED, g. I_.LI.ABILIT¥ UPGRAIIING OF AN OPERA rlt_Nhl. MOI)EL.
[ E.G. MATEIdA[.. ['t<_'PO',}NT. F!C. I0. LIFItTIME EXTENSION OF ANOI'LRATION_:. MODFI,.k.
l'
80 "
"1977006970-086
°DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
',,
1. TECttN()I,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radio Frequ.ency _ss PAGE 1 OF ..L3._ •
Quantity Gauging
2. TECIIN()LOGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Achieve better than .+ 1% accurac_
with RF resonants cavity mode analysis technique of gauging 2_ cryogens in low
gravity fields.
I. CURI{ENT STATE OF ART: No technique exists which can gauge 2 phase ___
cryogens in a low gravity field. ,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
t ,,
5. DESCI{II"I'I()N ()1," TI':CIIN()I,OGY
A fluid container isjregardless of its shape, resonant at a number of different
£_requencies of electromagnetic energy. The freq. for a given resonant mode is
a function of the size and shape of the cavity, the antenna shape, and the
density and geometry of the fluid mass. For a given tank configuration, the
dependent variables become density and geometry of the fluid. By tracking the \
freq. of one resonance in one "g", the density is easily determined. The
resonant freq. from more than one resonant mode is used_v£a various averaging
techniques to reduce the dependency of the mass geometry variable for 2 phase
or stratified supercritical fluids_ thus improving accuracy.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,_] A,["] B,F_ C/D !
_;. I{ATI¢)NAI.K AND ANAI,YSIS:
Highly accurate and simple quantity gauging in low gravity environments has not
yet been successfully demonstrated. The obvious ad-_ntage of such a system
would be a reduction in tanking residuals caused by gauging inaccuracies. A
1% increase in accuracy on the shuttle power reactant storage assembly (_el
cell tanks) results in a 17.5 lb wt. saving. Improved _ccuracy would also
simplify ground servicing equipment.
This technology can be used on the TUG.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
f
t 81 '"
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1977006970-087
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Radio Frequenc,y b_ss PAGE 2 OF .._
Quantity Gauging
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Nuclear gauging systems are heavy and have safety disadvantages. Capacitance
systems are limited to single phase fluids.
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
0pti_ _ation of ._e best averaging technique for more than one resonant mode.
Development of a signal conditioner and electronics to detect, track and process
the frequency info into analog/digital output.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTEIINATIVES:
I().PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. I{ELATED TECItNOLOGY I{EQULREMENTS:
r
82
1977006970-088
! ..... i 1 q
DE FINITION O F TEC HNOLOGY REQ UIREME NT NO.
1. TECItN()LOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE}:, Radio.__. equency _,s.s PAGE 3 OF _3 , _
Quantity Gauging
J.. J ..
1"2. TECIINOI.OGY llEQUIIIEMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR ,
SCHEDUI,E.... ITEM 75 76 _7 78 79 80 81182 83184 85 86 87 88 89,90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis _
'2. Design & FAB
3. C-round Test
4. Flight Test
,
APPLICATION
\
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E: ?
F :
TEC t INOI. OC .' N N ED DA T|'; TOTA L
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ,[ I
l.t. REFERENCES:
t
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMtJONFNT or{ RREAI)BOARD TESTLDINRELEVANT
I. II._SICPIIENOMENA orkSERVI-,DAND qFPORTED, 6. MODEL TES]ED INAIRCRAI.T I-,NVIRON._H_.I".
i 2. TIIEORY FOItMUI,ATEI) TOI)ESCIUIiE PlII'NOMENA. ?. MODELTES'ILI) INSPAcI-"EN\qRONMFNT.
3. THF(DR_ TI-S'I'I:I) B't' PII'i:',ICAI, EXPERIMLNT 8, NEW CAPABII,ITY DI,I_IVI:D I_'Rt}MA MUCII LE,t:6ER
OR M41 IIEMATICAL 'qODH.. OPERATIOhAt, MODLL.
4. PERTINkNT , t N('TIt)N OR CILa,ILACTERISTtC Dl_MONSTRATED 9. RELIABILITY UP(;RAI)I_C oF AN OPERA FIt_NAI, MODEL.
7 I:.G.. MATEliLXl,. ('C._'po_.ENT. E'] C. 10. LIFETIME LXTEN.'.;ION OF AN OI I liATIONA:, MOI)]. I,.
ml i , i
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1977006970-089
I. Energy Source and Conversion
D. Ambient Field Trapping
No experiments were identified.
84
1977006970-090
! i "
II. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
The present NASA mission payload model refects a series of missions which
would benefit from significant increases in the present state-of-the-art in
power processing, distribution, conversion and transmission. While it is possible
to perform these missions with present technology, severe weight, cost and
reliability would result. The suggested technology improvements outlined herein
will result in the needed advancements to make these missions more economically/
technically feasible.
A self-aligning multipin electrical connector assembly develop_=nt is
outlined which will permit reliable spacecraft interfacing dining shuttle ser-
vicing of orbital spacecraft. Both high and low voltage applications of these
connector assemblies must be developed to support the projected mis3ions.
Multi-kilowatt load d_stribution systems, with hig_-ly efficAent power
processing conversion devices, are required for a large serius of missions
including ion propulsion powered pl%ne_=zy missions. Likewise improvements by
a factor of two or more in power system lifetime performance, reliability and
weight reduction are necessary to economically support _hese projected missions.
Three programs are outlined which will generate the necessary technological
advancements.
Mariner class spacecraft, atmospheric probes, planetary landers and
astericd cometary rendezvous spacecraft, will require incLeased power system
operational reliability for extended mission lifetimes. An automated power
system management system is suggested employing existing microprocessors and
methodolo_;y of autonomou_ operation now under development; lifetimes in excess
of lO years are required.
Development of a long life lO-20_e _nattended power station is required
for increased shuttle sortie mission time and payload capability. The tech-
[ nologies required for this development are now in existance (solar array) or
I developmen_ (shuttle fuel cell). 85
1977006970-091
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECtINO1,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Spacecraft Char_in_ PAGE 1 OF
and High Voltage Interactions With Plasma
2. TEC}IN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Electric Power
:_,.OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Determine theory and verify by
en_ineerin_ data to a_count for interactions of charged surfaces w,_.th
plasmas.
i. ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF ART: Discharg es of flight spacecraft due to plasmas have
been identified which have/may cause failures. Other olasma interactions are
being determined ex.oer_mentally. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DI::,'_,'i{II,TI()N ()l," TECIIN()I,OGY
A number of spacecraft have experienced arcs and discharges in flight, some of
them endangering the spacecraft. An active program in conjunction with the
USAF is underway to obtain engineering data and correlate these data with theory
to understand the phenomena. The result will be design criteria to prevent such
discharges on future SC. Further, for advanced power concepts such as the High
Voltage Solar Array, a= understanding must be obtained of the interactions of
high voltage (hundreds to thousands of volts) with plasmas.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[-] B,[-] C/D
_; IIATI( )X:hl,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. SEPS (PL-23 thru 26) missions currently plan on a 200-400 volt solar array
bus; advanced concepts usinE on-array regulation would use llnOV; CTS and
o,theradvanced communications payloads (CN-l_2_4) will deal up to 45KV,
SSPS is an ultimate potential user.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
I
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1977006970-092
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
!. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): S_nae_.oT'art, eh_,_rtn_ PAGE 2 OF ._
and High Voltage Interactions With Plasma
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Continue ground based tests and attempts to correlate with theory/observed
flight data; or obtain flight data specifically for the intended purpose and
verify theory/observations.
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Ground tests, because of the nature of facilities, provide data which differ by
orders of magnitudes.
9. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
Abandon investigations into charging phenomenon and hope thFt failures are
acceptably few.
i
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVAIICEMENT-
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
\
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,I .... i [ '
DE HNITION O F TEC HNOI,OGY REQ UIREME NT NO.
-- ,_,,,,._,
I. TECIINOI,()GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Spacecraft Charging PAGE 3 OF 3
and_High Voltage InteractionsWith Plasma
i .w |, ,.. ,
12. TECIIN()I.OGY HEQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCiiEDUI.E ITEM 75 76]77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87188 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
I.
l
O
_e
3.
4.
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) .
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ....
3. Operations
4.
l:}.USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
l [
TECIINOI,OGY NEED DATI., TOTAL
m,, I
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES
1.t REFERENCES:
LeRC Preliminary Plan for Space Plasma High Voltage Interaction Experiment
Satellites (SPHINX B/C).
February 28, 1975.
REPRODUCIBILITY OF I'HL
ORIaI4AL PAGE L$ POOR
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COM_JON|'NTOilfiREADmAR.DI"EST_.DINRELEVA};T
I. IIASICPHFNOMkNAOIk,;FRVIDAND,_FPORTFD. 4L MODFLTES'!EDINAIRCRA/.T ENVIRONMI. NT.
2. TIIEORi I"OlIMUI.AIED 30 I)ESI'J;'IIFPHI _,OMENA. '/.MODEL TESTLD IN SI'A¢'EENVIR(}N_IEN'f.
3, THE(Hit TI..¢.I'ED BY PHYMCAL I. :(P['.RIMkNT |, N[W CAPAIIII.ITY DLRD.TD FROM A M'2Cll LE.gSER
OR MAIlII.'M_TICAI, M()DFI,. OPER_.1IohAL MODLL.
4. PERTP,! N r _tN('TI.)NOR CIIARA('TEiiISTI("DFMONSTRATED. |. I_'LL_.qh3TY UPGRADING O}" AI_OPERA I'I_NAI,MODLL.
E.G.. MAT). O.AI. ('(,.S'l,O,.}NT }_'_.C. ?_. ][,IFETLMP_LXTENNION Of AN OI'lRATION _'.MODf L.r _ , ,
I 88
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1977006970-094
DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i
[. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Unattended Utility PAGE 10Fw
Power Station
2. TECIIN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OI]JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of long llfe 10-20 KNe,
low voltage Iunatte _ded power stations for use durln_ extended shuttle sortie
missions.
I. ('UI{I{ENT STATE OF ART: Solar arrays in 10-20 l_e oower range are oresently
available. Shuttle fuel cells in power range are currently under development.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCI{II'TI()N()I."TECIINf)I,OGY
A 10-20 KWe, shuttle voltage compatible, solar array- i'egenerative fuel cell
power system is required to support extended shuttle sortie flights without
requiring extensive shuttle power capability requirements. The power station
should be capable of unattended operation for periods up to 1 year, and periodic
shuttle visits for a minimum of i0 years.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: 1"=]PRE-A,I ==] A,[_ B,IX'lJ C/D
t;. I{A'I'I[_NAI.I._ AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) Technology now in existance, or in development, will permit extended shuttle
sortie flights without unduly restricting the leugth of each flight by r_-
quirlng the shuttle to carry sufficient power capability on each flight.
Excess H2 & 02 produced on the power station in regenerative fuel cell
system could be removed from the power station for use on the _:_'u_e.
(b) Shuttle
(c) Greater shuttle sortie capability since pc'_r capability for entire mis _['n
is not required to be carried on each fligh" by shuttle.
(d) Flight test or extensive ground testing of entire of power stati,,n _,_d
be required to provide qualification of design.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
I
89
1977006970-095
,, i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. C
i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Unattended Utility PAGE 2 OF
Power Station
7. TECIINOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) Decreased shuttle sortie mission duration.
(b) Increased load capability of shuttle to permit extended power capability
generation.
(c) Use of conventional stcrage system (e.g. batteries) instead of regenerative
fuel cells.
i
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Development of self aligning multipln Electrical Connector Assembly
(see # A)
(b) Development of long-life, reliable fuel ceil system.
9. I'OTENTIAI, AI,TERNATIVES:
See 7 above.
lO. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. I{ELATED TECHNOL{K;Y I{EQUIREI_IENTS:
NONE
9O
]977006970-096
I i [ '"!
DEFINITION OF TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO. C
I, TECI_N()I.()GY REQUII{EMENT (TITLE): Unattended Utilit_r PAGE 3 OF
Power Station
I'-'.T_CIIN()I.()(;VI{E(_I_IREMENTSSCIIEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCIIEDUI,E ITI.:M 75 76 77 78 79 80, 81 82 83 8-1 ,_5 s6_7 _,_ '89 90 P91
TE CIINOLOGY
Develop regenerative
I. fuel cell-electrol.
,, technology
Grotund qual of design
3. of power station
cep_
4.
5.
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) _
2. De,,l/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations _._....
4,
.... i
I:}. USAGE SCIIEI)UI.E:
y "| ' ,_TEC IINOI.OGY NE I.:DATE A TOTAL
!
NUMBER OF LAUNCIIES I
!
1.t. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART i.,:ow_o_','._To,_a^t,m^_,_T_t)Ixar.z.t.vA:,z
ENVI_ONbIFN1 IN T;IF UAIM)K_ll)IiY.
|, II_,*'IC P.K:._Mt NA o['_t lift I) .AN[) qrlw)tt rt.D. (I. MODE I. TLS _. l.D IN AIRCRAtl L N%'IRON.%It NT.
: I, TIIEOHY t(_It%It'LA1'FD TO D|"_( I;_IW i'll| XOMENA. 7. MODEL TES'fI.D iN SP.%t'F E,NVJR,)._MES r.
3, THFIHt% Tt_IID BY Plf$_ICAL !'_PI.JtI.M|.NT II, NEW CAPAiUltrY |):.BI%3D |'itt)MA M,'CII L|.._EH
Olt M_,1IW,W¢'rlt'AL 'tol_! f,. OPEI_tAIlOhA[. MODEL.
4. PLW/'IM ,',, t t St 'I'tLJN OR ,'ltAtL%l TI. IIIS'I'I(" l}t MONSTIO.TED, |. I_LIAIIILIT% b_.,RAI)I%C U) _IK oPt:P,.Arh _'qAl Mt_I)LL.
,, E.(;,, MATt IdAl., ('t,s'po',t ',T, F _. c. 10. LIt'IgTIME LXTl:,'sk_ilt)n, Of AN .),I RATIt'bN C, M[)|)1' |..
, , , u,
y
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1977006970-097
DEFINITION OF TECHNOL(_3Y REQUIREMENT NO. D
_ I TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Automated Bpwer Systems PAGE I OF 3
 sement(A M)
• _ 2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Elect.lc Power iii 3. ()BJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENTREQUIRED: Increased operational reliability
for extended missions through automated monltorin_t computation t command_ and
_ control of power system functions, iI. CURRENT STA rE OF ART: Methodolo_ of autonomous operation now under "
development; mJ:'_'oprocess_g sensors within present state of the art; light- :_'
_ weight sensors need further" development. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __
" _. 5. DES(_'IIII'Tff,,. 1)1."TECilNOLOGY _
__ ! Future planetary spacecraft will have to perform long duration, complex missions
_. with signlfican_ly less ground control than their predecessors. System "_
capability _ill be pressed by the wide variations in power system parameters :
: long ( >i0 years lifetimes) duration; increased action/reactlon cycle time (up _
to 8 hours ); ability to provide fault correction capability autonomously as real
time ground station intervention cannot occur in real time. The proposed APSM L
system will automatically perform the required monitoring, computational, com-
mand and control functions without the need for ground intervention. The APSM
technology whou!d be developed for both solar array/battery and RTG powered
spacecraft missions.
p/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: ['1 PRE-A,r'1 A,_ B,[-1 C/D
6. IIATI()NAI.I." AND ANAI.YSIS:
(a) Large earth-spacecraft distances (up to 30 Au at Neptune); lengthening
,t actlon/reactlon time; long duration (up to l'Oyears ); extended communlca-
:ire black-out periods; unique maneuvering and adaptive mission planning }
! requirement.
i (b) b_riner Class Spacecraft, atmosphere probes, planetary landers, asteriod/
, cometary rendezvous. (e.g. PL-21in 1973 Mission Model)
(c) Ability to quickly respond to changing mission conditions; reduction in
, time/personnel needed for predicted power system response to mission -
sequences; increased science data return due to fewer required power system
i degradation/failuretelemetrychannels; .c°ntinu°us power system operation with equipment ii(d) Lightweight current/voltage/temperature sensor development required.
%
TO BECARRmDTO LEVEL
_: ' 92 ,_
1977006970-098
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. D i •
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Automated Pow_ Systems PAGE 2 OF ._
Pa_gement (AtX_M) _ , '_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Only alternative to APSM is ground-controlledmonitoring and operation of the
po_er system with the attendant penalties outlined in Sections 5 & 6.
!'
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Development of llghtweight_ low-loss sensors for monitoring the operation of
the power system. !
U. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: _
See 7 above.
j ,
| |l
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: : :
No planned programs
: EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS: _
Future developments in reducing the weight, cost and power loss of spacecraft
computers would enha_ce the application of APSM to Planetary exploration mission.
q _ ilpi el i me i _
93 ._
 977006970-099
T I 1_
I DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREME NT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Automated Power PAGE 3 OF _A2__
Systems Management (APSM)
i,
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
: SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 177 78 79!80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 188 89 90191 •
TECHNOLOGY
1. Functional Requlrement_
L
l
2.Prel. Design __
3.Detailed Design
4. Fabrication
5.Test/Eval.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TEC HNOI,OGY NE ED DAT],: TOTAL
,, |i
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I|
i
14. REFERENCES:
"Plan for the Development of Automated Power Systems Management," Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, EM-]42-254, 19 June 1974.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.fdOMPONFNTOR BREADgOARDTFSTLDINRELEVANT
I. IIASIcPHE:,OMENA OrkSERVt.D AND REPORTED. ,. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEORY FY_IIMI'I,ATEI)TO DESCI{IBE PlIEI_OMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE E,NVIRONMENT.
3. TNF()It _, Tt S'I'ED BY PIIY_ICAL EXPt.RIMENT |, NEW CAPABII,ITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERA'I'IOI_AI. MODEL.
4. PEWI'I._t:NT FUNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, S. RELIARILITY UPGRAblNG OF AN OPERATIt_NAL MODt'L.
E.G.. MATEI_L_,L, Ct%_'PO.',ENT, ET(', tO, LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONA', MODEL.
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ii
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. J
1. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. _olar Array Power PAGE 1 OF ___
Generation and M_nagement, HVSA J
2. TECIIN()I.OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
: 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increase rellabillt_ and performance
and decrease electrical subsystem weight through multl-kilovolt signal condl-
tioning wlth circuits that are integral to the solar array.
t. CURI{ENT STATE (.)F ART: High voltage array syste.mat voltage i00 V dc levels
I
are well within the state-of-the-art t as t_pifled b_ the Communications Tech-
nology Satellite (Canadian) to be launched in HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL]OTq
• --f" t _- I
5. DESCI{II'TI()N ()I." TECIINOLOGY 400 Ydc is considered an upper ±ln_._ _
_. The electronic components (e.g. SCRs) required to perform the necessary switch- !
ing function between solar cell blocks must be capable of blocking 15 kilovolts
in the forward direction. The reliability associated with these devices must be
sufficiently hlgh to support missions of 5 to lO years duration. With the ex-
ceptions of the high reliability high-voltage switching devices and compatibil-
ity of high voltage surfaces with plasmas, the technology for high voltage solar
arrays is available and will improve with the development of high efficiency
solar cells. The design of the solar array and its individual components must
be able to withstand the high voltage levels (e.g., up to 15 kV) without voltage
breakdown. The state-of-the-art is 76V dc on the Canadian Communications
Satellite. A laboratory solar array at the Lewis Research Center has been
operated at 1500 volts without problems (Reference #3).
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ['1 PRE-A,['I A,_ B,E] C/D
,;. llATI_)NAI,I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
(a) The 15 kilovolt level for the switching devices is based on the require-
ments of advanced communication traveling wave tubes as required for the
communications R & D prototype satellite (CN-OIA).
(b) £n addition to payload CN-OIA, advanced geosynchronous satellites utlllzlng
ion propulsion will benefit from this technology. The majority of these
applications fail in the disciplines of Earth Observation and Communlca-
tion/Navigation. Further, it Is a necessary technology upon which to base !
major SSPS decisions.
(c) Heavy, complex power conditioning equipment used in low voltage solar
array systems significantly reduces the reliability of the system.
(d) Thls technology advancement should be carried to an experimental demon-
stratlon In an automated spacecraft or an early shuttle flight.
: TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL I
9s |
ii i ...... iiii • I1
1977006970-101
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
!
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Array Power PAGE 2 OF __ I :
Generation and gana_ementa RVSA
7. TECHNOLOGYOPTIONS: ! _
!
An alternative to the high voltage SCR may be a _igh voltage electromagnetic I
vacuum relay of sufficiently small dimensions to permit integral accommodation _
with the solar array. Solid state control circuits are technology limited. "_
Transistors& SCRs with capabilities beyond a few hundred volts are beyond the i
state-of-the-art" 1
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: j "
1. Interactionof array with charged particle environment (Reference #4) i
2. High voltage SCRs with high reliability may not be feasible. SCR thermal i
dissipation on the solar array substrate has presented serious design
i limitations. I :_
3- The design of the array to prevent voltage breakdown will be difficult in !
view of the light weight quality of the arrays and the possibility of sharp 1 "
protrusions and discontinuitiesproducing arcing. Shielding presents slgni-
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ! i
' _ Design using a larger number of lower voltage SCRs is possible. "i
i i Design with a higher bus voltage, up to the limit where voltage breakdown may
present a hazard with conventional design practice.
.. i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 502-24-17 "Solar Array Technology for Solar Electric Propulsion State"
could be expanded in scope to also investigate high voltage designs.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL ::
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Electrical power control component technology, high voltage level distribution
systems.
I
i i
i
1977006970-102
DE FINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREME NT NO.
L: i
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Array Power PAGE 3 OF _
..Generationand IV_nasement_ HVSA .......
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
-- m
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. i'
2.
3•
4.
.. _
APPLICATION i
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4.
113. USAGE SCHEDULE: i
'FECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL] iNUMBER OF LAUNCHES l
,, 14. REFERENCES:
i. "Study High Voltage Solar Array Configurations with Integrated Power
Control Electronics," Final Report, Contract NAS 3-8997, General Electric
Company. .,
2 "High Voltage Solar Array Experiments, Final Report, Contract NAS 3-1_36_,
} The Boing Company.
3. "High Voltage Solar Cell Power Generator System," by E. Levy, Jr., R.
OpJordan, A. C. Hoffman, 1Oth £EEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference•
' _. "The Interaction of Spacecraft High Voltage Power Systems with the Space
PlasRB Environment," by S. Domitz and N. T. Grier, Proceedings of the
Power Electronics Specialists Conference, June, 197_.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOR/IflEAD_ARDTEST}.DINRELEVANT -.-E_VmO_MENTI,_T._ZUARORAI_RY.
I. BASIc PHENOMF:NA O[kSERV_,D AND REIX')IITED. a. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCIRAF'T E,NVIRONMI.NT.
3. TIIEORY F_I(MULATEI) TO DESCIUBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEOIt_ TESTF:D BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRIV}:D FROM A MUCII LEYDEN
ON MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. I. KELIAI_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATI_NAL MODEL
E.G.. MATEI(L_I,. COS'PONENT. ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I:RATIONAt. MODEL.
"19-7-70069-70-'103
| I .... "
l :
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGYREQUIREMENT NO. , |i lii i •
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):SolarArray Power PAGE 4 OF _ _
GeneratJ.on and Management_ HVSA ] "_
!
i
REPRODUCIBILCF_OF TH_ •
: I 0RI_INAL PAOE IBH)OR
1977006970-104
! I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. E
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Power PAGE 1 OF__ !
i Processing/Monitoring System _ '_
t
i 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: El_ctric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improvements in life a performance a
I reliability and weight by approximate factors of two; improvements in opera-
i" tional status and reduction in post flight maintenance time and costs.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Prel_minary designs of regulation, conversion !
;" and monitory techniques involved using advanced analytic methods, i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCIUI'TION ()I: TECItNOLOGY
: Power processing and monitoring components that can operate from widely variable
sources for extended lifetime with high reliability are required for both deep
space and shuttle missions. Two-fold improvements in current technology are
needed to maximize scientific return and enhance cost effectiveness. Improved
technology will also permit real time assessment of safety in the event of
• system degradation/failure. Trend analysis of system performance will decrease i',
the time/cost of on-ground shuttle maintenance. Manual override capabilities :
I will be incorporated in the selected design for shuttle operation.
i /
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,_ B,_ C/D
(;. I_ATI()NAI.I., AND ANALYSIS: ,_'
(a) Shuttle power system maintenance and analysis effort reduced through use
of improved monitoring system; increased shuttle and planetary performance
reliability through two-fold increase in component lifetime, performance
and weight reduction.
(b) Shuttle, planetary mission (See 1973 Mission Model "PL") _
(c) Greater science return at less cost; better performance reliability, life-
time and lower weight; reduced shuttle power system maintenance effort.
(d) This technology should be advanced to the point of flight qualifications.
Ground environment of tests are sufficient to do this.
t
I"
I TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
i
1977006970-105
, m
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 7
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Power PAGE 2 OF ._
Processlng/Monitorlng System
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONJ:
Two types of high performance switching regulators are required: one for low
voltage ( <50 volts) inputs, and one for high voltage (200-_00 volts). Each
unit features active redundant modules and a high resolution, high speed feed-
back controller. Time shared on-board computers could be used to evaluate
system performance/safety assessment.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i. High voltage switching transistors and storage capacitors.
2. Automatic load sharing between active redundant modules.
3. Automatic fault detection trend safety analysis and module discormection
without system interruption.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: I
• i. Low voltage power distribution techniques would simplify design, at i
increased power dissipation/welght penalty.
|
2. Time shared on-board computer for performance analysis.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP #506-23-33 "Long-llfe, high performance power.
Processing for planetary applications.
Effort would need to be expanded to consider trend/safety analysis consideration.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
, ,,,,,,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
i. Improved high voltage semiconductor components and capacitors
2. Microprocessor cost/weight reductors and reliability improvements
3. Energy _torage device (e.g. battery) characterizations improvements
t
100
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.... DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRI_MENT NO. E _i
i ,,m _ "3
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Advanced Power PAGE 3 OF _
_; Processin_/Monitor±n_System _ /*
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76i77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
: ._.
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis/Design _
J
2. Fabrication ----
3. Test ---_.
4.
* 5. _
APPLICATION *
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ..
3. Operations ..
I
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TOTALTECIINOLOGY NEED DATE [ _ ,
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ] i _
14. REFERENCES: _
1973 NASA Mission Models
_ 2
i
', j
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART *. C_*,_xvrNT on m_EAPnOAI_T_STLD,NnELEVANT
" EHVIRONMENT IN T;_ELARORATORY. =
I. I_ASICPHENOMENA OI_ERVLD ANDRE_DR%'ED. 4. IdODE_.TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
|. TIIEORY FOItM(_t,ATEDTO DESCI{II_.PIIENOMENA. ?. MODELTESTED INe'_.CEE_VIRONMEN'r.
$. THEOII%TF:gI'ED BY PII%'SICALEXPERIMLNT II. MEW CAPAIMLIT¥L);.RIVEDFROM A $1UCIILESSER _
OR MATIIEMATICALMOI}EI,. OPERATIONAL Mt_DEL,
4. PERTINENT EUNCT|ONOR CIIARACT£RISTIC DEMONSTRATED, |, RELIAlgLITY U_G_',A:)INGOF AN OPEP.ATIt_NALMODEL.
E.G..MATEIIIAL.COYPOhENT, ETC. |0, LIFETIME EXTENSION O_ ANOI'LRATIONAI,MODEL. _,
\
101
s_
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?DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
' ' r i i, i i *_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _lti KN. Hiuh PAGE 1 OF
Voltage Processor and Distribution System for Speclal Applications "_
2. TECIINOi.OGY CATEGORY: E_¢ctric .Power ..
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide and demonstrate the tech-
nol_o_ to make possible li_htwelght, high efficiency, low cost power processing
and distribution systems of multi KN, multi KV levels for special applications. _
L
•i. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Power processin_ and distribution systems are in _,
various levels of deaonstration with output voltages up to ii KV, output power _
up to 3NN/unit and efflciencies near 90%. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL4_5
• 5. DESCRII,TION ()l,"TECIINOLOGY
;
Advances must be made in all areas (systems, concepts, circuits, components,
materials, thermal control) to properly match the increasing demands of various
loads with the variety of available power sources Loads now in planning have ;
been identified as requiring voltages up to _SKV and powers up to 10EN/unlt with
5-i0 year lifetILes. Advanced loads need 500 KN at _KV for 15 years. Input
voltages may go up or down while efflciencies must approach the mid to upper
nineties range, and the weight per KN reduced by a factor 6f 5 "o lO. l
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,F'I A,[-1 B,E] C/D
i;. I{ATP)NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS: ,,
(a) Advanced travelling wave tubes (CN-1,2,4) will require up to 45 KV and i
certain solar electric propulsion concepts (PL-23 thru 26) may need near
IOEN of power per thruster. Outer planet investigations (PL-15 thru 22
of the 1973 Payload Model) are being considered using Nuclear Electric
Propulsion which would demand 50010/ and 5KV levels. These are plateaus
which must be reached before SSPS_ space station and colonization attemps
can be feasible.
(b) Payloads using advanced TWTs, such as direct broadcast and disaster
warning satellites, and solar and nuclear electric propulsion will benefit
from this technology as will other payloads requiring high voltage and/or
power.
(c) Presently the technology does not exist to produce llghtweigh% reliable,
efficient, low cost power processing systems for the high power/voltage
ranges required.
(d) This technology advancement can be achieved primarily through ground
tests. Demonstratlon/confidence tests may be required at the systems
level for user considerations•
__ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .__
1977006970-108
, i
i| v i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
i: i |
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Fult i EN. Hi_ VoltaKe PAGE 2 OF __ _ ._
Power Processor and Distribution System for Special Applications I _
_ u ! :
u i u
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The spectrum of technology encompassed is broad, ranging from improved
materials for high voltage/power use, ",reprovedelectronic components_ new i
design and analytical tools for cost reduction, to improved circuits and new ' _f
systems concepts. : r_
• 8
i ili i a II
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Too numerous to list.
, nl nl|
; 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
None.
m , n
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOPs 506-23-3 ,_
t
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Thermal control technology, solar and nuclear power sources TWT and electric
' thruster technologies.
m,
103 |
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DEFIN[TION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. :
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):Mttl%iKNa High Voltage PAGE 3 OF _
p_er Processor and Distributlon System for Spec£al Applications ._
, L iii|i ii ,
IZ. TECttNt)I,OGY IIEQUIIIEMENTS _N.JItEDULE;
CALENDAR YEAR
i ' '
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79!80 81 82 83 84 _5'86 87 88 89 90 91 "_1
TE CHNOLOGY i
1. SEP Deve£opment ................
4 4 _ q
2. NEP Development .................
3. 15_T Develop=ent; .................... I
. !
4° _
!
5. I
APPLICATION
1. Deslgn (Ph. C) i
2. Devl/Fab (Ph.D) i
:3.Operations
4. °_
1:1.USAGE SCHE.)UI,E: iI 'TOTAL
TECIINOLOGY NEED DATI', I
;_UMBER OF LAUNCHES !
I.I.REFERENCES:
i
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART t. _:om_,_rNTon_E_mo, _ Lr,tr nzLzvA,_lr
IrNVIICONMIBNTIN TNL' LA.+_v_-__.,,.¥.|, BASIC PJtKNOMI£NAOI_ERVLD ANDqF.PORT£D. 8. MOD[L TESTED I_1AIRCI_'tr'_ ._.'_'_,RONMINT.
|. "nllEOItY )DItMt'LATED 1"OI_SCIt!i_IE PIIF_;OMIENA. $. MOIDCLTES'_LD IN $P.i, £ _: :'_RON_tLNr.
$. 'rHE(_It_ Tk,_rl'Ei)D_"PII¥'ilCAL EXPEIIIMItNT |, NEW CAPAilII,ITY DLRIV'_D |'_JM k MUCIt LIE._ER
OR MATIIEM&TICALXIODEI,. O_RAIIONAL MODf.L,
4. I_K_'*_NT IL'NCTI()N OH ClflAItACTI:RI_rlc DI_,MON,$TI_tTED. 9, PJ_L_It_LJTY U_;_IHNC OF AS UP[RArlt_NAL MODIdL.
E.G., MATrlCL_tL,CO_'JW}%ENT,ETC. l|. WFET**Mr Ex'rENS|ON OF AN OI'LRATIONC. MOI)FL.
i _ _,
1977006970-110
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. A | '
; I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Self-A_tgn_a_ _tipln PAGE I OF 3 ?
i Low/High Voltage Electrical Connector Assembl_ j.
:i _ 2. _ECIINOI,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power - Special Devices
, ! 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Electrical interface for resuppl_
. and refurbishment of orbiting spacecraft employing low/hlgh voltage distrl- i
butlon systems.
i -i.CUIIRENT STATE OF ART: Low voltaue developm_n% hard.arehas been _ i'
fabricated_ feasibilit_ of low voltage application has been demonstrated. _ i
i HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
i 5. DESCIIlI'TION ()I." TECIINOLOGY _ ..
I Multipin electrical connectors are required to transverse the spacecraft/module J
interface of an in orbit serviceable spacecraft. Connector design will permit _
_ reliable engagement or interruption of power, data and communication lines ':.hen
malfunctioning and/or depleted systems are replaced remotely on an orbiting
spacecraft. Assemblies capable of being used in both the low ( < 75 volt ) and
high ( >75 volt ) voltage distribution systems are required.
_ :
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: E] PRE-A,['I A,_ B,_] C/D i
6. IIATI_ NAt.I,, AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The present method for orbiting a spacecraft precludes its recovery for -.
repair and/or refurbist_ent. 2_e cost effective solution is to provide
• a Shuttle Tug compatible system to recover, repair and reorblt _pacecraft.
• (b) EOS-A,B,C, and D; S_d; CARE;SSOS; SEOS; SEASAT will benefit in.low voltage
application. SSPS/SEPS are potentially benefiting payloads in high
voltage application. 1 -_
(c) In orbit repair and/or refurbishment of spacecraft will replace the present , :
method of operation (launching a second or back-up spacecraft to complete
the mission of a malfunctory/deleted spacecraft).
° (d) The test of a model of this type of assembly in a spacecraft (GEE) to
demonstrate its applicability will satisfy the low voltage technology
_equirement. A flight experiment of a high voltage assembly must be
performed, i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __
III
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. A i
|
' 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLe: _elf-_m_m_ _4altipin PAGE 2 OF ._ _|
_ Low/Hi6h Voltage Electrical Connector Assembly !
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
(a) Develop a connector for refurbishment and/or repair of mal1_nctionimg
spacecraft system as described in paragraph No. 5. "i
(b) Capture and return spacecraft to earth for electrical disconnection.
(c) Continue present mode of operation, i.e., launch a backup spacecraft _!
to replace the one that has malfunctioned. .i
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
(a) Alignment and mating of up to 200 power, data and communication plns/sockets
including an undetermined number of coaxial interfaces.
(b) The effect of thermal gradients on pin/socket alignment.
(c) The effect of high voltage on connector assembly design.
(d) TDRSS compatible-high power with no multipacting.
(e) Connector design must be compatible with megabit data rates.
(f) Connector must have built in verification of proper engagement.
_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Aside Prom those discuJsed in Section 7, there are no known potential
alternatives.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
GRE Spacecraft for low voltage application.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
ll. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Developing tool to measure pin/socket engagement and disengagement forces.
o
i
REPEODUCIBILITYOF THE ,!
lo6 ORIIINALPA_E IS POOR .,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i i 'i_ m
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Self-Ali_n_nK PAGE 3 OF
Multlpln Low/High Voltage Electrical Connector Assembly
• i l
_ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
i CALENDAR YEAR
,- SCHEDUI.E ITEM _ 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
• Design Low Voltage
I. Assembly
2. Fab./_t Low VoltageAssembly ----
_ 3. Design High Vol_age
Assembly --
4. Fab./Mat High Volta
? Voltage Assembly --
5.
!APPLICATION "
1. Design {Ph. C) __ i
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) --
3. Operations i
" 4. IIll |
I:}. USAGE SCHEDULE:
_,
!
x 2 TOTAl
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE A A ,
'lNUMBER OF LAUNCHES fi fi 1 2 1 * 1 * * 1 * * * 9
14. REFERENCES:
(a) Flight Support System for Earth Observation Satellites (NASA 5-23203,
Mod4) sDT_-m-oos/.
(b) Letter NASA/GSFC File No. 8213, Code 730, Subject: "Study of Future
Payload Technology Requirements, Construct NAS2-8272, ''F. J. CePoII l na
to H. Ikerd, G. D. Convair, dated i0 January 1975.
(c) "In-Orblt Servicing" - by F. J. Cepollina & J. _nsfleld, pages _6-56
Astronautics & Aeronautics, Vol. 13, No. 2, dated February 1975.
• Resupply Units
1. Low Voltage Assembly
2. High Voltage Assembly
i. 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 0.COM_O_F_TO,aRE_8OAaVT_'SrSD,NaZLEV^ST
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_SERVED AND RF.rORTI*'D. @. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT LNVU_ON.MENT.
3. THEORY }DItMULATED TO DESCfl!BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPA{'E £N_qRONMENT.
3. Ti'IEt}tt_l TESTED By PlIYStCAL EXPER|MeNT I. NEW CAPAIMI.ITY D_RIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OI_RATIOINAL MODEL.
4. PEIITINENT I't;NCTION OR CllARACTERISTIC DEMONSTIUkTED, 9. I_LIAlliLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G,, MATEIiLAL, COS'PONENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN Oi'L'ltlATION._,t, MODEL.
p--
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III. Storage
At present, NICd batteries are used as the energy storage system for _iI :
Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) Payloads that have operating life requirements exceeding
30 to 45 days. There are presently several factors that limit the llfe ca-
pabllities of the NiCd batteries. These factors include the effects operating
l
temperatures have on material stability, llfe limits of separator materials in
the battery electrolyte, useable capacity with voltage degradation, etc.6
Two methods have been proposed to meet these life requirements. The
first is to upgrade the state-of-the-art of the NiCd battery system including
i
charge control and heat removal. The second approach is to develop and flight
qualify the NIH2 battery system. Both proposals are defined by their respective
Technology Development Forms.
There has also been a requirement identified for a high energy density .
battery for the outer planet probes. The propulsion group has a requirement
for a lightweight battery for use with auxiliary thruster for statlonkeeplng
and attitude control. The metal gas cells offer energy density improvements
by a factor of 2 over NiCd.
2,
C
i
1977006970-114
,, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): N_Cd Secondary Battery PAGE 1 OF
'" £ystem for L_T
i 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3 OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To imorove the life and performance
. of the battery system thereby reducing the re_ulred number of revisits.
J
I. CUI{I{ENT STATE OF ART: Present battery systems will reRulre replacement
at approximately 2.5 year intervals.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCIHI'TI()N ()1" TECItNOLOGY
There are several factors that limit the operational life capabilities of
NiCd battery systems. These factors include operating temperatures, useable
: capacity of electrodes after cycling, life limits of separators at operating
temperatures, etc. Efforts are under way and should be continued to under-
stand the cause of electrode capacity degradation. The capacity can be
restored by proper reconditioning and a flight system to perform this func-
tion should be developed. Development of separator materials with longer
llfe capabilities should also be pursued.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [-] PRE-A,_ A,_ B,r'i C/D
6. I{ATI()NAI,E AND A:4AI,YSIS:
a) Battery life is at present the pacing item in the requirement for
revisits of the shRttle for maintenance purposes.
b) LST and any other long llfe earth orbiting payload using NiCd battery
energy storage system will benefit from this program.
c) Justification is primarily to reduce required revisits of shuttle,
therefore resulting in a considerable overall saving to the total
program.
d) The reconditio, .ng system should be laboratory tested. Any change in
separators )r electrodes should be life tested in the laboratory.
i TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL ._.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): NiCd Secondary Battery PAGE 2 OF 3-
System for LST !
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
An option to the NiCd battery system would be one of the metal-gas electrode
systems. These systems are in relative early stages of development but
: should be given strong consideration since they have potential advantages in
extending useabl_ life 4-5 times and much simpler change control systems.
i
/ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Prototype reconditioning system has been operatedj flight system must be
developed. Electrode problems are not completely understood and requires
basic analysis. New separator systems must be developed for improvement.
i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: See options above.
( The alternative to solving the technical problems is to use present :
technology and limit operation to the limitations of the system.
' i i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
None plauned.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None anticipated.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ._
hL ,,. , .. '
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): N_ Secondary PAGE 3 OF __ :
Paf.f._v,v .qv_tem f_ T_qT
., . . ,, , , , ;
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDUI,E:
CbLENDAR YEAR
• SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 i 78 !79 80 8J 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
1 Battery component
• analysis _ i
2 Reconditioning system
• development demon-
stratlon
3. Battery performance _;
demonstration _ - :_
4. Life Confidence Test
5, _
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
t
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL ,I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ] _ :
14. REFERENCES: J
1973 NASA Payload Model June 1973
AST-6 :?
Funding c_76-50 k
77-i00k
78-i00k
_9-5ok
80-50 k
1 15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.coM_<_r.ron_z_)soAsvT_STLD,NREL_V^NTi ENVIRONblENT IN THE LABORATORY,
I, BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED, I. MODEL TKSTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
|. TIIEOR%" FDI(MULATED TO DESCI{:BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TEffI'ED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEoI{I TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAI]ILITY D," RIVED FROM A M'JC}I LE_ER
OH M.4TIIEMATICAL MOI}EL, OPERATIONAL MODIE, L.
4, PERTINENT I"UNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSaRATED, l, II,ELIABILITY UI.)C,RAI)ING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E,G.. MATEIIL_L, CO.'t'PO.hF:NT, ETC. 1O. UFI_TIME EXTENSION OF AN Oi'LRATIONAI, MODEL, :
ii i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): NiH2 Energy Storage PAGE 1 OF 3__
: System for Low Earth Orblt_ Lon_ Life Payloads_ LST
: 2. TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE_:, Longer life and hi_her performance
than available from the present NiCd battery system.
-I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Early stages of battery development. Cell per-
i formance characteristics demonstrated.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
! 5. DFSCIllI'TI()N ()I"TECIINOI, OGY
_ :, Gas electrode batteries offer promise of improved energy densities, better
! temperature constraints and excellent rechargeable prospects. Cells have been
fabricated and evaluated. Life capabilities of cells and battery systems should
be demonstrated.
i P/L REQUIREMI':NTS BASEDON: _ PRE-A,[=_ A,_] B,F1 C/D
i 6. RATI()NAI,I.:AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) LST and other payloads requiring long llfe performance in low earth orbit
are presently limited by battery capabilities. Shuttle revisits are placed
by battery life.
b) LST and others.
c) NIH_ system should provide a llfe of 4 times greater than NiCd while also
providing improvements and simplicity in thermal control and changing
systems and at least double energy density.
.) T_tal systems should be demonstrated as to operational capabilities and
de_onstratlon of llfe to exceec- that of NICd system.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5_ i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. •
:;.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): NiH_ Energy Storage PAGE 2 OF 3_. _ .;
S_rstem for Low Earth Orbit I I_n_ Life Pa_'l_ds - r.qT
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The options are to use NiCd battery systems and operate within their
capabilities.
.i
I
, | • i i, i i|
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Known problems have been analyzed. Capabilities now need to be demonstrated.
• | j ,=
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
See options.
|
Id.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Depend on DOD and Consat programs.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: :'
None anticipated, i
i ul j
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
=.
= I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): NiH2 Energy Storage PAGE 3 OF
for Low Earth Orbit, Long Life Payloads - LST
: 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: r
CALENDAR YEAR
_ SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 iiS_r.!8687 88 89 90 91 "
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Evaluation of Cell
status .m
2. Development of
: Battery System w_
: 3. Life Confidence
Test Program
• _
4.
5.
"_ APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) :_
3. Operations _"
4.
I:}. USAGE SCHEDULE: Depends on Schedules Established
TOTALTEC I1NOLOGY NEED DATE ,
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
4 %
m
14. REFERENCES:
The 1973 NASA Payload Model, June 1973.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,.COM_O_rSTon_z_).c_ T_ST_nINRZLEV^NT
ZNVI_N.IrNT IN THE L.A_Iql.atTq;)RY. ,:
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND REPORTED. *. MODE I. TESTED IN AIRCRA}I" LNV1RONMFNT.
|. TIIEORY }X)IL%IULATED TO DE._CI_IBEPIII:NOMENA. ?. MODEL TZSTED IN SPACE E_&qRON.MENT.
$. THEOR% TP.STED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. MEW CAPAIIII,ITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCII LE_ER
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MODE I., OPERATIOhAL MOD]_L.
41. PERTINENT FUNCT|ON OR CIIAItACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I). I_UAIMLIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODIEL.
E.G.. MATElilAL, CO.%'POhENT. ETC. !@. LIFETIME; EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODEL.
114
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DEFINITION Oi TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
r , it
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Energy PAGE I OF_
Density Batteries.
" TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Electric Power !
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Imprgvement by factor of 2 over
NiCd batteries in ener_ density. Simpler charge control system.
-t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: NiCd cells
i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _/7
5. DE_'[tII'TI()N ()I" TFCltNOLOGY
The metal/gas cell must be qualified in space to meet the requirements of the
outer planet probes (PL Series ) the propulsion working group has submitted a
requirement for cells for use with auxiliary electric thruster statlonkeeplng
and attitude control of geosynchronous satellites.
(EOP, PHY, &ST Series)
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [=_ PRE-A,[_ A,[_ B._] C/D
6. I{ATI()NAI.I.; AND ANAI.YSIS:
The metal gas cells offer energy density improvements by at least a factor of
2 over NI-Cd. In addition the simpler charge control system (overcharge
tolerance) affords considerable promise in reliability and control improve- 1 i
ments. _ •
The technology advancements should be carried to an experimental demonstration _
on an early shuttle/COEF flight. _ :
!
! TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _/
i i ,,,
_ f
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
',_ _,', ,, ,, ,, iJ
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): H___hRn,_r_Av PAGE 2 OF __
Density Batteries ii
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Continued use of heavier, more complicated nlckel-cadmium power systems.
High rate silver-zinc cells - not yet qualified _y flight test and over-
designed to compensate for zero gravity environment.
i
|lil
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
Availability of electrolyte at catalytic surface of negative electrode
during charge. Flooding of catalytic surface of negative electrode during
discharge.
m_
,,-,, • m
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
0ver-designedAg-Zn cells.
,| , i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-26-23
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5__
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Fluid control under zero "g"
RI_RODUCIBI.I,,ITYOF Tllr_
11S i_R,m_A&PAG,E IIIPOOR
1977006970-122
DF: I'[NI'i ION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREME NT NO.
I. TECHN()I.t).;Y REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Ener.i_.. ' PAGE 3 OF __
Density _att,_" es I
12. TECItNOI.()_;V REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE: I
CALENDAn _; ,_l{
iiSCItEDUI,E I'I'!'M 75 76 77 78 79 80 811 82 -'; ',41._5 86 87 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY ' t
1. Analysis/Design , + _'
•
io Fab/Pkg
4. Flight -- : l
5. Analysis/Doc. -- --
APPLICATION I
• 1. Design (Ph. C)
, 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __
i3. Operations
4.
l:l. USAGE SCIIEDULE:
!
TOTAL
TEC IINOI.OGY NEED DATI.,
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 7 8 9 9 5 iI i0 I0 8 i0 _ 8 9[ i13
14. REFEI{ENCES:
i. "Gravitational Effects on Electrochemical Batteries," Meredith, Robert E.,
Juvlnall, C_rdon L., and Uchlyama, A. A.; JPL Technical Report 32-157O.
2. "Reduced Gravity Battery Test Program," Final Report, Contract 952121,
The General Electric Company.
3. "The Effect of Weightlessness on the Performance of Batteries and F_el
Cells," Eisenberg, Morris Proceedin6s of the 12th Annual Batter_ R & D _.
Conference; U.S. Army Signal Lab, 1958.
+
4. "The Sealed Nickel-Hydrogen Secondary Cells," Giver, Jose, and Dunlop,
James D., J. Electrochemical Soclcty 122 No. i, p 4, 1975. 1
Continued
$ 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I._O, rNTona.E_m,._ T_STL,m .EtEV^NT
EMVIICO_MENT iN THE t.ARORAT_P.Y.
! I. ItASIc PHf:NO.MENA O_EHVi D AND _EPOiITED. I. MODEL TESTED IN AJRCII_}T LNVIRONM| NT.
i 2. TIIEOHY )T_)ICMUI_I'EI) TO DE._CIL'BE PIII'NOMENA, T. MODEL TESTED I_ SPACE ENVIRONMENT,3. H IiII_ Tt s'I'ED BY PIIYaICAL I:XP RIML T II. EW CAPAIIlI,ITY DLRIV D FROM h MUCII LE_Ell
OR M41'III:M.%TICAL M¢)I)I.I,. OP_RA'I'IO_AL MUDIi, L.
: 4. PEM'rI,NI+,NT _ L'NCTIt)N O1_ t-'IIAitACTI:RISTIC DFMONSTRATED. I, IEELIAIILITY UPC,RADING Ol r Al_OPERATIONAL MI-'_DI'L.
i E.G.. MATEIIL_I+, CC'YPO'.FNT, ETC. |t. UFIETIME LXTE_ION OF AW OI'LIIATIO_ _L MODk:L.
[
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _____
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. High Energy PAGE 4 OF.._.
Densit_ Batteries
i i •
14. RE_E?ENCES (Continued)
5. "A Nickel-Hydrogen Secondary Cell for Synchronous Orbit Application,"
Storkel, J. F., Van Omunerlng, Swette, L., and Gaines, L. 8th IECEC
Conferencee, 1973Proceedings, p. 87.
6. "Nickel-Hydrogen Battery System:, Klein, M., and Baker, B. S., _h
IECEC Conference, 1974 Proceedings, p. 1!8.
7. "Ni_:.sl-Hydrogen Battery Development for Synchronous Satellites,"
Gandel, M. G., Chang, R., and Harsch, W. C. ibid. p. 123.
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BOOK III: OPPORTUNITY DRI'/EN TECHNOLOGY
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Solar Photovoltaic
The report of the outlook for Space Study, July 1975, conclude that
J
"Intensive technology programs and economic studies in---power generation in
space---should be pursued to thoroughly evaluate such concepts relative to
! ground based solutions." Therefore, a long range technology opportunity is the
development of the Satellite Solar Power Station (SSPS). However, fundamental
to the economic feasibility of the Satellite Solar P_wer Station is availability
of highly efficient, possibly high temperature, advanced photovoltaic energy
converters. These converters can either be used to produce power alone or can
be combined with a low-cost solar concentrator. The latter system may be more
effective, but will require substantial solar cell cooling capability and/or
cells capable of high temperature operation.
Three areas of beneficial technology were identified for the basic
photovoltalc devices :
a. III-V compound semiconductor solar cells.
b. Multi-Junction, edge-illuminated, silicon solar cell.
c. Electromagnetic wave energy converter (EWEC).
The III-V _ompound cells offer the possibility of a major breakthrough on
increased low temperature efficiency (up to 35% AMO at 20°C) by application of
sophisticated but existing technology developed for photocathodes. These cells
,_uld consist of several layers of binary and ternary materials and would use
two or more series connected p.n junctions. A less involved technology applied
to development of the Schottky barrier "AMOS" cell and the AiAs-InGa As Hetere-
face cell may lead to less spectacular improvements over the present state-of-
: the-art AMO efficiency of 15% at 20°C.
i 119
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i
. The III-V compound semiconductor materials also offer the unique capability 1
I
of efficient cell operation at temperatures up to 300°C. Work proposed under I
Technology Requirements (mission driven technology) includes development of .
AiGaAs-GaAs cells to be 9% efficient at 300°C. Thin goal could exceed 10% at I "
for Alx Gal_x As-A_ Gal_y As (x> y) Heteroface and Graded hand-Gap "I300°C
cells properly designed for high temperature operation. Another approach to
the solar concentrator solar cell system is the multiJunction silicon cell
; (MJSC) operated at low temperatures (30°C). Thin device has a demonstrated
efficiency of 10% AMO for concentrations up to 500 AMO, when properly cooled.
Conversely to standard silicon cells, the efficiency of the MJSC increases with
increasing concentrations. The new EWEC proposed also offers a potential break-
through on efficiency at both low and higher temperatures; although the fabrica-
tion technology is quite sophisticated. "
%
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _ ._i
' I. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Cell Arra}, PAGE 10Fo
2. TECIIN()LOGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
;3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of ver_, lar_e_ very
lightweight, inexpensive, high vol.tage solar cell array.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
l
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE,'_'i{II'TI()N ()1," TECIINOLOGY
SSPS Requirement Current state of art
Area 25 sp. km. lO0 sq m
weight/power 1 kg/kw 15 kg/kw
cost $eoo/kw $300,ooo/
voltage 20, O00V 70V
P/LREQUmEMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,r-] A,[-] B,[-I C/D
) '
6. HATF NAI.I,, AND ANALYSIS:
a. SSPS concept and feasibility studies indicate that for efficient power
generation and microwave transmissions the array power leve2 must be !
about 5 Giga W. at 50 KV. SSPS economically competitive with terrestria
power systems, the array must be inexpensive and lightweight to reduce
transportation costs.
b. SSPS and large space bases or colonies
c. SSPS will not be practical without the advancement
d. Level Of technology maturity required: 7
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7" ,
t
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. "!;
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Cell Array PAGE 2 OF __ :
for SSPS "_
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
If cost, weight, life or size not achieved, solar cells will not be
: practical for SSPS.
I
=
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Solar cells with efficiency near theoretical limit
b. Fabrication and handling of very thin cells and arrays
c. Long life array materials (substrate, encapsulant or cover)
d. Radiation damage prevention
e. Large lightweight concentration
f. Development of low cost met.ods for frontier technology
..... L
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Other power generation systems, such as solar dynamic or nuclear dynamic _
or thermionic, would have to be developed to meet comparable requirements.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
4 or
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
!1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Very low cost space transportation system to geosynchronous orbit. Materials !
and design concepts for large,u2hralight space structures. Assembly,
attitude control, and sun tracking for large ultralight structures.
Efficient microwave generators. S
Large phased microwave array.
RF/DC converters.
KI_'RODUCIBILITY OF Tlll_
0RIWNAL PAGI iSPO0
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE_'ENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Cell Array PAGE 3 OF
: _ for SSPS •
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78]79 80 81 82]83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91i
TECHNOLOGY
1.
2.
3.
4.
',, 5o
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
i 4.
;
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
!
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE L|
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
14. REFERENCES:
Report of the Outlook for Space Study, July 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,. C'OMt."O_FNTOR mREADIIOARDT£STEDIN RELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVED AND REPORTED. S. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA)'r ENVIRONMENT.
|. TIIEORY FOllMULATED TO DESCRIBE PlIENOMENA. Y. MODEL TEI_rED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$, THEORy TI.:_rED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAI_LITY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LE_ER
OR MATHEMATICAL MODEl,. OlPqEBATIOI_AL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTER/STIC DEMONSTRATED, |, IKELIAIIILIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G,, MATERIAL, CO,%'PONENT, ETC, I0. IJFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I:RATIONAL MODEL,
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PEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Effici.ency, PAGE 1 OF
Radiation.Resistant, High Temperature, Light Weight III-V Compound Solar Cells
L_. TECHN(H,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: _crease initial and end-of-life
power conversion efficiencies (n and n t respectively) of solar cells to_ =
I EOL I
pn_ _nd n_ = 19%. ; •
i. CUI{RENT STATE OF ART: ol = 15_ AM0 and_ _:Ob--ll._% for present laboratory .
silicon cells and hi= 14.7_ AM0 for the best laboratory GaAs Heteroface cells.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL .__ i
5. DES('I{II'TI()N()1'" TFCIIN()I.OGY i
The required new technology is to increase nI to 20% and qEOL to 19_ by one
or more of the following efforts pursued using AiGaAs-GaAs, AiAs-InGaAs, and
other III-V material systems:
a. Heteroface cells.
b. Single and double Graded Band-Gap Cells.
c. Schettky-Barrier, Multi-junction cells.
In this area, III V compound semiconductor material are combined with ideas
which are combined with ideas which are either novel or are older, but prime for
development using new material technology and capabiLit.y. For example, prelimi-
nary evidence indicates that a new class of AiAs-In.ogGa.91 cells will provide
higher power conversion ef_iciencies than present A1.8Ga.2As-GaAs cells when
(Continued) P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,n A,O B,O C/D
(;. RATI(iNAI.I< AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Improved DI and n E0L will significantly decrease the number of cells needed
to achieve specified power requirements, and therefore will increase power to
weight ratios for future solar cell arrays. A new high temperature capabil-
ity will facilitate both use of concentrators with photovoltaic systems and
near-sun/high radiation missions.
b. Missions requiring solar electric power, particularly near-sun/high radiation
missions and missions requiring solar concentration, e.g. SSPS.
c. Advancement will decrease weight and maintain power output of future solar
cell arrays. Also 2 a new capabilit_ of arra[ operation Up co 300°C is
possible along with increased reliability, particularly in space radiation
environment s.
d. Simplified material growth and device processing technique amenable to
high volume production need to be developed.
, _ TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __
}
J
L
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Efficiency, Radia- PAGE 2 OF __
tion Resistant3 High Temperature, Light Weight III-V Compound Solar Cells
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i Power Systems utilizing cells of reduced q I and hE0L will require more cells
- °
to supply required power. Reduction of nEOL will reduce system reliability
} in space radiation environment.
!: s
t.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Growing thin layers of III-V material of both uniform and graded composition
material.
b. Surface passivatlon.
c. Maintaining simplicity of erocessing techniques.
p , •
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i
Si Solar Cells
i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOPs 506-18-2X
506-16-13
; EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __4 i
i 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: i
None
t
2
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,
: .... ,': , - .... _ ...... --.- --
1. TECtINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Efficiency Radia- PAGE 3 OF _ _
tion Resistant, High Temperature, Light Weight III-V Compound Solar Cells .:
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: -_
CALENDAR YEAR
n, , i ,m ,,i
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83:84 85 86 87 88 89! 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
1.
2. I
3.
• 4. ;:
_e t_
APPLICATION
1. Design(Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4. ._
1J. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATE TOTAL!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
"Outlook for Space" document
"High Efficiency Graded Band-Gap Al_GaI xAS .GaAs Solar Cell," by J. A. Hutchby
Applied l_ys. Letters 2_63_57 (1975_. - , i
"High Efficiency Graded Band-Gap Al_Ga_ As-GaAs p-on-n Solar Cells," by J. A.
Hutchby, llth Photovoltaic Specialists_Snference (1975).
"Gal.xAlxAs-GaAsP-P-N HeteroJunction Solar Cells," by H. J. Hovel and J. M.
Woodall, J. Electrochem. Soc. 120, 1246 (1973).
"15% Efficient, Anti-Reflectlon Coated Metal-Oxide-SemlconductorSolar Cell,"
by R. J. Stirn and Y.C.N.Yeh, Applied Phys. Letters 2_, 95 (1975). J
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART m. _),e_o_r_Te, e_EAV_TEST_D,N aELEVA_T '
ENVIKONMENTIN THE LAROKATORY.
I. IIASICPHENOMENAOIk_ERVt:DAND*_FPORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN AJRCHAFT ENVIRONMENT. _ •
2. TIIEORY F_)ILMULATEDTO DESCK!BE PII}:_COMENA. 7. MODEL TES'rED IN SPACE EN%qRONMENT. :_
3. THF',)fLYTF.STED BY PIIYSICALEXPERIMLNT 0..klEW CAPAilII,ITY D_:RIVEDFROMA MUCHLESSER _ _':
o1_ MAI'IIEMATICAI.MOI}EI,. OPI_IgATIONALMODLL.
¢. PEH'rI_ _T EL'NCTIt)NOR CILAIiACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED. $. RELIAP_LITYUI,_ItADINC OF AN OPEAATIONAL MODEL.
E,G.. MATERIAl,. CO,_'PO:,ENT, ETC. 10. UFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN OI'LRATIONALMODEL, :u • l i ii llmll li
2
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DEFINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
| i ,,ll
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Efficiency P_dia- PAGE OF_
tion Resistant. High Temperature_ Light Weight III-V Compound Solar Cells
|
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)
fabricated using the Heteroface Structure. This is due to the better match
between the absorption band of In _nGa olAS and the solar energy spectral distri-
bution. In another example, the _ot£_ barrier solar cell by itself is well
known and generally suffers from low open circuit voltage. However, MOS theory i
and technology indicates that a properly fabricated imperfect or "lossy" surface
can be used to provide significant improvement in the voltage. This improved
. voltage, combined with the high short circuit current delivered by GaAs Schottky
barrier cells, may provide an improved class of solar cells based on a relatively
simple technology. As a last example, technology recently developed for fabri-
cating new III-V photocathodes can now be used to fabricate new solar cells con-
sisting of several layers of different III-V binary and ternary materials combined
with two or more p-n Junctions. The maximum practical efficiency possible with
this structure appears to be in excess of 24% AMO ( a maximum of 35% AMO may be
possible ).
i
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1977006970-133
DEI,'INITI()N OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
..... ? ,, ,, , ,
1, TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Multi-Junctionl Edge- PAGE 1 OF__3
illuminated, Silicon Solar Cell
'2. TECIIN()I,()GYCATEGORY:_ Power ,
:;. ()I3.JECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Improve performance characteristics
while optimizin_ the phTsical configuration of the cell for exposures in the
range of 1 to lO00 AM0.
: I. ('UI_RENT STATE ()F ART: 16 an_ 96 Series Connected p+-n-n+ junction cells
have been developed through technology feasibility demonstration.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCIHI'TI()N ()l.' TI,:CIIN()I.OGY
The multi-junction, edge-illuminated silicon solar cell (MJSC) is an integrally
bonded, sandwich stack of series connected p+-n-n+ unit cells assembled to
produce a relatively high voltage (36V) and low current (lma) solar cell.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,E] A,[_ B,F] C/D
6 I_A'rl( )NAI,E AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Tha MJSC has the potential of efficient operation under concentrated sun-
ligj_tof several solar constants, provided excess heat is removed from the
cell. Since concentrators appear to be cheaper than solar cells, this
technology could be used on the SSPS.
b. SSPS and possibly SEPS (Solar Electric Propulsion System)
c. Use of the MJSC could provide efficient (approx. 10% AM0) cells for use
on SSPS.
d. Should be carried to level 7.
I
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7__
i
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1977006970-1:34
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Multi-Junction, Edge- PAGE 2 OF __
illuminated; Silicon Solar Cell _
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
As cell efficiency decreases, particularly when used in a concentrator system,
the specific mass of the array increases which in turn increases the array
fabrication and launch cost.
I
4
t
ii i i ii im
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Additional experimental, analytical, and device optimization work is
required.
b. Techniques required to passivate the exposed surface and to provide an
anti-reflection coating need to be developed.
ii i, mm |
9. POTENTIAl. ALTERNATIVES:
Standard Silicon Cells
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
None ,:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Concentrator Technology.
Thermal dissipation technology.
i i
i
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1977006970-135
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
t. ' " i,,,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREh_ENT (TITLE): Multi-junction. Edge- PAGE 3 OF
illun_nated, Silicon Solar Cell
12. TECI|NOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 !86 87! 88 89_90i91
TE CHNOI ,OGY
} I.
2, e
3.
4.
5.
t
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph, D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
J
TEC tINOLOGY NE ED DATE TOTALL
LAUNCHES i ;NUMBER OF
i in
14. REFERENCES:
"Multi-Junction, edge-illuminated Solar Cell;" by B. L. Sater, H. W. Brandhorst
T. J. Riley, and R. E. Hart, NASA TMX-71718 (1975).
"High Intensity Solar Cell - Key to Low Cost l_otovoltaic Power," by B. L.
Sater, C. Gordia, NASA TMX-71718 (1975).
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART ,.L_,_O_rNTon mZ_mAaV Z,'STLD,N,,Z,EVANT
ENVIICOKMENT IN THE L_FIORATORY.
!. IIA.qlC PHENOMENA OIt_EIt%'LD AND qEPOliTED. @, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCItAFT LNV1RONMb.NT.
|. TIIEOIIY }_ItMt'LATED 70 DI_._CIL'IE PIII'_OMENA, T. MODEL TESTLD IN SPA('E ENVIRONMENT.
_1, THEOIh TI,.._'I'ED BY i'IIV'_ICAL EXPEItlMLNT II. HEW CAPAIIILITY DLRI%'ED FROM A M¢JCII LESSER
Oi_ MAI'IIEM_TICAL MOD! I,. Oi_:RAIlO[_AL MODI, L.
4. IPt:H'rlNL.NT } L'NCTItIN Oil t'IIAItAC'TIERIErl(" DEMONSTRATED, I), [[tlELIAILITY UPt;RAI)IqG OF AlE OPERA rl*_.qAL MODEL.
E,G,. ' _TEI¢IAL. CO,'t'PO.%I,.NT, ETC. I@. I-IFI_TIMI; r XTIEN_ION OF AN OI'LIIATION _, MODkL,
lw i,
R:_RODUCIBILITYOF 'I'H_
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1977006970-136
..... L
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
r I i n , n • , uH,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQ,'_IREMENT (TITLE): High Effici.ency, Low PAGE 10F_
Cost e Radiation Rests,:a__utElectromagnetic Wave Energy Converter (EWEC)
'J.TECIINOI.OGY CATEGORY: Electric .. Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increase Efficiency, increase radia-
tion reslstancea and reduce cost of convertln6 solar energy to electrical power
by using a new dipole antenna/dlode detector concept.
i. ('UI{RENT STATE OF ART: Initial efflciencv of laboratory Si Solar Cells
is 15_ AMO z and the end-of-llfe efficiency is ll.5_. ,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE_'IHI'TION ()l"TECIINOLOGY
Solar electromagnetic wave energy is converted to electrical power or thermal
energy using an array of small dipole antennas matched ot the wavelength
spectrum of the sun, coupled with high frequency diode detectors. The maximum
tbeoretlcal efficiency is not yet known, but may be in excess of 2_%.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: r =] PRE-A,['] A,F'] B,_] C/D
6. iiA'rl()NAI.!.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Improved initial and end-of-llfe efficlencies and decreased weight will
significantly reduce the overall weight required to achieve specified power
requirements. Also, cost of future solar electric power systems could
be reduced.
b. Missions requiring solar derived electrical power, e.g. SEPS and SSPS.
c. Advancement will decrease weight and cost while maintaining power output
of future space power systems. Also, reliability of future arrays may
be increased, particularly in space radiation environments.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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1977006970-137
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i
l. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _.) PAGE 2 OF m
i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Power systems utilizing cells of reduced efficiency will require additional
weight to maintain power level. Also increased cost will make them less
attractive for either SEPS or SSPS.
|
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
a. General problem of identifying low cost and high reliability material and
technology for fabricating small dipole antennas on appropriate substates.
b. Development of extremely high frequency dioder.
|i
:_. POTENTIAl. ALTEI_NATIVES:
Sl and III-V Compound Solar Cells.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Solar Ceils
, , EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RkQUIREMENTS:
Planned Unperturbed Level is i.
_32
,t
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1977006970-138
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
B. Solar and Nuclear Thermo Electric (Heat Source Technology)
There are many energy sources available for space power systems. Solar
concentrator and nuclear heat source technologies are included because they
provide for long life_ cover the entire power range envisioned and can pro-
vide high power densities, lu certain missions, there is a need to provide
power outside the useful range of solar energy or which requires electric
propulsion and high power densities. Nuclear heat sources may be the only
heat source capable of meeting mission requirements. Isotope heat sources
such as the multi-hundred watt heat source which could be used with thermo-
electrics0 thermionics, or the dynamic energy conversion systems is included
as a nuclear heat source.
The objective of these technologies is to develop heat sources which
satisfy the entire power range needs and is adaptable to any power conversion
system. A lofty goal of the nuclear heat source technology is the develop-
ment of an all purpose reactor capable of scaling to all power level needs
and adaptable to any power conversion system.
[
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1977006970-139
I ! I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
, ,,m,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Concentrators PAGE I OF _
f_ Wlgh T_mr_at.n_e En_wv Conversion to Electric _9w_r
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
° 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop technology for solar concen-
trators for small (10-300 Kwt), intermldlate (1000-2500 Kwt) and Md class
power s_stems.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Minimal concentrator technolokw at low power. No
technology available at large power levels. #
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _4.
5. DESC [{II'TION()l."TECHNOLOGY
There are many potential applications of solar energy in space which range from
low powers (usually photovoltaic) to intermediate such as solax'electric pro-
pulsion to very high powers in the MW class which may be used to beam energy
back to earth via microwave transmission. This technology is unavailable at
large levels. This effort should provide the following--
a. Define pointing requirements
b. Develop fabrication methods for _ow cost lightweight concentrators
c. Develop methods for pointing and stabilizing large concentrators
d. Select and develop materials to meet large, low cost concentrators
e. Ground test to determine performance of concentrator.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F] A,F] B,F] C/D
,m
[;. RATI()NAhF AND ANALYSIS:
a. Solar concentration will permit the efficient conversion of solar energy
to electric power by providing thermal energy at temperatu_-es useful in
thermionic, Brayton or Rankine conversion systems. Concentration ratios
in the range of 1000-3000 are required. Accurate pointing and stability
of the platform are also required.
b. Solar electric power and propulsion may enter a number of important missiom
post 1985 such as propulsion for missions in near sun orbit, disposal of
hazardous nuclear material into the sun, large space station power and lunar
base power.
c. Advanced energy conversion systems will permit high system efficiencies
(20-35% + depending on conversion system selected), resulting in substantial
reduction in size and weight of collector area as compared to photovoltaic.
Substantial c_st reductions are also expected.
d. Testing of suibably scaled concentrator in space to demonstrate capability
to point and stabilize large structures is required for user acceptance.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .7-
2
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1977006970-140
1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.iBm
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Concentrators for PAGE 2 OF 4_
High Temperature Energy Conversion to Electric Power
ii
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Capability to point and stabilize large structure (concentrator) could affect
performance. Trade of pointing accuracy versus performance is possible.
F_brication of low cost, high quality mirrors is required.
i,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Fabrication of low cost, lightweight concentrators.
b. Pointing and stabilizing large structures.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Nuclear heat source.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Unperturbed technology will result in zero capability for intermediate and
large powers and limited capability at low power.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _]_
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Advanced conversion systems (Brayton, Rankine, Thermionic)
Large structures
Pointing and Stabilization
i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITHE): Solar Concentrators PAGE 3 OF
for High Temoer_ture Energy Conversion to Electric Power
,, ,,,, ,
1'2. TECItNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCIiEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 ! 81 82] 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design .....
' i
2. F_brication ......
3. Ground Test -'-
4. Flight Design & Fab. -......
5. Space Demonstration - --
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
!
TOTAL
TECIINOI.OGY NI'ED DATI'. I
NUMBER OF LAUNCIIES I
l.l.REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTORIIREADBOARDTI'STLDINRELEVANT
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OIkgERVLD AND REPORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI'T ENVIRONMI'NT.
: :l. TIIEORY FORMULATEI) TO DESCIVP, E PIII'b,OMENA. ?. MODEL TES'[LD IN SPACE ES%IRONMENT.
3. THF.olC, TI- STEI) BY PII_:-;ICAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPABII.ITY D:.BIV}:D FROM A MUCll LESSER
OR ,MATllEM_TICAL MODFI,. OPERATIOSAI. MODEL,
4. PERTINENT }UNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, II. RELIABILITY UPt;RAI}ING OF AN OPERA l'lt _NAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEItL%L, ('O,VPO',ENT, E'IC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF ANOI'LRATION x:,MODI'L.[
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1977006970-142
?DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. :_ "_
i ii ,_
1. TECIINO1,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Nuclear Electric PAGE 1 OF _ i "Power for Propulsion or Large Power Uses
2. TECIIN()LOGY CATEGORY: Electric Power ! :
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop a nuclear heat source _ J
adaptable to various conversion systems at various power levels. }
-I. CUIIRENT STATE OF AIIT: Concept_ml deslffn_ of various systems: Ground
testing of ZrH reactor accomplished, Various fast reactor concepts studied, i ' "
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ...I£ _ _:
5. DESCIIII'TI()N ()l" TF.CItNOLOGY -'.
The nuclear heat source is a costly development item. A reactor which can be i ;:
scaled to any power level and is adaptable to any power conversion system would
be ideal. Utilization of heat pipes to transfer heat from the reactor to the } :
working fluid of the power conversion system would separate the reactor from
the conversion system. Most reactors are readily scaled in power. Size limits
may result from control requirements. _ "i '
A number of candidate concepts are being investigated. These include the !.
gaseous core fast reactor, a UO2/Mo cermet fueled fast reactor, and a UN-Li i '_"
cooled fast reactor. The best reactor concept must be selected to serve as _ :
many uses as possible. This technology effort should provide the following: _i.
a. Continue technology development of promising concepts.
b. Evaluate technology and select most promising approach : :
c. Demonstrate capability on ground test.
d. Demonstrate flight capability in selected experiment.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [-IPRE-A,F'] A,FI B,['I C/D ' :
6. IIATI()NAI,I.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. The nuclear heat source selected must be capable of operating at tempera-
tu.res up to 1800°K (thermionics) and power levels of lO0 I_e to l_e.
Conversion efficiencies vary from a high of 35_ (Brayton) to a low of 18%
for thermionics.
b. Nuclear electric power and propulsion may enter a number of missions post :-
1990 such as lunar base power, exploration of distant planets, etc.
c. Power density of nuclear reactor systems and specific impulse attainable
can only be accomplished in this manner for certain missions. }
d. Testing of a suitable reactor experiment in space to demonstrate performance
and capability is required for user acceptance. _ :
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .7_ _ ;
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Nuclear Electric PAGE 2 OF __ i
power for Propulsion and Large Power Users
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: }
The approach of a universal heat source is primarily accommodated by the use of
heat pipes. Certain energy conversion systems such as Brayton may not require "i
this element. This reactor technology is applicable to a wide range of power i
levels and is essentially independent of the energy conversion system.
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Long life, reliable fuel elements.
b. Reactor fuel-heat pipe bonding
c. Possible venting of fission products to attain long life
d. Long term materlals comparibility
e. Neutronics and control
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
No known alternatives to high power density and high specific impulse
attainable with nuclear electric propulsion for exploration of remote
planets.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Advancement required will not occur without special effort by NASA.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _4_
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Heat Pipe Technology
Brayton Materials
Ranklne Large Radiators (Structures)
Thermionic i
,_,
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Nuclear Electric PAGE 3 OF
_ Power for Prooulsion and L__r_ePower Users
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
. ,. ,, .,,
. SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE C HNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design .....
l
2. Fabrication
3. Test ____
., 4. Documentation
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
• i .|
TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATE TOTAL
|
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]|i
14. REFERENCES:
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMm_rNTO, ,,E_Sa ,ESTLD,N.ELEV^NT
gNVIRONb|FNT IN THE LAROKA1ORY.
|. BAsIc PHENOMENA O[k_ERVED AND REPORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENV1RONMt ",T.
2. TIIEORY FDItMULATED TO DESCR!BE PIIENOMENA. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THt,OII_ TtSTED 3y PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAIIILITY DLRIVED FROM A .MUCII LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODE I.. OPEI_tTWONA L MODE L,
4. PERTINENT F UNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I. I[U:_IABILITY UPGRADING OF AlE OPERATI_NAL MODEL,
J E.G., MATEIIIAI,. CO,_'PO:,ENT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LItATIONA:, MODEL,i, , |i ell
1977006970-145
TJ
I. Energy Sources and Conversion I
B. Solar and Nuclear Thermal Electric (Energy Conversion Te_:mology)
There are a number of dynamic and static energy conversion systems which
should be evaluated for future use. The dynamic systems include Brayton,
Rankine and Stirling and static systems which include thermionlc, thermo-
electric and dielectric systems. All conversion systems except for the
" dielectric system are adaptable to eithez solar or nuclear heat source. The
overall objective of the energy conversion technologies is to determine the
conversion system or systems best suited to accomplishing mission and
opportunity goals. A lofty goal for the energy conversion technologies would
be to converge on and develop on all purpose conversion system adaptable to
either a solar or nuclear heat source and scalable to all power ranges.
The dynamic conversion systems tend to have higher efficiencies and lower
specific weight systems. However, they have not demonstrated reliability in
space and exhibit a single point failure mode characteristic.
The static conversion systems tend to have lower efficlencies and higher
specific weights. In general, they are considered to offer greater reliability
through use of redundant power circuits. Thermonlc conversion does have the
potential for efflciencies equal to Brayton systems.
The dielectric conversion system has the )otential for the highest power
density of any conversion system.
REPRODUCIBILITYOFTin9
ORI(MIALPAGEIBPOOR
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1977006970-146
__ I ! _
, !
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _"
i
1. TECItNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE): .,Extra _e_'restrial _ PAGE 1 OF b,
Cnnv_.rginn (Solar and Nuclear Heat Source) _ :RPA vT.hn En_a_r
2. TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power _]
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of long life, reliable_ :!
efficient and low cost Brayton power systems for various power levels and _ :
applications. _i
t. ('URI{ENT STATE OF ART: Technology for 2-15 KWe _ower _round demonstrated _ "
to 20,000 Hrs. Ground demonstration of 1 KWe Brayton isotope power s_stem
21anned for 1977. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5__ _ '
5. DESCIHI'TI()N ()I: TECIIN()I,OGY
The concept of using extra terrestrial energy on earth requires that solar !
energy be converted into high voltage, direct current power for microwave
transmission to rectennas on earth. A Brayton thermomechanical conversion _
system has the potential to provide suitable power at high efficiency (35-40%).
Certain missions such as near sun orbits, disposal of hazardous nuclear material
exploration of distant planets, etc. require high specific impulse thrusters.
Solar or nuclear electric propulsion are candidate systems. High voltage
• !direct current power is required
J
Low Power systems (1-25KWe) are also _erved by this technology•
This technology should provide the following for three power ranges, 1-25 KWe,
100-500 KWe and the M_e class• (Continued)
P/L REQUIREMI':NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[--] A, r l B,r-I C/D
6. RATI_)NAI.I': AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. A 20 kv potential is required for the amplitron microwave generator if 90%
efficiency is to be obtained in the transmission system. Several kv may be
required for electric propulsion. The usual voltages would be required for •
low power systems.
b. Payloads which will benefit from this activity include future experimental
space power station laboratories, full sized solar power stations, lunar
bases, missions to the sun or distant planets requiring high specific im-
pulse and special applications of low power systems. :
c. The high system efficiency will reduce area of collector, size _nd weight
of structure (compared to photoveltaic) and cost of system.
d. Brayton power system must be tested in space for extended periods of Lime
to demonstrate reliability and capability.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i -1
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1977006970-147
DEFINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
m
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Extra Terrestrial PAGE 2 OF 4_.
Brayton Energy Conversion (Solar and Nuclear Heat Source)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
System performance directly affects collector area and weight. Thirty year
life may not be attainable. Temperature, performance, life trades will permit
selection of optimum system. Advancement of materials technology may provide
full life of system. May replace turbomachinery loop at periodic intervals.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Thirty year reliable life.
2. Single point failure mode (loss of working fluid) demands high containment
reliability.
3. Requires good pointing accuracy of concentrator (.05-0.1 deg.).
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Alternatives are photovoltaic, rankine or thermlonic conversion systems.
All alternatives suffer lower efficiencies and higher collector areas.
IO.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Unperturbed technology will result in zero capability in large and intermediate
systems and partial capability in small systems.
Low Power
High Power
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Materials large Structures
Controls Nuclear Heat Source
Concentrators (mirrors)
F
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.- ---- | |
i [
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Extra Terre_rla ! PAGE 3 OF
,f
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDUI_E:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 _8 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Design _ __ #
2. Fabrication
3. Ground Test ._
4. Design Flight Sys. _ _.
; 5. Flight Demo Test _.._
• APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations _
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
.... i I
'FECIINOI.OGY NF.ED DATE TOTAL :I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
ii , i i iii
14. REFERENCES:
RTOP 506-23-4
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,._o_r,To, _z_ T,sZED,NRZLEV^NT I
gNVIROHMI_NTIN THE L_RORAIDR¥.
1, RASICPHENO.'.,IENAOI_ERVED AND qr.lx")BTED. I. MODI_LTIr_TED INAIRCRAFT LNV1RONMENT. _
: |. TIIEORV FOIIMULATEDTO DESCI;IBE PlII':NOMF.NA. I, MOI_L TrSTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
$, 'rHEolt't Tt.81"ED BY PIIY_|CAL EXPF.RIMENT |,, MEWCAPAI_LITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCI! LESSER _ "
OR MAI'|IF.MATICALMOI)EI,. OI_RATIONAL MOI)i,L. ]
41. PERTIMC,_Tt UNCTIONOR CIIARACTERIiqrlCDEMOIIffrRATI_D, II, IIELIAIILITY UI_P.RAJ}I_COF AN t)PERATI0 WAL MODEl..
E.G.. MATEI¢IAL. CO._'iq3X,ENT, ETC. II. IJFIgTllbIEEXTENIIIONOF ANOi'LI_TION _.t.MODEL.
i n m , n i ii Ill /
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,i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. .
..... .... m , i ill ""_ • ' ' i ' +•
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):., Extra Terr_trial PAGE 4 OF
Bra,ytonEnerg> Conversion (Solar and Nuclear Heat Source) "
-- /+
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY (Continued)
a. Develop designs that are lightweight and reliable. +
b. Identify materials requirements and qualify. +
c. Demonstrate performance and llfe capability via ground test.
d. If warranted, demonstrate space capability of selected size.
+
REPRODUCIB_ OF THE
oP_AL PAGE m POOR
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Extra Terrestrial PAGE 1 OF _
Rankine Energy Conversion (Solar and Nuclear Heat Source)
'2.TECIIN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of long life I efficient
reliable Ranklne power systems of various power levels.
I. CUI_RENT STATE OI" ART: _echnologv for small, li%uid metal t Rankine power
#
systems partlca21y developed. No technology for large Rankine space power
systems exists. Low _ower HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5High L-'ow_' -----J,
• 5. DE_'I{II'TI()N()I.'TECIIN()I,OGY The concept of using extra terrestrial energ_
on earth requires that solar energy be converted into high voltage, direct
current power for microwave transmission to rectennas on earth. A Ranklne
thermo-mechanical conversion system has the potential to provide suitable power
at high efficiency (_30%).
Certain missions such as near sun orbits, disposal of hazardous nuclear material
etc. require high specific impulse thruster. Solar electric propulsion is a
candidate system. High voltage direct current power is *equired. A solar
Rankine power system has the potential to provide this power eff_ cicntly. Low
power systems in the range of 1-25 KNe may also be served by this technology.
This technology should provide the following for three power ranges, namely, 1-
25 KWe 100-500 KWe and the _ class.
a. Develop designs that are lightweight and reliable.
b. Demonstrate performance and life capability via ground test.
c. If warranted, demonstrate space capability of selected size.
P/LREQUIREMI'.NTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,r'] A,r_ B,F] C/D
(;. liA'rI()NAI.I.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Many possible applications exist for this technology over a power range
from 1 KWe to more than MWe.
b. Provides opportunity driven capability for meeting many mission needs.
c. Good system efficiency will reduce area of collector size, size and weight
of structure (compared to photovoltaic) and cost of system.
d. Rankine power system must be tested in space for extended periods to
demonstrate reliability and capability.
, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Extra Terrestrial PAGE 20P -4.
_Ank_n@ Enera_v ConversiOn (SOIA_ AriaNucleAr) •
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
System performance directly affects system size and weight. Temperature,
performance, llfe-trades will permit selection of optimum system. Advance-
ment of materials may alleviate weight penalties.
I
iii
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. _o phase flow in zero _avity.
2. Startup of two ohase flow system.
3. Single point failure mode (loss of working fltuld)
4. E._quires good pointing accuracy.
ii
9. POTENTIAl, AI,.TEIINA_VES:
Alternatives to the solar Rankine power system are photovoltaics, _ayton
and thermionlc conversion systems. Tee Rankine system is a near competitor
to Brayton and should have higher efflclencies and lower collector areas t_an
photovoltalcs or ther_Lionlcs.
, i
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Unperturbed technology will provide zero capability at the Inter_dlate (l(X_-
5(x3KWe) and high (> H4C) power levels.
Low Power 5
_ti g,i Power E_ECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 0
'I. HEI,ATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Materials
Controls
Concentrators (mirrors)
5mrge Structures (R_diators)
Nuclear Heat Source
, i
1977006970-152
._ .., ..... _ ........... _ .... -_- _ .........• ._-.-_-_e_-_*_ _._7_-___ _ _ _
DEFINITION OF' TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. :
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): F,xtra Terrestrial PAGE 3 OF )4
Rsnklne Ener&rv Conversion (Solar and Nuclear i
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: Opportunity Driven
CALENDAR _U_AR
SCHEDUI_E ITEM 75 76 77 78!79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87!88'89!90'911
TECHNOLOGY
1. System Studies
J
2. Design _--
3. Fabrication
|
4. Test
5. Documentation ................
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
TOTAL
TECIINOLOGY NEED DATE i
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCFES l
14 REF_RE_TCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNT OR [LREADBOARDTESTLDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONblENT IN T:{E LABOKA1_ORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OIk_ERVFD AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT LNVIRONMENT.
2, TIIEORY _IMULATEI) TO I)ESCIIIIW PhFNOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTLD IN SPACE ENXqRONMENT.
$. Tht:oIl_ TESTED fly PIIYSICAL EXPEBIMENT S. NEW CAPABII,ITY DLRIV_:D FRoM A MUCII LE.%SER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODLL.
4. PERTIN} NT l-UNCTION OR CIIARACTERIS_ilC DEMONSTRATED, 9. I%ELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERA r,,_NAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATEI(tAL, CC_5'PO",ENT. ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONA:. MODt':L.
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I)EI.'INITI(}N OF TECHNOIX)GY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 TE('IIN()I,(_(iY I{Et_UIREMENT (TITI,E): Extra Terrestrial PAGE 1 OF 4
StArling Energy Cnnver_n (Sn]ar and Nuclear Heat Sources)
2. TECIIN(_I,()(;Y CATEGORY: Electric Power .,
• .)bJECTIVI'i/AI)VANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of reliable t long life;
efficient and low cost stifling Dower _ystems for low powers.
t. t'[RIIENTSTATE ()F AHT: No technology currently exists for Stirling
space power systems.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 0
5. DES('IHI'Ti()N ()I'" TI.X'IlN()I,OGY The Stifling energy conversion system when
combined with a linear generator has the capability of high efficiency at low
power levels. This could reduce cost of present Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generators used on various missions by reducing inventory of radioisotope fuel.
This technology effort should provide--
a. Design of typical systems and components at power levels of 0.2 and 20 KWe.
b. Identification of materials and other key R & T problem areas.
c. R & T on materials, seals, _alving_ quality of power output from linear
generator} lifetime, reliability.
d. Ground testing of complete systems to determine performance and lifetime
capability.
e. If warranted, demonstrate space capability of system at selected power
level.
P/L REQUIREMI,.NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,["] B,r'] C/D
(;. Ib\FI()\AI.KAND ANAI.YSIS:
a. High efficiency at low power levels may result in reduced cost power
systems.
b. Payloads which may benefit from this activity are special low power
applications such as RTG's.
c. The high system efficiency will reduce weight and cost of low power
systems.
d. Stirling power system must be tested in space for extended periods for
user acceptability.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Extra Terrestrial PAGE 2 OF
Stifling Energy Conversion (Solar and Nuclear Heat _ources)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Performance (elTiciency) will directly affect size and weight of concentrator. }
,,u
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Seal life
9. POTENTIAl. AI,TERNATIVES:
Alternatives are photovoltaic, Brayton, Rankine, thermionic and thermoelectric
conversion systems. Photovoltaic and thermoelectric systems suffer lower
efficiencies as well as Brayton and Rankine at very low power levels (100-200
WE).
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
?
No planned program presently exists.
i
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 0
n • _
11. RELATED TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENTS:
Materials ]:
Structures
Controls
Concentrators (mirrors)
Nuclear Heat Source
J
[ ,
<
l
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! I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Extra Terrestrial PAGE 3 OF 4
Stirling Energy Conversion (Solar and Nuclear He_.t Sources)
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDU1,E ITEM 175 76 77!78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85'86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Analysis/Design _
2. Fabrication _ m
3. Test --_
4. Documentation - - -
5.
APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4. ]
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
!
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE [
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14 REFERENCES:
[tEPRODUCIBILI'_YOF THE
gl IQtNPAQmm F00R
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOa aaZAt_eO^aDTESTLDINRELEV^,_T
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LA_OR_I_JRY.
1. BAsIc PHENOMENA OI_ERVLDAND REPORTED. 8. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRR_T LNVIRON.M_NT.
2. TIIEORY }_-_RMULATED TO DESCH'BE PlIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_,qRO,N.MENT.
3. THEOIUt TI- STED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMLNT $. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATllEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODLL.
} 4. PERTINENT }UNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I, RELIAI_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPEIL_tTIONAL MODEL
E.G.. MATEI{LAL. CO_'PO.",ENT. ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATION _,;. MOI)EL.
/ 1so
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High-Performance PAGE 1 OF
Thermionic Conversion
2. TECllN()I,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Acquire the technology for economical
durable_ hi_h-efficienc_ thermionic conversion of heat from various energ_ _
sources to electric power for use in a wide range of applications.
I. CURI{ENT STATE OF ART: Thermionic Converters made of refractory metals
for in-core nuclear service develop efficiencies between l0 and 15 percent. ,
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCI{II,TI()N ()I." TECIINOI, OGY
Substantial converter-component gains are possible because out-of-core
thermionics allows material and design freedoms forbidden by in-core nucleonics
New configurations to enhance interelectrode ionization should reduce plasma
losses by about 0.5 volt. Such arc drop reductions generally involve signifi-
cant decreases in cesium pressures and enabled several-fold increases in inter-
electrode spacings. Even with much lower cesium pressures, promising new
emitter materials with bare work functions near 2rV should yield good emission.
New collector materials should result in cesiated work functions of approxi-
mately 1GV. Overall gains of successful integration of these improved
components can affect a change of thermionic-conversion efficiencles from the
present 10-to-15 percent to over 30 percent.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,O B,F] C/D
(;. RATI()_AI,K AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. Thermionic conversion is especially valuable for nuclear electric power
and propulsion systems because of its capability for handling large power
densities and its high temperance for reception and rejection of heat.
The nuclear electric power and propulsion systems generally range above
the 100KWe level. But thermionic converters can accept heat from any high-
temperature energy source like isotopes or concentrated solar energy.
b. Nuclear electric propulsion and power systems should enter a number of
important missions beginning in the 1990's: l) planetary propulsion, 2)
earth-orbit Dropulsion, 3) nuclear-waste disposal propulsion, 4) large-
space-station power, and 5) lunar-base power.
c. Advanced thermionic conversion will allow higher efficiencies of lower
temperatures, more economical converters with longer lives, and small
space radiators than those for in-core thermionic and other generating
systems.
d. The technology advancement requires improved-component selection, evalua-
tion, integration and demonstration. To accomplish this, performance and
life-testing of final integrated cylindric thermionic-converter, heat,pipe
modules is desirable.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL l0
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' I
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
,|
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMEWT(TITLE): High-Performance PAGE 2 OF __
Thermionic Conversion ..
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
During the present rtt stage running through late 1970's, technoloEj
options will be indicated.
_. TECIINICAL PROBLEMS:
The technical problems involved in thermionic-conversion R & T, are selection,
demonstration, and integration of improved emitters, collectors, and plasma-
loss-reduction devices.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
No competive high-temperature_ low-pressure static thermal-energy converter
is available.
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-2_-21
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED L.EVEL __
i 1
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
a. Materials selection and evaluation
b. Liquid-metal heat-pipe development
[
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECIIN()I,()(;Y REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High-Performance PAGE 3 OF _.
Thermionic Conversion
1"2. TECttNOIX)GY REQUIREMENTS SCttEDULE: _:
CALENDAR YEAR
I ]
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79' 80 81 82 83184 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1 Select_ screen, test
• converter components
2. Determine & specify
electrode processing
3. Verify 30_
efficlencies,
extrapolate lO-year
4. lives
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
,1. >lOOWe missions
1:;. USAGE SCIIE1)UI,E:
I
'FECIINOI,OGY NEE'D DATE A TOTAL•
I
NUMBER OF I,AUNCHES I
i
1.t. REFEIIENCES:
NASA, ERDA Thermionic-Conversion Program Reviews
RTOP's 506-24-21, 506-16,31
Outlook for Space
Future Payload Technology Requirements Study
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 0. COMeONrNTORaREADaOAItDT_'STEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TIIF I..ABORAI_)II¥.
1. RASIC PIIENOMENA OIkqFRVItD AND tlFPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI'T ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIF.OR_ FtHIMI'LAq'FI) TO I)ES('II!BE Pill I_OMENA, 7. MODELTES'I'LI) IN SPAt'F ENVIRONMENT.
S. THF(H('_ TI-STEII Bh IqI'IMCAI. ! XPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPABII,ITY DLRIVL'D FROM A MUCII I,E_-KSER
OR ,',I a,q IIFM._t I'ICAI, Moll! I,. OI_ERATIONAI, MODI,.L.
4, IaF.WI'I._t N! F( N(" I'I_)N O1_ t'|IARA( TERISTIC DFMONSTRATED, IL RI_LIARILIT¥ UPGRADING OF" _N OPERATll _4AI. MODEL,
I E.G., ,MAT__ tl_,t., ('t'.VI'O',F ._1, F:q_'. I0. LIFETIbIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATION _I, MOI)EI..
I
,I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ;i
I
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Dielectric PAGE 1 OF _ /
Power Conyersion
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Conversion of solar energy to
eleetr_e_tv at a ma._S of l0 k_/kw.
f
-t. CURRENT STATE OF ART: 50-100 k._/l_ 2_
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ..7_
5. DESCIIlI'TI()N ()F TECIINOLOGY
The use of a thin film of dielectric material with electrically conducting
cover layers is bonded to the surface of the spacecraft. The device operates
by alternate heating and cooling of the dielectric (rotating spacecraft).
?
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-! A,F'I B,[_ C/D
6. I(ATI()NAI.E AND ANALYSIS:
Forecasts of the kg/we for this device range from 2.0x10 "5 for the 1975-1985
period to 1.0x10"5 for 2000.
The propulsion working group submitted a requirement for a flight qualified
system with appropriate power conditioning for electric propulsion loads.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL ...7_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Solar Dielectric PAGE 2 OF
Power Conversion
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: {
Ambient field trapping; solar photovoltaic, solar thermionic, Mass per unit
3xl0-2p°weratios(2000)ofi0-i00 kg/kw or kg/we ratios of l-Tx10 "2 (1975-85) or 7xi0"3--
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Requirement for alternate heating and cooling:
Suitable Dielectric materials
Bonding materials cover layer material
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Solar PV MGD
Field Trapping RTIG
Solar Thermionic MGD
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
unknown
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 3
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
unknown
)
i
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1977006970-161
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i , 'l , . i im
',
1. TECtlNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Solar Dielectric PAGE 3 OF
Power Conversion
,,- u,
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78'79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis ":
') Design
3. Test
4. Flight *
5. Anal. of Acc. _._
" IAPPLIC'AT,ON
{
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4. Flight Qual. *
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECIINOI,OGY NE ED DATE * TOTAL!
LAUNCHES 1 1 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 I 33
NUMBER OF
i
14. REFERENCES:
1. "Report of the Outlook for Space Study," Iuly 1975.
2. "A Forecast of Space Technology," Vol. It., July 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. cO.m_rNT on ,aE,a,,o^a_ T_STLO,_nELEV^,_T :ENV,RO,_,,,E,,,'X'I_,:._,_,o_1_,v.
1. BASICPHENOMENAOlkgERVLDANDREPORTED. 6. MODELTESTED IN AIRCRAI.T LNV1RONMtNT.
1. TIIEORY FOItMUI.,ATEDTO DESCI_:BEI']|} NOMENA. _'. MODEL TESTLD IN SP),('E E_v_RoN_tEN'/'.
3. THE()I_ TI-'s_I'EDBY PIIYSICALEXPLRIMENT |. NEWCAPAIIII,ITYD;,RIvi.:D I.'ltOMA MUCII LE_ER
OR MATJIEMATICAL ',IOI)EI,. OPgRAI'IONAL MODLL.
t. PERTINE.NTI't, NCTIt)NOil CIIAItACTERIErlCDEMONSTRATED. 9. lg.ELIABII,ITYUPGRADINGOf _N OPERAFIt_'qAI.MODEL.
E.G., MATEI¢I.AI,.CO,".'|"O,",t.NT.ETC. |e. LIFETIME LXTENSION OF AN OI LKATION_L MODI'.L.II
I la
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?DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECIINO1,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITI.E): Nuclear Thermoelectric PAGE 1 OF
Power Systems
2. TECIIN()I,()(;YCATEGORY: Electric Power
3. OBJECTIVI':/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Increase the efficiency by a factor
, of two (up to 14_), increased life, pcssible use as an alternative to RTGs
at power levels of 500-2500 We.
t. CUI{I{ENT STATE t)F ART: S_llcon-__erman_um: telluride units w_th effic_encles
" up to 5%. , :
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 7 "_
3. DES('I{II'TIt)N (}1'" TI'X'IIN()I,OGY
Thermoelectric conversion, because of the present low efficiency (5%) is
limited to relatively low power (lO0-1500We) applications which are required
for very long periods of time (RTGs). The most pressing needs are (1) to
determine the interference problems with scientific instruments when the RTG
is integrated into the spacecraft; (2) to perform theoretical and experimental
studies to determine the potential capability of this system; (3) to identify
candidate thermoelectric materials which should be developed by ERDA for appli-
cation to NASA missions and (4) identify new thermoelectric conversion materials
which can significantly improve RTG performance.
t
I_/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,I_ B,["] C/D
6. RATI_NAI.I.; AND ANAI,YSIS:
RTGs are an established, space tested (model), power source for mars lander
and outer planet missions. Long range planning documents indicate a continuing
need for RTGs. A review of the 1975 mission Model indicates at least 15 flight
isotope power systems of varying performance and power levels are needed
through the 198O's.
The high cost of using actual RTGs in instrument and other integration studies
clearly indicates the need for a program which will characterize the RTG and
produce simulators which may be used in screening, development and integration
testing. Both Pu-238 and Cm-244 fuels should be ass_uaed. A future generation
of thermoelectric conversion systems for use in space wil± require reactor
power sources. Work should be undertaken to c_racterize conversion materials
and devices to be used with reactors.
I'O BE CARRIED TO LEVEI, 7
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i II|H i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Nuclear Thermoelectric PAGE 2 OF ._=
Power Systems ....
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The present tellurldes are suitable for hot Junction temperatures of 800-950°K
and produce efficlencies of 4.5-6_.
The Si-Ge units operate from llSO to 1250°K and produce efflciencies of 4-6%. •
I
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Degradation of high performance selenide materials, i
Shielding requirements for Cmo2k.4.
9. POTENTIAl, AI,TERNATIVES:
Use of dynamic conversion cycles or thermionics.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-24-_1 Nuclear Thermoelectric Systems Technology
Plasma Core Reactor Research
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL__
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQU_EMENTS:
z_RODUCIBILITYOF _lIE
01tmgl_bbPAG_ m POOR
lie
1977006970-164
DE I"LNITION O F TEC HNOIX)GY REQ UIREME NT N().
,,, .,. . .....
I. TECIIN()I,()GY REQUIIiEMENT (TITI,E):Nuclear Thermoeieqtri_ PAGE 3 ()I,'_.i._
Power.S_stems
12. TECIIN()I,()(;YREQUII{EMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
' SCtIEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 t_0 81 82 83 8i _5 86 87 _ 89 90 91
TE C[tNOLOGY
1. Analysis/Design _
J
'2. _abricatlon
3. Ground Test i
4. Flight Design/Fab. _......
5. Space Demonstration *
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
:l. Operations
4.
13. USACE SCHEI)UI,E:
i
TEC IINOI,OGY NEED DATI., * TOTAL
I
NUMBER OF I_UNCtIES
i i
I-1. ItEFERENCES:
Input data Pkg. to Power Working Group "Outlook for Space Reference Volume"
A Forecast of Space Technology
RTAC Aa Hoc Working Group Report 7 May, 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.cou_o_i'._Tonn_AL,m^t'_'I_TL_,I._,F.LtV^,_T
ENVIRONMFNI IN T:D. LA}W)K_IiqiY.
I. MSIC PIIE:,'-_.MtNAOI_tIIVil) _ND qFlW)lllt.D. I. MODELTI_S_I.DINAIRCKAIT tNVIRONMtN]'
I. Tilt:owl" t(,It.Ml'LJL'r[ D 1¢) IIE_( li.'li}' :tilt ._OMFN^. T. MODiCL TE$'II, D IN SPAc'F ENVI_)N_IENT.
3. Till I _ttl T_ '_ rE I) ll_ l'll_ _II'AL ! Xl)! RIMI.NT l, HI[W CAPAIUI.ITY DL_I%%+[) t lh +'.l A .M"Cll LI,,_FH
OH .'d-_l Iii M_, rlCAI. ,,l()l)l I.. OPEF_. ,o_,Al. MODLL.
) 4. PI.HTININ" tLN('Tt_I,_(_Itt'IIAItA( rKIUSl"IC I)FMONSTRATIE.D. I. RELIAIIILIT_ UPGRAI)INCOF ,_,,OPERAI'hV_._I MODLL.
IE.G.. MATLItLt.I.. ('t,_,.l,(}%t _T, |._. t'. |0. IAFiiTIME I_XTENSION O}" AN ()11 IrA1 ION _:, MOl)t I,.|,,,
t
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I. Energy Sources and Conve_'sion
C. Chemical Conversion Systems
_o technology requirements are proposed for Chemical Conversion Systems.
They are :
i. Dielectric Film Stack Cryogenic Tank Insulation •
2. Fuel Cell Technology Advancement
Improved insulation systems are required for future missions where
cryogens must be stored for long periods of time. The use of radiation
shields which selectively reflect certain wavelengths of heat energy poten-
tially offer an order of magnitude reduction in hea% le,k to spacecraft
cryogenic tankage.
A large photovoltalc space station power system will require a _.rge
energy storage system to provide dark side power. A regenerative fuel cell
system consisting of a fuel cell in conjunction with an electrolysis cell
offers sig_ulflcant weight savings relative to conventional secondary battery
systems. A development program to match fuel cells with electrolysis cells
having 5000 hour llfe is required.
Other _el cell techmology advancements include development of cheap,
stable catalysts, ion-exchange membrane fuel cells which offer llfe, weight
and cost advantages and "Naflon" hollow fiber £uel cells which offer size
and weight reductions.
All chemical conversion technology is considered as opportualty driven.
1977006970-166
I I 1 _
DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Dielectric FiLm S_aqk PAGE I OF _ ._
Cryogenic Tank rn.m_]ation '_
'-'.TECIIN()I.OGY CATEGORY: Electric Power
3. ()BJECTIVF/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Reduce rc_eDt theory to practice by
, !egi=n _m_ eAh_ps*.Inn n£ _ high Perform,f-trice Insnlatin__ material which shields ,.
over the i-i00 micrometer s_ectral ranse.
I. ('URI{ENT STATE OF ART: P_m-?-_nth_t ]_ak.q to stored cryo__ens range frQm "
.0q to .5 BTU/HR F_ Qf surface area. , _
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DE,'K'I{II'TI()N (H'" TICCIIN()I.OGY
Low boil-off containers for cryogenic fluids are vacuum jacketed dewars.
Attention is given to minimizing heat paths across supports and radiation
through the vacuum jacket. Multiple layers of flexible metalized films (Au,
Ag, or AL) are used in the annulus for tha purpose as are powders and glass
beads or micro spheres.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,r] A,["! B,[-] C/D
G, IIATI_NAI.I.; AND ANA_ _SIS.
Mission durations of 6 months to several years are desirable in earth orbit and
are required for deep space exploration. Vastly improved cryogenic insulation
will greatly reduce boil-off. For example a 225 ft. vessel would on a one year
mission, boil-off 50 to 70 lbs of H2 with a spectral film stack insulation,
whereas a conventional d.war wouldbcil-off 500-700 ibs. Based on shuttle
costing rationale ($50k/ib) a 600 ib saving represents approximately $30m.
This technology can be used on the tug.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl,
f
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1977006970-167
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
l TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): D_electric Film Stack PAGE 2 OF __
Cryogenic Tank Insulation IElec. Power)
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_ev_v_ ±n-_lsh_ refrigeration or !iquifaction systems which would be heavy
and expensive.
|
5. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS: i
A film stac_ design is needed which will provide a high reflectance over a
wider band oi"the spectrum than is now available. Also a MFG problem of
thickness control on _ ft. wide rolls needs to be solved.
!_. I'OTI':NTIAI. AI.TI':I{NATIVI':S:
Continue to tz'y to improve existing insulation schemes; however_ the potential
is limited.
1_* PLANrNED PRO(;I{AMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
I1. IIE1,ATED TECIINOI,()(;Y IH,:(_U]REMENTS:
<
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]977006970-]68
DEFINITION OF TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Dielectric Film Stack PAGE 3 OF _2t._
Cryogenic Tank Insulation
12. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDU1.E ITEM 175 76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85186 87!88 89 90191
TECHNOLOGY
1. Analysis M
2. DES, FAR & Test 2-10
layer samples
3. FAR & Test 20-40
layer samples
4. Qualify
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
I
l::. USAGE SCIIEI)UI,E:
I
TEC ]INOI,OGY NE ED DATL TOTAL1--
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]
14. REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTOR ffl'IEADBOARDIESTI'.DINRELEVANT
ZNvmoN_Ir.STX,_T:-: uA_oP_1_.,.y.
" I. KASIC IaHENOMENA OIk_ERV},DAND RFI_DI{TED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAI.T I,NVIRONMi-NI".
: 2. T|IEORY _(*I(MI'I.AI[.'D TO i)ES('[UBE PIII'NOMENA. ?. MODELTESTLDINSP.%('F ENX'IR()NMEN'f.
3. THI':()ihTI,,'q'ITI)BY PIrY_,mAL i,XPLRIM_,NT $. NEW CAPAIIII,IT'YDLIIIV'EDFROM A MUCII LE_KSER
O14 MATIIPMa_TICAL Mol)I,I,. OPERAI'IOhAI, MODLL.
1 4. PERTINI NT }('N('TIC)N OR CllAItA{ TERIST C DFMONSTRATED. $. RELIABII,|TY UPGRADING OF AN OPERAFh_NA1, MODLL.
E.G.. MATEI{L%L. ('tL','I'O,.F_T.I"!,C. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I,ID_.TION',:.MOI)!.I,.
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1977006970-169
1
POWER
l)l.; 1,'INITI( )N ()I: TEC }INOI,( )GY REQUIREMENT NO.
1 TE('IINt)It)(;Y IIE(_UIIIEMENT (TITI.E): Advanced _el Cell PAGE 1 OF3
Technolo_
2. TE('IINC)I,()(;YCATEG()IIY: Electric Power
:;. _,)I;Jt',t"IlVI'i/ADVANCI']MENT REQUIRED: investigate several possible
_qdV_n_om_nta in fllelcell technology to increase efficiency, life, and
decrease cost.
t. ('t'l{lll.],_'l" STATE ')I: ART: Current fuel cells have expensive and short lived
ont.niv_t.__ They require technology advancements to extend li2e add decrease
weight. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. I)I<S('I{I_'TI(_N _ H.' TE('IIN_)I,(]GY
l. Today's fuel cells use noble metal catalysts for acceptable system opera-
_ion. In order to attain long lifetimes the system temperature must be
kept low (300°F). New catalysts must be found which are inexpensive and
stable over long operating lifetimes.
2. Fuel cells are being developed for Shuttle. Electrolysis units are being
developed for life support systems. These concepts need to be combined in
a regenerative fuel cell system program.
5. New concepts for fuel cells which offer potential advantages in performance,
life and weight have been brought to various stages of R & D. Further
development is required.
_. The ion-exchange membrane concept developed by GE has shown by test that
performance is invariant over 35,000 hours of operation. The potential
exists for a i00_000 hour system.
P/LREQUIIIEM1. NTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[] A,[7 B,F"! C/D
_; IIAI'I_XAI.I,: A NI) ANAI.YSIS:
i. Significant cost savings can be realized in fuel cell systems if a
cheap stable catalyst can be found for low temperature fuel cells.
2. For advanced applications such as solar arrays on space stations :'e
large _cwer storage is required for the dark side operation, a tea _r-
ative fuel cell offers an attractive weight advantage over secondary
batteries.
3. Where requirements may dictate an extremely long life fuel cell, no
degradation, and one w' ich is capable of usine propulsion grade reactants
the ion-exchange membrane (IEM) concept is very attractive.
TO BE CARRIED TO LF;VEL
,2
!
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1977006970-170
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIRE1VIENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Advanced Fuel Celi_ PAGE 2 OF
Technology
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
The options which exist today are confined to hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells for
space applications.
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
1. Noble metal catalysts are too costly and tend to be poisoned easily.
2. Work in system optimization needs to be done in regenerative fuel cell
systems.
3. Further research in new concepts such as the hollow fibre fuel cell should
be directed toward lowering IR losses, and finding ways to control tempera-
51/r e.
4. The IEM concept needs system optimization.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
None.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
i. A low level effort is underway to develop single cells and small stacks
of the IEM Concept.
2. The hollow fibre concept has been investigated in the labor,%Ory at JPL.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUmEMENTS:
i 165
1977006970-171
T....... I I
I. Energy Sources and Conversion
A. Ambient Field Trapping
No experiments were identified.
[
I
1977006970-172
!If. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
A series of technology advancements are required in the power processing 3
• distribution, conversion and transmission area to support future mission re-
quirements. While an exact set of missions cannot be delineated which require
the technology requirements described herein, there exists a general class of _
high energy, high voltage, long life missions that would benefit immeasureably
from these technology advances. In fact, several missions included in thls
classification would not be feasible with existing technology, or that forecast
for availability within the required time periods without a significant effort
by NASA.
A high voltage (IOOV-15KV) distribtion system will be required for
satellites employing advanced communication travelling wave tubes and ion
propulsion. If a reliable high voltage distribution is not available, severe
weight, power loss and thermal dissipation penalties must be paid where
present low voltage distribution systems are employed. A series of suggested
technology requirements are outlined to permit development of a high voltage/
power system. Further advancements will be required for the SS_, space
station and colonization class of power systems (gigawatt power processing
and distribution systems) with corresponding increases in reliable operational
lifetime (up to lO years).
Development of the SSPS system will result in the requirement for a
highly efficlent/reliable means of satellite-to-ground transmission and re-
conversion system. For laser energy transmission to become attractive for
SSPS-type application, substantial improvements in on-the-ground reconversion
efficiency must be accomplished• A suggested program for development of a
highly efficient GaAs Schottky Barrier Diode laser energy photovoltaic con-
verter is discussed• Microwave transmission of energy remalns a potentially
2
viable alternative, although no specific programs are outlined.
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1977006970-173
iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ;
I TECIINOI,OGf REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Power Proc_sin_ and PAGE I OF
Distribution Systems for Gigawatt Class Power Systems
2. TECIIN()I,()GY CATEGORY: Electric Power
:_. ()I_.IE('TIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Advance the technology to oermit
Processing and distribution of _i_awatt class oower system.
i. ('URI{ENT STATE OF ART: Most power systems currently being flown are in the
few hundred watt class. Up to 50kw systems are in early development phases and
are being discussed for NEP. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
3. I)ESCIHI'TI()N ()1'" TECIIN()I.O(;Y
An ultra large class of power systems will be required for SSPS, space station,
or colonization attempts now under discussion. The technology to provide per-
haps 5 gigawatts of processing and distribution must be approached through
various plateaus of power levels; 5 kw is in hand_ 50 kw and 500 kw are proposed
technology. Intermediate steps between 500 kw and 5 gigawatts must be reached.
A variety of power sources must be accomodated as well as several type'_of
loads. The need for 30 year life times and the resultant testing and confidence
building programs place a significantly different emphasis on the technology.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,["I B,F] C/D
6. RATI()NAI.K AND ANAI,YSIS:
a. SSPS studies have identified needs in the gigawatt class.
b. SSPS, space statiQn, colonization would all benefit from this technology
advancement.
c. These advancements in power processing and distribution are mandatory to
the accomplishment of the above stated missions.
d. _is technology must eventually grow to flight status if the gigawatt:class ,_
power systems are to become reality.
ttttFRoDUCIBLLr_YOF 'rlU_
ORIOlNAL PAGE I_ IK)Ol_
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
)
f
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1977006970-174
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. :
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Pnw_r P_nn_n_r and PAGE 2 OF ._.
Distribution Systems for Gi_awatt Class Power Systems
• i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: !
{
Options and possible approaches must be identified and an approach structured.
The options are systematic, that is, they must interrelate with the source
(solar, nuclear or other), the load, transportation and assembly techniques,
maintenance requirements and accessability.
I
S. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Concept, approach, source and load definition, materials, long life testing
techniques, weight, efficiency, thermal control.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
None if the proposed uses are to materialize.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Existing work on RTOP 506-23-3 is barely embryonic.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS:
Many
ii
!
\
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1977006970-175
IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. :
I. TECHNOL()GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Power ProcessJ,nK and PAGE 3 OF
Distrlb_£on Systems for _i_awatt Class _ower Systems
, = .......
12. TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 ! 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
1.
2. -:
3.
4.
5. j
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCttEDUI,E:
!
TOTAL
TECtlNOI.OGY NEED DATI., t
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMmSrSTOn aaEAt_mARV_ST_D,SaELZVA,_T
ENVmON_tEST,,_r:,_ t_,_)RAa_:,.v.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OI_ERVLD AND RFPORTED. 8. MODEL TESTED 1"4AIRCRAI.TENVIRON.MtNT.
I. TIIEORY FOIiMULATEI) TO DESt'I_IBE Pill NOMENA. ?. MODEL TEYrEI) IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
3. THEt..._ TESTED BY PIPtMCAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAIiII,ITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCII LE._,%ER
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MOI}LI.. OPERATIONAl. MODLL.
4. PEliTINLNT }t:NCTt()N Oil CIIARACTERIffrlC DEMONSTRATED° 9. ilELIABII,IT¥ UPGRADING t)E JtN OPERA rl_ eqAl MODLL.
E.G.. MATEIIUtL, CO_'PO'.ENT, E'IC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSK)N OF ANOI'LRATIONC. MOI)_I,.
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1977006970-176
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ;
I TECIINOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE}: _Higher Bus Voltage PAGE 1 OF.2L_
Power Processor and Distribution System Technolo_
2. TECI1N()I,OGY CATEGORY: Electmic Power
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: .Develop the technology to permit u_e
and eventlml standardization of a h_her bus voltage _Or housekee_i_ a_d
general purpose sp6ce missions. '_
t. ('URRENT STATE OF ART: _8 VDC/IIOVAC are routlnelv used on s_cecraft; l
76VDC is being used on CTS.
H_S BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL i
5. DE_'RII'TI()N ()1." TI':CIIN()I_OGY
A suitable busline voltage in excess of IOOVDC, and perhaps an AC voltage higher
than ll0, should be established• The various technologies should be pursued
and demonstrated to permit use of these increased llne voltages• Specifically
intended are :
--Power processors, complete with controls, regulation, etc., at increascd
power levels
--Distribution systems, including remotely controlled switches, sensors,
conductors, substations, connectors
--Long life, high efficiency, low weight and low cost goals i
--Systems consideration, EMI, noise, compatability.
r/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: r7 PRE-A,r-I A,_ B,[_ C/D
6. I{A'H()NAI.I.;AND ANAI.YSIS: -
a. At power levels above several hundred watts the copper weights, power
losses and thermal dissipations impose increasing penalties. These
penalties can be significantly reduced at higher (greater than 100 VDC)
voltages instead of the traditional 28 VDC.
b. Shuttle could have benefited significantly by using a higher bus voltage;
any future payload or vehicle requiring grester than several hundred watts
can achieve a savings.
c. Improvements can be significant in weight reductions, electrical
efflciencies, and thermal losses•
d. Ground based tests are suitable for all aspects of technology development.
A space demonstration flight may be necessary for user confidence.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL J_
,
i
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1977006970-177
i , ,,, Ill
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Hi_her Bus Vol_aRe PAGE 2 OF __
Power Processor and Distribution System Technology
l
i i ii
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Current low voltage bus systems can continue to be used for some time with the
attendant penalties. However, at some power levels these penalties can become
prohibitive.
J
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
High voltage, high power switching devices and distribution components, long
llfe time materials at elevated voltages, plasma current interactions.
9. POTENTIAl, AI,TERNATIVES: _,
None.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMEN £:
RTOP _06-2_JoJ_ currently applies
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
j 172
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1977006970-178
-- l |
t
DE I,'INITI()N OF TEC HNOI.OGY REQ UIREME NT NO.
I qL( HN()I.().,_ RE(_UIREMENT (TITLE): Ht_her Bus Vo/ta_e PAGE 30l c
Power Processor_ and Distribution System Technology
12, TECIIN()I.()GY I{E(_UIREMENTS SCIIEDUI.E:
CAI,ENDAH YEAR
................SCIIEDUI,E ITEM _ 9i: !
_ "5 76 77'7_ 79 80 81 _2 83 84 ,'15t_687.j_,_89 90j
TE CtlNOLOGY
1. Analysis ......
'2. Design ...... i
3.
-|.
5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. (')
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
j ,, j,Ji _ -
I;:. USAGE SCIlEI)UI.E:
-' i ....... _ i'rl.;C IINOI.OGY NI,: ED DATI., TA L
...... I iNUMBER OF I.AUNCItES
i | • Ii i . ii i i
1.t. I{EFEI{ENCES:
15. I,EVEL OF STATE OF ART s. Co, eoNv_zot_ l,,t^,,m^m ,_.srk.o,s ,,tt.tv^,'rr
ENVIRONM|'N1 IN Tilt LAP,I)K&I_L,RY.
I. IL.%",Hl'tlF.',l/'.l_ NA ()lk";t RVt 1) ANI) 'IFP()I(Tkl). R, MODEL TL_t P IN ^IflCRAfT t ._VIRON.Mt NI'.
2. 111t {)1{_ l( qlkll'l_ I} l) _l| I)| %1I;Iltf ;'!1t _OMf'N^, ?. MODEl, TES'[I I) IN S]'A('I' £NVI|0 CO,It "'T.
3. 1"iI}¢,I:'1 1} _11D !1_ PlI_MCAI. I ".l)t Ill.M} NT O. NLW CAEAItlI,ITY I)LIIIV}.D }lh)'.l A .ML'(II I.}..%SER
t 1)|_ %1%1111M%FIC_I _,t_J}lI.. OP_.lll_lll)l',,4|. l|(;D}.|..
4. PIHIIN} ',' lINt I:,)',()ll, I1%1:%1F|RINII(" DFMoNST_TED, I. I_:L_|UI.IT% Upc;I_AI)I%CII} %_"()PLRAIII'NAI .MOD_L.
l':.l;., %1%TFJtl.%l , _, '%'P_)',_ ". l, t !,'. |O, L|I"}STIMI_ |.XTE.NNIO?, 0_" Aid ()l'l RATION _r. MILD/' L.}
,i L ,
2
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1977006970-179
DE FINITI()N OF TEC HNOL()GY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECIINOI,OGY I{E(_UIREMENT (TITI,E): _ PAGE 1 OF __,
Photovoltaic Converter
2. TECIIN()I,()(;Y CATEGORY:. Electric _9w_£
3. OBJECTIVE/ ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: laser__otovo_taic Converter
with 80_ efficiency.
I. ('UI{RENT STATE ()F ART: .q_]_e_n IzL_- En_V Converters are a_ leA._i_i_
efficient.
|
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO I.EVEL_
3. DES(" IIII'TI( )N ()1." TECIIN()I.OGY
Match the energy band-gap of GaAs xP Schottky Barrier iiodes to the photon- X
energy of the laser to obtain maximum efficiencics. Preliminary efforts have
resulted in efficiencies up to 30%.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[_ C/D
_;. I{A'I'l_ _NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. High efficiency p ....r , , mission and conversion must be obtained i£ the
SSPS "s ever to bL 1_.,_i_e.
b. SSPS
c. Higher efficiency, lower cost, smaller size of SSPS.
d. Level 5.
g.KPgODUGIBBATYOF T_
PAGE m I Oi
TO BE CARP, lED TO LEVEl, 5
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1977006970-180
,m
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Laser Energy PAGE 2 OF .._
Photovoltaic Converter
7. TECHN()I.OGY OPTIONS:
Decreased Laser Conversion Efficiency with increased cost and size of'SSI_.
m
_. TECIINICAL PROBLE_JS:
_. Increasing open circuit voltage of diode.
o. Possible materia_ problems (contacts, A/R coating, etc. ) for high
energy density operation.
9. POTENTIAl, AL'I El{NATIVES:
Microwave. transmissiwn and detector.
1 0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-25-52
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
1l. I_ELATED TECHNOI,()(;Y REQUIREMENTS:
High efficiency GaAap 'AMOS" _olar cell.
ill ,,
t
J _;'s
1977006970-181
DEFINITION (-)I,"TECttNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECtIN()I,()GY ItEQUIREMENT (T1T1,E): Laser EnerKv PAGE 3 OF
Photovoltaic Converter
12. TECIIN()I,()GYIIEQUIIIEMENTS SCIIEDUI,E:
CALENDAR YEAR
!
SCttI"DU1.F ITEM 75!76 177 7_ 79 80 S1 _2 83 8-i ,_5 $6 87 $_ 89 90 91
TE CttNOLOGY
1.
.)
3.
4.
5.
APPLI" &TION
1. Design (Ph. C}
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCIIE1)UI,E: [
|,
'FECIINOI.()GY NI';ED DATI'. _ TOTALI
NUMBER OF I_A['NCHES [ I
14. REFERENCE":
"Photo-Volt3ic Conversion of Laser Energy," by R. J. Stirn, in Proceedings of
ozcond Laser Energy Conversion Conference, at NASA-Amer. Research Center,
January, 1975.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5.COMPONENTOR[LREAL)0JOARDTESTED[NRELEVANT
ENVIRONMFNT IN THE LAItORAlX_)RY.
1. BASIC pHEr;O.'qFNA OB,_EP.VLD AND qEI_RTED, 6. MODELTLSTFD1NAIRCRAbT ENVIRON.MiNT.
2. TIIF,OR_ F'(H_MF:.AIFI) TO DES(K'IW I'IlI,',OMENA. ?, MODELTES'rLD IN SPACE EN%II_ONMENT.
3. THF,(U_h TF S'l'lil)BY I'Wf'W _I, }'NPERIMF NT 8. NEW CAPAIIII,ITY DI RIVED FRoM A MUCll LEKSER
OR M.tl IIEM _']CAI. MOI,, I.. OPERA1 IOhAI, MODEl,.
4. PEWI'IN} NF I['NCTI()NOII('IIAIb_(-TEPdSTI( DEMONSTRATED. D. RELtABII,ITY UPGRAI)INCO_ _NOPERAFI_'qAI, MODLL.
) E.G., MATEIHAi., ('t_.%'I,O_,F'NT, E]C. 10. LIFETIbIE EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATION \L MOI)EL.
(
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1977006970-182
1 ' 1I
I)E I.'IN ITI( )N OF TEC ttNOI.( _GY REQUIREM ENT NO.
1 TECIINt)I.()GY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Ultra H_gh Power PAGE 1 OF?.__
Energy Conversion and Transmission System Technology
2. TECIIN()I.()(_Y CATEG()RY: Electric Power
3. '.)DJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide the technology tQ permit .
conversion a transmission_ reception and reconversion from space to planet of
power levels in the gig_ art class.
t. ('UI_I{ENT STATE (_I: AHT: M_rowav_ t_angm_q_on of a few hnndred watts near
_0% efficiency is being accomplished on CTS i laser transmissions of l_
efficiency for lO00 km distances can be HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
aJ:comp] i_bed
5. DESCHII'TI()N ()l'" TI':CIIN()I.OGY
Radical advances in efficiences and power levels must be achieved in the areas
of conversion_ transmission, reception and reconversion of gigawatt class :
power levels. Both laser and microwave approaches have been proposed and are
in various stage of technology. An aggresive and well organized technology •
attack should be conducted to exploit the potential of these two approaches.
P/LREQUIREMI':NTS BASEDON: [7 PRE-A,[7 A,[] B,['] C:D
_; ICAII_ )\AI.I," AND ANAI.YSIS:
a. The gigawatt class of po-_erlevels has been identified by SSPS conceptual
studies.
b. Colonization attempts could be solely dependant upon this technology, as
is SSPS.
7
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
<
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1977006970-183
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i
l TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): _]tra I-IJ__h Power PAGE 2 OF 2-
Energy Conversion and Transmission System Technology ,.
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Microwaves aud lasers both offer potential advantages and each has its own
disadvantages. Both need continued exploitation and development (perhaps
also research) to fully evaluate their altimate capabilities and limitations.
_. TECItNICAL PROBLEMS:
Numerous.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
i. Do not strive for SSPS capability.
2. Consider other schemes for powering a space colony.
3. Identify and exploit alternate transmission concepts.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQULREMENTS:
!
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1977006970-184
J_
III. Storage
Past Phase "B" studies of the 8 to 10-man space station have indicated
a requirement for a high capacity NiCd battery system of approximately i00
amp. hrs. The requirements for development are determined by the Technology
Requirement Form. An alternate battery approach to solving this problem is
the use of a metal-gas battery system. There is a proposal for the development
/
for a smaller battery of this type in _WneMission Driven Section of this re-
port. The technology defined under that proposal will also apply to this
f
application.
Anothe _nergy storage system with potential for high energy density is
the use of flywheels for mechanical storage. This will be particularly true
if the development programs for high strength fiber composites and new concepts
in fabrication of these devices are successful. Details of this technology
proposal are available from the Technology Development Form.
The Regenerative Fuel Cell is also considered an improvement over
batteries for electrical energy storage for high energy systems. A proposed
technical program for that system is included under Chemical Conversion in
this report and the same technology will apply for this application.
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1977006970-185
I)EI.'INITI()N OF TECIINOI.()GY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECtIN()I.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): l_r_e Ni-Cd Batt.er_s PAGE 1 OF _4__
for Space Station Application
2. TE('IlN()I.t)(,Y CATEGORY: Electric Power (17)
3. ()BJI'X"J'IVI']/ADVANCEMENT REQUII{ED: Develooment and demonstration o£
high capacitT_ lon_ life NiCd batter 7 sTstems.
t. ('[;HI{ENT STATE ()F ART: Smaller NiCd batteries have been extensively
used in spacecraft.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. I)ES('IHI'TI()N ()1" TI'X'IlN()I.OGY
Past studies of the 8 to i0 man space stations indicated a requirement for
a i00 Amplir. NiCd battery system. Prototype cells have been built a_d
preliminary thermal packaging concepts have been analyzed. There are several
factors that presently limit the operational capabilities of NiCd. batteries
and therefore affect the supporting subsystems. These limitations include
capacity degradation at useable voltage levels_ operating temperatures,
charge and discharge rates, and depths of discharge. These operating limits
will be more restrictive in large cell application.
Improved technology is required to support the requirements of long life 3
maintainability, etc.
p/t, R_,:QUIREMFNTSBASED ON: [] PRE-A,r] A,[_ B,[] C/D ::
_; ti,\'l'l_ _\AI.I," AND ANAI.YSIS: '.
a. Past Phase B studies on the initial space sbation resulted in a
recommendation for a solar array source with a NiCd battery for i
energy storage.
b. The space station requires higher performance and longer life than
previously demonstrated by NiCd batteries in addition to module
maintainability.
c. The high capacity batteries should de_onstrase a capability to pro-
vide a two year life time while operation at an acceptable of per-
formance by laboratory test program.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT iiO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Large N_Cd Batteries PAGE 2 OF
for Space Station Application
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Probably the characteristic of NiCd batteries that has the biggest impact on
operational performance is the degradation of the useable capacity. This is
particularly true for operation ubove 20°C. Obviously one approach to mini-
mize this effect is to maintain the batteries at a lower temperature (lO°C).
This obviously impacts the vehicle thermal control system. Another option
is to provi4e on-board reconditioning capability. SQme improvement in
materials .nd manufacturing of electrodes, separators and electrolyte will
also improve capabilities. In all probability, all options open for improve-
ment of NiCd battery operations will be required to support the space station
requirements.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Techniques for maintaining lower temperatures and inflight reconditioning
are known but must be developed. The changes in electrode characteristics
during cycling is not completely understood. The first step in improving
this operation is to acquire an understanding of this basic problem. This
will probably require an extensive test program.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Other methods of providing the required energy storage system include the
development of a regenerative or secondary fuel cell system or metal-gas
electrode battery systems.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
There are no other programs requiring the large hiCd cell however any im-
provement in basic NiCd battery technology will bent it this requirement.
EXPECT,.;D UNPERTURBED LEVEL _5__
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Thermal Control System will be impacted but no technology problem anticipated
{
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I)EI.'INITION OF TECHNOIA)GY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TF,('IIN()IA)(;Y HEQUII{I.;MENT (TITLE): Large NiCd Batteries PAGE 3 OF _.LL_
for _p_ce Station Aoplication
12. TECIIN()T()(;Y I{E(@UIREMENTS SL_IIEDUI,E:
CAI,ENDAR YEAR
SCIIEI)UI.E ITEM* 75]76 77 78 79 80 51 82 83184 85 ,_6 $7 _8 89 90 91
TECI|NOLOGY I '
I 1 Electrode & separate
I *" or evaluation Testing _......... . ,
I ., Cell component
-" analysis
3. Battery packaging
a._dthermal control [ "'-.... --....
I4. In-flight recondi-
tions evaluation and I "'- _///_L_lJ/
5. development I L
_ *Schedule start will de ,en_ oI a ai:able _ mc in_ a_ fl:_tlre pl_an:ag
APPLICATION l
1. Design (Ph. C) <
'2. Dev!/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
._.
l:;. USAGE SCIIEDUI_E: Opportunity Driven
. , |
I TOTALTI':('IIN()I,()GY NI.',I,:D DATI.,
NUMBER ()F I,A['NCH;:S 1 1
1 t. I{EFI.:RI.:NCI,:S:
1975 NASA 0AST Summer Workshop Overview Report - Developing Space Occupancy:
Perspectives on NASA Future Space Program Planning.
Funding: CY 7o $250k
77 150
78 150
79 i00
80 5o
REPEODUCmILrrYOP TI_e
_AL PAGE i.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTO,|ItREADBOARDTLSTLD'NRELEVANT
ENVIRONMFNT iN THE t.AI_OR_,li*RY.
1. Ib_,Sl[' PHI-::,_#\I_NA ()lk_l'R_.l D AND qFIW)I(1LD. 8. MODEI, TES!EI) IN AIR('RA['T }NVIRONM[NT.
2. TlllObl't }OR\II'I,AIII)I_) [)}'_(fliP,} PIll 5OMFNA. ?. MODELTESTI D iNS!'.%t"F ENVIRONMENT.
3. l'i[}(;Ii3 lt_ll D !lh |'I[_[('AI, ! '(P[ RIMb, NT 8. NEW CAPABII,ITY D; RI_'kD }lit)\! A MUCH I,E,%SER
OR M A'I II} M % I'IC.\L "q',)Dl i.. OPERA1 lOhA I, MODL L.
t. PLRIIN} N, tt N(']'Ii)R ORt'IIAIiAt'IERISTIf' D}'MONSTRATED. 9. RELiABIi,ITY UPGRADING OF ANOPERAI'Itt'qAI, MODEL.
) E.(;,. M#T}lilXl,. ('(,Vl,()'.!,,'I'.I']c. I0. LI}ETI_'E EXTENSION OF AN OI I,IiATION C, MOI_I'I.
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T i 1 _q
I
DEI,'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _'
i i
I. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) :Use of Fizwheels for PAGE 1 OF___
Mechanical Storage of Energy
2. TEC}IN()I,OGYCATEGORY: Electric Power
;3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Flywheels promise a high ratio of
energy stored per u_it mass.
t. ('URI{ENT STATE ()F ART: Various materials and designs for the flywhe_l have
been evaluated. Some demonstrations performed.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4__
5. DE,'.K'IHI'TI()N ()l.' TECIIN()I,OGY
The use of flywheels for energy storage has been considered for space applica-
tions because of their potential superiority over chemical batteries in terms
of energy stored per unit mass. Upon the development of hlgh-strength fiber
composites and implementation of new concepts in f_Orication these devices can
become effective elements for long-term energy o_orage.
Assuming the use of magnetic bearings and electro-mechanical energy storage
coupling techniques, lifetimes of 30 yours or more should be achieveable. The
availability of the vacuum environment permits long standby life and very small
required auxiliary equipment mac_. No significant work has been done on the
integration of the complex _iywheel system which will probably require as much
effort as the technolo_ of the flywheel itself.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ["]PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,_ C/D
_;. [{A'l'l_NAl,i.: AND ANAI,YSIS:
Widely variable rates of power can be utilized, both in charging and dis-
charginig, with essentially constant (and high) efficiencyl providing the
transmission or electrical controls are developed.
Flywheel materials which have been studied in recent years include high
strength steels, titanium and fiber composites. Beacuse of the high strength
of fibers flywheels with very M gh energy storage per unit mass are possible.
For example the theoretical limit for fused silica fibers is 870 W-H/kg compared
to 48W-H/kg for a ferrous metal base flywheel. Design values for stress for •
composite flywheels are lacking, the evolution of new fabrication techniques, •
the overall system integration analysis, and the development of suitable
bearings, seals, transmissions, and electrical controls are driving the tech-
nology.
The propulsion group has recommended an evaluation of flywheels for use with
electric propulsion systems.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL yr.,
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i I _
i |l
• DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Use of Flywheels for PAGE 2 OF ._
Mechanical Storage of Energy
u
,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: kg/J $/kg
Flywheels I-i. 5x10-6 l-4x101
Superconductors 2-6x10- 5 2-3xlO2
Primary Batteries 2xi0-6- 4xi0-7 i-5xlO2
Secondary Batteries 3-8xi0-6 i-4xi03 , =
Stable Chemicals 1-8xlO -8 4xlO1-2xlO 2
i i i i| i| i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Containment housings for failures--minimized for composites due to high
fracture energy.
Vacuum bearings thansmlssion.
Uncertainties in design stress values.
• i • ii i
9. I'OTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Batteries
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Low level, research efforts on cmmposite fiber flywheels i
RTOP9O9-74-35LaRC
5o6-19-13 L_C
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL L__
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
i |i
[
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ..Use of Flywheels PAGE 3 OF .._
for Mechanical Storage of Ener_
12. TECIIN()LOGY REQUII{EMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
75!
$
SCIIEDUI.E 76777_179do81_253841__687_ _99o9,
D I
ITEM
TE CtlNOLOGY I [
1. Analysis ..i
|
'2. Design _ _
. 3. Fabrication
4. Test !
5. Flight Test A
APPLICATION [ -!
1. Design (Ph. (') [
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCIIEI)U1.E:
.TECIINOI.OGY NEED DATI'. A TOTAL[
NUMBER OF I,AI'NCttES [
1"t. IiEI"I': RENC ES:
Ad Hoe Working Group on Space Power and Propulsion--RTAC May, 1975.
Outlook for Space-Forecast of Space Technology-Part IV Management of Energy
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I. COMgONFNTOI1_EADBOARDTLSTLDINRELEVAN'_
, ZNvmo_trNT INT:.: t_,,JRAl_uv.
: 1. I_gl(" PHE:,OMLNA OIk'IERV}I) AND RFPf)RTLD. 6. MODEI, TESIEDINAIRCI_kI'T ENVIRONMI-NT.
2. TIIFORY FoRMt'L,AIFI) TO I)t'SCIPBE Pll} F-OMFNA. ?. MODEL TES'fLD IN SPAf'F EN_qRONMEN'f.
3. THFOft't rl Sl I- D BY PIIYMCAI. } XPLRIMENT 05. _EW ChPAIttl.lTy DLRD._:D FRoM A MUCII I,E,e_ER
OR M A'l IIFM _TICAI, "H(tl)! I,. OPERA'I IONAL MODLL.
I 4. PL}'I'IN} N ! } I N('TI¢)N OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. $. RELIABILITY UPGI_kl}ING OF atN OPERATIt tNAI, MODEL.
E. ;.. MA'rLliL._,I.. Ct,_'l,O,.J. ,".T. E'!C. 10. LI:ETIME EXTENSION OF A|40I'LR_TION _,L MOD} L.It • ,i
I ,ss
i
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CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions reached by the t_G are as follows:
1. Power systems technology _urrently available or in work is adequate
to accomplish all missions in the 1973 Mission Model. The f_w ex-
G
ceptions to this generalization represent only modest extensions of
ongoing efforts.
2. Improved Power Systems technology can provide significant benefits
in operational capabilities and costs, even for the 1973 Mission
Model. Sixteen such areas have been identifled.
i
3. P_Jor advancements in Power Systems technolu_y must be made if,
and only if, the Outlook for Space and other advanced user plans are
to be accomplished. Most of these advancements are not now actively
in work. Nineteen such areas have been identified.
4. A vigorous space experiment program is needed to achieve these
accomplishments. Specifically, 23 space experiments have been
identified •
)
i ,e6
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APPENDIX A
INPUTS TO THE POWER WORKING GROUP
Ideas brought from the various centers by PWG members.
Inputs from other Summer Workshop working groups.
"Selected Technology Suggestions for Future Space Application and Related
Space Experiments." Aerospace Corporation Presentation to 0AST Workshop.
(August 6, 1975) •
"Ad Hoc Working Group on Space Power and Propulsion - Report On The Status
and Prospects of the NASA Space Power and Propulsion Research and Technology
Program." Vol. 1. (April 30, 1975)
"Outlook Outputs" J. D. Burke. Presentation on 249 Missions, plus Synopses
of each. (July 1975)
Re_ort of the Outlook for Space Study (Internal Draft Copy) (July 1975)
Space Shuttle (NASA/JSC) February 1975
Space Among Us. Charleu P. Boyle (1974)
The 1973 NASA Pa)'load Model -- Space Opportunities 1973-1991
NASA(j ne1973)
¢
Missions (Vol. 2) Draft copy of Illustrative Mission (F. T. Lomes) plus 75
mission
"Gaseous Fuel Nuclear Reactor Research" F. C. Schwenk and K. Thorn.
NASA (October 1974) Presented to the Oklahcma State University. Frontiers
of Power Technolo_ i
"presentation of the Power Working Group to the Space Transportation Systems
Technology Steering Committee." D. T. Bernatowicz (January 22 1974)
"Presentation of the Power Working Group to the Space Transportation Systems
Technology Steering Committee." D. T. Bernatowicz (October 25, 1973) '
"AFSC-NASA Space Technology Meeting Briefing Charts for the Space Power
Program." J. D. Reams (AF/Aero Propulsion Lab)
"International Astronautical Federation XXV Congress." J. P. [ayton
(October 3, 197_) Space Power S[stems: Retros_eet and Prospect
"Aerospace TechnoAogy Development of Three _ypes of Solid State Remote Power
Controlled for llOV DC with current ratings cf flve and thirty amperes, One
type having current linlting." D. E. BaKer f_ASAdR-134772 (WAED 75-01E).
(February 1975)
"Ad Hoc Working Group on Space Power and Propu2.clon -- Report on the Stauas
and Prospects of the NASA Space Power and Propul:'IonResearch and Technology
Program." Vol. _ & If. NASA/R & D Advisory _ou_cii (May 7, 1975) (RTAC)
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Future Payload Technology Requl1'ement Study, Final Report (June 1975)
_-_ral ,.ynamic, Convair D/vision (CASD-NAS-75-O04, Constract NAS 2-8272).
Outlook for S_ace I A Forecast of S_ace Technology (I_80-20001 (July 15, 197_)
Final Draft.
l_T5-NASA OAST Summer Workshop - Overview Report
Outlook for Space_ Opportunity Driven Techno!r,_ Recommendations (July 1975)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
"Input Data Package lot Power Working Group" (Complete) S. Tiwsri
"Automated Power Systems Management" (RTOP 506-23-54) JPL H. Walnel
(June i0, 1975)
"Long Duration Exposure Facillty." Presentation to OAST Space Technology
Workshop (August 5, 1975) R. _. Osborne
Payltads Technology Space Testing Needs_ .Preliminary Brlefin_ (August 5, 1975)
General Dynamics, Convair Division. Report No. _Tf-WP-O02
"Space Experiment Opportunities to Support the Outlook for Space Technology
Recommendations" (August 4, 197%) Presentation to OAST Workshop. R.L.
Chase/JPL
"OAST PL.nning and Supporting Studies" (August 4, [975) Presentation to
OAST Workshop. S. R. Sadin NASA/OAST-RX
S_ace Shuttle System Payload Accomm@dations (July 3, 1974) Vol XfV, Johnson
Space Center Report No. 07700 (Rev C)
Space Experiment Opportunities to Support the Outlook for Space. Tecnnology
Recommendation (July 1975) Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Outlook for Space. Executive Summary (July 1775) NASA, internal Review Draft
Shuttle/Spacelab Reference Document (July 1975' R. H. Smith, A. N. Williams;
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
"Office of Space Science: Statement of New Technology Requirement_ Prepared
for the OAST Workshop -- August 3-Io, i775"
Future Payload Technology Space Te_ting and Development Req4lrementc (Prelimina_'y)
Gen_zal Dynamics/Convalr Divicion (August 5, 1975) Report No. FT-,P-oOI,
Contract NASZ-981 5
S_acelab : Payload Accommodation Handbook (May 1975) (pre _imlnary)
ESHO/ESTEC Ref. No. SLP/2104. "_
Space Researca & Technology Stud_ (Draft Cop_). (August 1972.) NASA
Headquarter
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Outline
I. _er_ So_ces and Convertors
_-_
Ao Solar _otovoltaic
i. H_ _
2. Sol_ Concentrators
3. P_s_ _te_ctlons with HV S_ces
f
4. Large Scale Array
5. Array Deployment and Dynamics
6. Qualification of Cells
7. Achieving _ _flciency
8. Shuttle _libratlon _cility
9. Tethered _ray
lO. Power _ansfer
ii. Ad_nced Concepts
a. EWECS
B. Sol_ and _cle_ _er_l Electric
1. Solar Concentrators
2. _a_on Cycle
3. _nkine Cycle
4. Stirllng Cycle
5. _er_onic
i
6. Therm_lectrlc
7. Dielectric
, 8. _P
i i0. Reactors
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f...... | y
C. Chemical Conversion
i. Dynamic Conversion
2. Primary Fuel Cells
3- Primary Batteries
D. Ambient Field Trapping
iI. Power Processing, Distribution, Conversion and Transmission
A. Processing
B. Conversion
laser Photovoltaic
C. Distribution
D. Transmission
1. Microwave
2. Laser
III. Storage
A. Mechanical
B. Thermal
C. Chemical
Regenerative Fuel Cells
D. Electrochemical
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